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A CONtIBiJTION TO TRE KNOWIDGE 0F
TI

ODONATA OF OREGON
INTRODUCTI ON

Within the last four or five years there has been
an increased interest in the aquatic insects of Oregon

because

of the realization that they play an important

part in the economy of fish as food and possibly as sec-

ondary hosts for fish parasites.
a complete

With this point in mind,

collection of aquatic insects of all orders

has been attempted.

The first serious attempt to collect the Odonata
and notes on their biology and distribution in Oregon

was begun in the fall of 1933.

Since then the writer

has attempted to collect and to have collected as many

Odonata in different parts of the state and

at

different

times of the yearas possible so as to bave a general
idea of their geographical and seasonal distribution

within the state.

The dates and locality ofcapture have

been largely taken from specImens now in the collection
at Oregon State College, but much data has been compiled

from various other sources which will be found in the

bibliography.
Original notes on the biology of all species would
have been impossible in the short time the writer has

studied these insects, but some ecological data have

4

been added whenever possible.

Most of the biological

notes have been baken from publIshed literature. Much data
as to seasonal distribution, as well as geographical dis-

tribution have been added since these studie5

wei'e

begun

and it will, no doubt, take many more years of careful

collecting and observation before the knowledge of this
order for Oregon is at all complete.

At least three

species heretofore not reported from Oregon have been
added.

Several species which were sent to Dr.

J.

G.

Need-

ham may be new species but he has as yet not definitely

determined

theiui.

It is hoped that this small contribution to the

knowledge of the Odonata of Oregon will stimulate interest
for others interested in Oregon insects, and that the

writer may find further opportunity to study this very
inte r sting order.
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COM[ON

NÑiS

AND ZUPERSTITIO1.i

$ome of the conimon names, which Odonata bear indi-

cate that superstitions are not yet extinct.

Other names

import that these insects are aggressive to larger ani-

mais, but that is an er'oneous idea which many people
have had for many years and will perhaps have for many
years to come.

From the following list of common names,

oe

may im-

agine many peculiar traits which these harmless insects
are supposed to possess:

Dragonflies, daniselfiles, darn-

ing needles, bad man's needles, devil's darning needles,
snake doctors, snake feeders, mosquito hawks, horse

stingers,

and mule killers..

Tristan (97) says concerning a Costa Rican superstition of a. 1ecistogaster dragonfly,
"People
here say that this pipilacha (Mecistogaster) is
conmion in some years.
An old man told me that
this was not a pipilacha at all, but a human
spirit, because they have not head or body, only
wingsl When a person dies, the spirit (soul)
begins to fly for some days in the woods and nobody can disturb it»'

Needham (81) and Tillyard (95) both mention that
the Japanese know many of the dragonflies by common names

just as people in this country know birds and mammals.

These insects are often mentioned in folk-lore and poetry

by these people.

GI'ERAL CONSIDERATIONS
ho1e.

Chaxacterization of the Order as a

The

insects of this order all have four membranous wings with

many cross veins.

The hind wings

than the fore wings.

ae

as large or larger

They have biting mouth parts with

prominent labruni, strongly toothed maxillae and mandibles,
and a labium with three large lobes, which with the labrum,

nearly enclose the jaws when at rest.
ocelli.

They have tbiee

The compound eyes are very large,

and in many

cases the ommatici,ia on the upper surface have larger

facets than those below; the upper of the-se probably funetien as night eyes.

ihe antennae are short

with

from

three to seven segments and are very small and bristlelike for the size of the insects.

and slender

and the thorax

i

The abdomen is long

very large in order to ac-

connuodate the large wing muscles.

The legs are fitted

for perching and grasping and the tarsi are three-jointed.

They have ten funct±onal spiracles, two thoracic and eight
abdominal.
Odonata are carnivorous and predacious in both the

imaginal and adult stages.

All are

axnphibiotic,

except

some found in Hawaii which live on moist soil under leaves
of liliaceous plants on the ground, and all have an incom-

plete metamorphosis.

Structure and

espiration of Nymphs.

The

mouth

equipped with well developed mandibles and maxillae,

is
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which are armed with strong teeth.

The labium is greatly

enlarged and is so formed that it covers the other mouth
parts when at rest; for this reason it is called the mask.
The nymphs grasp their food with the labium, which is

hinged in the middle so that it can be greatly extended.
The tip is armed with strong hooks for holding prey.

Dragonfly nymphs are remarkably fitted for aquatic
life by the modification of the rectum into a tracheal

chamber

.

The rectum is richly lined with trachea and

tracheoles.

Oxygen is obtained by alternately taking in

and expelling water from this chamber.

Locomotion is

also accomplished by taking in water and then suddenly

expelling.
The nymphs of damseiflies have three plate-like,

dal tracheal gills

by-

cau-

which they obtain their oxygen, but

it seems that when these appendages are

removed, the

insect seems to suffer no bad consequences, especially
in early life when the general body surface seems to func-

tion as a respiratory organ.

Calvert (23) describes tracheal gills on abdominal

segments two to seven in the nymphs of

Cors.

(Agrionidae).

He also mentions several other Agrionidae from which

these lateral abdominal gills have been described.

Calvert (24) describes the rectal respiration in
Agrion and Hetaerina.

In the former the rectal pulsa-

tions per minute were thirty-three

to forty and in the

E:]

latter foity-five to fifty-tbTee.

Rectal respiration has

been observed by Calvert in Argia nioesta and by Tillyard
in an Australian Lestes.

This rectal respiration may ex-

plain in part why zygopterous nymphs can seemingly live

with no ill effects after the caudal tracheal gills have
been removed.
Emergence

and Transformation.

The imagoes emerge

from the nymphal skin by splitting the skin on top of
the head and thorax.

The remains of the large tracheae,

which have supplied the wings, can be plainly seen protrading from the split on the dorsum of
The

t ho

thoras.

Gompninae, as a rule, climb up on some flat

surface near the water to transform.

The cast skins are

often found on piling, boats, boards, and even on dirt
banks.
ruhe

rest of the Aeschnidae and the Libellulidae

generally transform on vertical twigs, grass stems, and
other vegetation near the shore line or from

emergent

supports in the water.

Zygoptera also transform in places similar to the last

mentioned families.
Garman (42)

says that Zygoptera usually seek the

sunlight to transform' and emerge early in the morning,
the greater number being clear

o'clock.

of the

skin before eight

A much smaller number have been seen to emerge

after six o'clock in the evening or late in the afternoon

i?1

but very few,

ií

any, emerge during the heat of the day.

Instars. According to Imnis (51) the number
of intars varies in different species and in the same
species. They vary from eleven to fifteen instars. The
nyinphal period may be passed in one year, as ïs the case
Number

.2.

with most Zygoptera, or two years as in Aescìina. He
also states that the nymphal period may even last from
three to five years in some cases.
Calvert (21) states that within a half-hour after
hatching from the egg the young nymph of Libellula quadrimaculata makes its first moult and until that time the

tracheae contain no air.
Typo of Water in which the Nymphs Live. Most of the
odonate nymphs live in fresh water, but a few have been
reported to live in decidedly brackish water. Kennedy
mentions Aeschna palxnata and g. umbrosa as supposedly
living in brackish water in eastern Oregon. 1e also men-

tions several instances in Nevada where Sympetrum corrupturn lived in definitely saline vater.
Schwarz (92) says that several dragonfly nymphs are
found at Great Salt Lake, Utah, where the water of the
shallow pools of the salt flats is more or less mixed
with fresh or sulfurous water. He also says asome species
of Odonata live in the sulfur creeks."
Genera? Habits of Nymphs and Adults.

zygopterous nymphs generally crawl about

Aescbnine and
on submerged

ve-

:i.o

getation and are, as a rule, of

a

greenish or brownish

cast to make them blend with their natural environment.

The gomphine and libelluline nymphs generally wander

over the bottom or bury themselves in the mud and sand.

They are many times covered more or less by particles of
debris, algae, Epizoa,

etc.

Wilson (117) says the majority of the Libellulidae
have a one-year life cycle, and the great majority of any

given species emerge at or near the same time.

Anax and

Aeschna may have two periods of maximum abundance.

The

damseiflies apparently have more than one pe iod when
they are abundant.
and,

After emergence many species scatter

although many nymphal exuviae may be in evidence, the

imagoes are often entirely absent from their place of emergence.
shiny,

The imagoes seem to be most abundant in sun-

quiet,

hot weather and at other times they seem

to remain more

brush, etc.

or less in concealment among the grasses,

The n;mphs of various species seem to prefer

the type of support on which they transform.

Anax and Libellula luctuosa transform on

Mesothemis simplicicollis seems

;o

He

says

most any support,

prefer Sagittaria;

Jnal1agma seem to cliib on most any kind of stem, and
Ischnura transforms on lily pads (Fairport, Iowa).
travel

quite

some distance

to transform;

out of the water on shore to some

some climb up the

sterns

whose base

others climb just

convenient
is

Some

support and

submerged.

li
Riley (88) says thaL in their natural habitat, agrionid njmphs react strongly to contact. They are found
clinging tig. tly to the stems, branches, and leaves of
Elodea and Ceratophy-llum.
long axi of their bodies

generally lie with the
parallel vith the long axis of
the plant stems, etc. The nymphs are frequently overlooked
mainly because of three reasons: (1) They usually remain
very- quietly in their positions, (2) their shape and color
resembles that of the plants on which they live, and (3)
they frequently feign death. In nature they generally
live in water from 10 to 80 cm. deep, so they live in an
environment where the light is dim, a sort of twilight,
certainly not a bright light.
Frequently they live where there is an abundance of
aqutic vegetation and trees, which serves to further
reduce the intensity of the light by casting shadows and
obstructing the direct rays of the sun. They react negatively to bright light and respond positively to contact.
Riley (88) says further that agrionid nymphs react
strongly to the light from the electric arc of a Thomson
projection lantern, swimming away from the source of illunhlnation. He found that they would swim away from the
source of illumination in repeated trials and that heat
was not a factor in the display of this negative phototropism. The nymphs frequently form groups or clusters.
They
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clusters are probably formed because the nymphs
react positively to contact stimuli, more strongly so,
as a rule, than they do to light stimuli.
These

Sondheim, according to Abbot (2), had a dragonfly

learned to come to her food.
Calvert (23) gives an account of a dragonfly, Mecistogaster modestus,whose nymphs live in the axila of the
leaves of epiphytic bromeliads in Costa Rica. These
planuis are found as high as fifty feet from the ground.
Many insects (besides dragonfly nymphs) and other small
animals SUCh as scorpions and pseudoscorPions, from which
the dragonflies get their food, live on these plants. The
nymphs of several other genera of Odonata also live in
the water collected in the axils of the leaves of plants.
Calvert (24) in Costa Rica found the nymphs of
Thaumatoneura living in among pieces of roots and moss
on rocks which were constantly bathed by a waterfall. The
adults seemed to spend all their time in the spray from
the falls. The habit of dwelling in and around waterfalls
and cascades is also true of Argia talamanca.
Adaptation of the Thorax for Flight. The thorax of
Odonata is greatly enlarged to accomodate the large wing
muscles which make these insects such swift fliers. The
skewness of the thorax is also a wonderful adaptation.
nymph which

Needham and Anthony (79) say of the skewness
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of the thorax in Odonata, uThe legs are attached
far forward and the :ings far back upon the
thorax, and the side plate s 0±' the latter are
decidedly aslant. This arrangement of parts is
an adaptation to perching on the sides of vertical stems without much alteration of the position maintained in fligiLt. It makes for celerity
in stopping and starting again. The legs are
thrown forward where they readily reach and grasp
the vertical stem, and the wings are shifted
backward and tilted so that their cutting edges
are directed obliquely upward, in which position
a simple sculling action lifts the body instantly
from its support".

Flight Habits, Speed of Flight, etc.

Many types of

flight are found among the different families of Odonata.
The Aescbnidae are among the swiftest fliers in the order

and usually fly along without gliding as do the Libellulidae.

The latter have a slow, gliding flight, not

nearly as fast nor strong as in the former.

Most of the

Zygoptera are weak fliers and travel by a slow,

f1..utter-

ing action of the wings.

Tillyard (95) records Austrophiebia of Australia
as attaining a speed of nearly sixty miles an hour.

Most of the Odonata are heliophilous and fly during

warm days, but many are crepuscular.

Some have even been

reported to fly at night.
Bird (12) says that Platycordulïa xanthosoma

s

unlike other Odonata in that it is a crepuscular flier.
bavis (36) mentions that the three North American

species of Neurocordulia have crepuscular habits.

Resting Habits and Positions of Adults.

The Libellu-
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lidas generally perch on sticks, cat-tailE,

supports wbich project into the air.
always squat on rocks, earth banks,
faces.

he

or other

The Gomphinae nearly
and,

other flat sur-

Aeschnine seldom ever sit down, but they

occasionally do so on the ground.

The Zygoptera, as a

whole, generally perch on vertical sterns of grasses,
sedges, etc.

Tillyard (95) gives the following resting positions

which the Odonata in question as a rule use:

The

Aeschninae rest in a hanging position, the Gornphinae sit
on rocks,

sand, or twigs with the wings horizontally

poised for

flit,

and the Libellulinae rest on twigs,

etc. with the wings depressed.

Hibernation.

But one reference

on this subject was

found. If many Odonata made a habit of hibernating, more

would certainly have been written about this phenomenon.
Calvert (20) says, Honly one species of Odonata-the European ympycna fusca Vander L.--is known
to regularly hibernate as an imago in numbers,
although some few imagoes of Diplax do so.
his
ability means a greatly increased length of maginal life, which for most Odonata varies from
twenty-five to forty-five days, 'but in Sympycna
fusca it 'becomes nearly seven months (Martin).
In the great majority of cases the winter is
probably spent in the nrnpha1 stage ."
Size

!.a

Odonata.

Ca1vet says that

the

imago is Agriocnennis minima Selys of Java.
is 13.5 mm.

smallest
The abdomen

long and the hïnd wing 8.5 mm.

according to Calvert (26) the largest of all living
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Odonata

is

Megaloprepus coerulatus.

This has a wing ex-

length of the abdomen is about
loo mm.
It occurs in Central and South America.
Tillyard (95) reports that the dragonfly, Meganeura
monyi of the Upper Carboniferous had a wing expanse of
twent y-se ven inche s.
Inris (51) says that there are about 2500 species and
430 genera of described Odonata in the world.
panse of 190

mm.

and the
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SWAR1iS,

MIGRATIÔ,

Odorata are very widely

AND DI STRIBUTION

distributed insects

and are

often found outside the boundaries where they have former'y been known to occur, This vide distribution may be
caused by several factors among which are the strong
flight habits of most species, strong currents of air,
curerìts of ater (distributing njmphs), competition for
food in both the nynpha1 and imaginai state, definite
migratory instincts, unfavorable conditions for the dopositien of eggs, and development of the nymphs. Undoubtedly there are other reasons which seem to be less impor-

tant.
Certain

scies

as Cordulegaster

specularis are definitely

dorsalis

and

to migrate
upstream from where they trsnsformed to deposit eggs;
the nymphs, by the time they have reached maturity, will
have been washed down the mountain streams to the place
where their parents transformed. This habit may sometimes account for the abundance of nymphs and the absence
of imagoes. rrìiis seems tobe the case with Octogomphus
specularis in Oak Creek at Corvallis, Oregon.
Lany instances have been noted of Odonata flying on
OctogomPhus

board ship far at sea.

The

known

reason for these being found

far from land is often not understandable. Maybe
storms have carried them out to sea or maybe migratory
so
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instincts have led them to find greener pastures.
Nymphs, especially those living in streams and large

bodies of water, often arc distributed by water currents.
The eggs which are laid exophytically are easily
carried

about, and those laid endophytically are, no doubt,
often

transported iron one place to another vithin the tissues
of the plants

in vthich they are inserted.

The Odonata seem to be most numerous in the
tropics

but they are distributed nearly all over the world.
where

No-

are they known to pass beyond the northern and

southern limits of permanent human habitations, but they

probably occur above the northern liiuit of tree growth.

Somatochiora arctica has been found in Norway at 700 N.,
Aeschna juncea at 650 N. in Alaska, and an Aescbna and
other species at 60° to 63° N. in Siberia.

Some of these

places are either just above or below the annual
isotherm
of 00 ø.
Betlie 1

(10) re orts finding Sympetrurn corrupt um at

13,000 feet altitude in Colorado on Arapahoe Peak.

He

suggests that these dragonflies may have been carried
up

from one of the subalpine lakes below by strong air
current

s.

Bird and hulon (14) report finding Somatochiora
semicircularis and Coenagrion resolutum at an altitude of
9600 feet near Gothic, Colorado.
E.

Enallagma boreale,

clausum, and Aeschna (palmata?) were found at

ari

alti-

u-.'

tude of 9000 feet at Meridian Lake, Co1o"ado. Aeschna
palmata, Soinatochiora sernicircuiaris, Lestes disjunctus,

!'

uncatus, Coenagrion resolutum, Enallagma boreale,
which species are all found in Oregon, were collected at
an elevation of 12,000 feet in Colorado.
Calvert (26) reported Leucorhinia proxirna as occurring at an elevation of 9230 feet in Colorado. This was
the highest altitude he knew of for this genus.
Calvert (20) says that migratory swarms of various
sr cies have frequently been observed, including members
of both suborders. Libeilula quadrimaculata seems to be
the most commonly reported migratory species, both in
Europe and North America.

Riveau, according to Calvert,
sars that annual migrations of this species occur in France,

and Brown

reports the

in Visconsin.

saine phenomenon

for Aescbna eremita

reason for these migrations is unknown,
but it is thought in some cases, that they are due to the
drying up of pois, although this seems not to offer an
The

explanation for

all

instances.
Imxris (51) SayS that Libellula uadrimaculata possesses strong migratory habits and great s arms have frequently been recorded at sea. He says that Tillyard. reports Hemicordulia tau, of Aus tralia, occasionally swarming in like manner.
known

Mora (72) observed a hnr-o swarm of

Costa Rica on

anuary 3, 1929.

dragonflïes in

In the morning, about
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8:00 A.M. when

he

first

saw them, he

thought they were lo-

custs, as they were flying very high, but in the afternoon
he saw more flying lower and then could see that they were
dragonf lie s.
Mundt (73) says of the migration of Epiaeschna
(Aeschna) heros (Fabr.), TtOn the evening of August
13th, l88IÇFairburg, Ill.), I observed them
between the hours of 5 and 7 o'clu ch. The
air for nïles around seemed literally alive with
these dragonflies, from a foot above ground to
as far as the eye could reach, all flying in the
sanie direction, a south-westerly course, and the
few that would occasionally cross the track of
the majority could all the more easily be noticed
from the very regular and swift coarse they generally pursued; bu even these few stray ones
would soon fall in with the rest again. Very
few were seen alighting, and all carefully avoided any movable obstacles. The next day very
few were seen on the prairies»'

conjectures whether the migration was instinctive,
forced by the kianitoba cold wave, or caused by the dry
season. He thought the latter more probable, because
many ponds had dried up and consequently afforded no
pasturage for tbe. nymphs.
Osburn (86) reports that his wife observed a swarm
of Anax unius moving in a southerly direction at New
He

This swarm
lasted for about an hour at which time thousands could

London, Connecticut on October 13, 1915.
be seen
man.

at

one

time.

This seems to

numbers.

He

be

says they exhibited

nofear

of

usual with animals moving in large

Tutt (98) says that dragonflies often

come on

board

ship far from 1nd. He states that Libellula quadriniaculata is the most frequently seen dragonfly observed on
its migration journeys in Europe, the number in some
swarms being almost incredible. This species migrates
almost every yeer in the Charente-Inferieure from north
to south. He reports that allace noticed dragonflies
coming on board the tAdventureU when

fifty

miles off the

coast of South America.
Ivïeinecken, accordinr; to Tutt, in a village in Anhalt,
on a clear day ebout four in the afternoon, saw a cloud
of dragonflies (Libellulina)that almost concealed the sun.
Rosei observed similar clouds in Silesia, and Woolnough,
in England, observed a swarm of Agrion casting a shadow

field about four acres in extent.
Tutt (98) states further that Pantala flavescens
observed far out at sea on Aprii li, 1896. The near-

over a
was

est land

Keeling Island, 290 relies and Australia 900
miles; these dragonflies were seen at night and during a
heavy rain. Tutt suggests that the reasons for swarming
are

was

either that tue

dried

ponds where eggs are to be

laid are

that the dragonflies are in search of food.
Shannon (94) gives a detailed account of the migrations and migration routes of dragonflies. He describes
one flight way down the Atlantic Coast, one on the north
shore of Lake Erie and Ontario, one on the west shore of
up or
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Lake Michigan, and several down th'ough Linneota, Mis-

These seem to correspond very

souri, and Arkansas.

closely with bird migration routes.
he mentions

The dragonflies that

which make south:ard migrations are Anax

junius, Aeschna eremita, Libellula pulcheila, L.

ramea lacerata, and hpiaeschna heros.

ciata,

semifas-

These mI-

gratory routes seem to follow the direction of least obstruction.
Fie

suggests that the dragonflies may be following

some smaller insects as

flies

to

obtain food and that

birds may follow these routes to obtain insect food.

Since

the insectivorous birds are the first to leave any given

area, he thinks that their migration may be caused by

their insect food migrating southward.
For reasons given above, such as ponds drying up
and dragonflies migx

a

bing and establishing themselves in

new localities, all the distribution notes

tamed will

be

of value at

aquatic

and land,

This is especially

forms because man, through his agencies

of mining, manufacturing,

changes the

can be ob-

some future date, as the species

found in any one area may change.
true of

than

nater

courses,

and topography.

road building, dam building, etc.
chemical composition of water
In this way species may

e

stab-

lish themselves in new localities, and, on the other hand,

man's

activities

may eliminate certain species.
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COPULL.TIOi

Copulation in the Odonata is

a

cess because of the position of the

very interesting prosexual o'gans.

The

copulatory organs of the male are separate from the openIng of the vasa deferentia.

The former are on the venter

of the second aljdominal segment,

of the abdomen near its tip.

the

latter on the venter

The female's sex organs are

located on the venter of the abdomen near its tip.
fore pairing,

th.;

Be-

male transfers the sperm from the tip

of the abdomen to the seminal vesicle, which is situated
on the cephauic margin of the third ventral abdominal seg-

ment, by bending the tip of his abdomen forward and under.
The male grasps the top of the female's head or prothorax,
as the case may be, as this position varies within the

order, and she apposes the venter of the tip of her abdo-

mei to his second abdominal segment.

pairs may often be seen flying about.

In this position

Pairing seems to

take place in flight in most Odonata, except Gomphinae

who generally remain seated.
Calvert (20) says that copulation lasts but a short
time in most groups hut states that in the Coeagrionídae
it is a rather prolonged process.

i-le

has observed libel-

lula puichella to mate more than once and has also seen

copulation to commence while the female was ovïpositing,
and after the interruption, she resumed the discharge of
eggs.
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Williamson (114) says that he has observed the fol10
ing in copulation.

In CeLithemis,

ympetruni,

Gomphus, and

Aescbna the inferior appendages of the male rest on top
of the huad,

and the

superiors on the rear of the head of

the female.

In Lestes forcipatus and L. unguiculatus the superior

appendages of the male grasp the most anterior portion
of the mesepisternum and the mesostigmal laminae of the

female, the inferior appendages do no grasping but the

apices only rest against the rear of the had.

Rtaerina the inferior aopendages

In

of the male rest on the

anterior side of the hind lobe of the prothorax of the
female and the superiors grasp as in the above Lestes.
In Anomalagrion, Ischnura, Enallagma,

and Argia

(putrida and apicalis) the inferior appendapes farra two
jaws nhich grasp the anterior surface of the hind lobe of
the pronotum of the female,

the superior appendages rest

in cups formed by depressions in the mesostigmal laminae

and the rear surface of the hind lobe of the pronotum.
In the first three, Anomalagrion, Ischnura, and Enallagma,
the dorsum of the

apex of segment ten

of

the male is modi-

fied to form a brace against the middorsal carina or its

fork or the cavity in the fork.
the

In Argia the dorsum of

apex of segment ten of the male has a viscid pruinose

tuherole on either side which attaches itself to the mes-

episternum of the female on either side of the fork of the
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middorsal carina.
In hgrion, Argia, and Eiallagma, as far as he has been
able to observe, the male fills his seminal vesicle

at

once after he has captured the female.

Tillyard (95) mentions examples of secondary sexual
characters found in the males which are displayed to
female.

These supposedly

fascinate the

females.

the
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OVIPOSITION
All Zygoptera,

.eschninae, Petalurínae,

and Cordule-

gasterinae are provided with aì ovipositor which is situated near the tip of the abdomen on the ventral side.

These

deposit their eggs within the tissues of plants or other

materials such as water-soaked sticks and algae.

The

Cordulegasteinae oviposit in sand in shallow water.
The Gomphinae and Libellulidae have no ovipositor
and consequently deposit their eggs exophytically in

various ways.

Some of them deposit their eggs by dipping

the tip of their abdomen in water while flying over it;

some deposit their eggs in a mass on a submerged object,

by alighting on some floating debris and glueing the eggs
in a bunch viith the submerged tip of the abdomen;

others

build up egg masses gradually by poising over a given plac
submerging the abdomen and depositing

a

few eggs and then

returning later to the same spot and repeating the process; while still others hang eggs in long gelatinous

strings on

seine

plant stem at the

surface of the

ater.

ympetrum and Tetragoneuria, according to Imms (51),
lay their eggs in gelatinous strings and are attached to

submerged twigs.
Calvert (20) says that the average dragonfly lays

from 20u to 300 eggs.
The species which oviposit endophytically have more
or less elongated eggs,

and those ovipositing exophytical]
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have more

or less rounded eggs.

Wilson (117) says that dragonfly eggs hatch in eight
to twelve days and damseifly eggs in

Needharn (77)

about

three weeks.

says that the eggs of dragonflies are

but little developed in newly emerged individuals.

This

necessitates a longer imaginai life than has previously

been supposed for some species.
pecially those

with

chironomids,

certain

atrophied
the eggs

In certain insects, es-

mouth

are

parts as mayflies

and

well developed soon

after emergence.

Beutenmuller (11) says that the females of Libellula,
when laying eggs,

hover over the

water by balancing them-

selves with a rapid motion of the wings and then curve

their

body downward

and dip the tip of the abdomen in the

water at short intervals.

forty

He

found that twenty-five to

eggs were laid at each dip and that they were sur-

rounded by an invisible gelatinous substance by which

the eggs stuck to
tact.
his

says

He

hold

any object with which they came in con-

that Siebold states that the malo retains

on the female and

directs

her movements while

ovipositing, but he himself had seen but one instance

where

the male accompanied the female in the numerous ob-

servatioris

that he made of oviposition in

this

genu.s.

The mode of Plathemis lydia is identical with that of

Libellula.

He also says

that

Lestes and

rion deposit
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eggs in a groove made by the ovipositor along the stems
of aquatic plants and both sometim..
to lay eggs.

He

observed, also,

s

go beneath the water

a species of

Aeschna

ovipositing in the same manner as Libellula with the
male direcbing her movements.

Numerous references of Odonata oviposit Ing or attempting to oviposit in strange places have been noted in the

literature.

One case of dragonfly ovipositing in a to-

mato has already been cited.
Girault (44) noticed an unidentified dragonfly ovi-

positing in

a

crete pathway.

very shallow pool of rain water on a conIt dipped the tip of its abdomen into

the water occasionally, in the characteristic manner, but

no eggs were found to have been laId.

Bromley (16) observed great numbers of Tramea,
Pantala, Anax,

and other aeschnids coursing over the

highways around Bakersfield, California.

He

says that

this was probably a positive attraction for water as the

pavement with bright sun shining on it looked much like
water.

lie

says that when the sex instinct is not over-

balanced by hunger, these insects are attracted to water.
None of these were seen attempting to oviposit but In

Maryland in 1926 he observed Epicordulia princeps going
through the same actions as in oviposition, i.e. flying
low to the pavement and touching the tip of the abdomen
at Intervals.

He quotes that kennedy observed the adults

of Anax junius

perish by

the hundreds while trying to

oviposit in crude oil pools whose glistening

surface

attracted the females.
Westcott

(107) observed a female of Anax junius

attempting to oviposit in the crowded streets of Chicago
where a sprinkling wagon had left a diminutive puddle.
She dipped her abdomen persistently and methodically into

the water although interfered with by pedestrians and wind.

For further notos and details on oviposition, see
the notes under the

various species.
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FO UI) OF

NIPH3

Odonata nnnphs are hig'r1r predacious creatures which
derive their nouriihment by preying on other

aquatic ani-

mais, smaller and even sometimes much larger than themselves.

They do not seem to be very particular about

vhat they eat, but devour those

animals which come near-

est their reach.

They do not hesitate to eat individuals of their own
sometimes their own worst enemies because

species and are

when there is competition for food the larger usually

overpower the smaller individuals.
They

are

sontims

very destructive to young fish,

especially in hatcheries, but this phase of their economy
will be discussed under economic importance.

They occas-

ionally eat algae and other plant food, but this perhaps
is accidentally ingested along with their other food.
Imnis

the nymph.

(51)

says that the food depends

on the age

of

When advanced, they particularly feed on

ephemeric. nymphs,

culicid larvae, as well as nymphs of

their own order.

Aesobmine nymphs often attack tadpoles

and young fish.

Balduf (8) says "Aescbna, Anax, and Libellula
nymphs eat beetle larvae, including even those
The mature nymphs which
of the large Dytiscus.
occur in June and July, can easily overpower
larvae an inch or more in length (Wilson)t.
Calvert (20) says that they feed on young fish, tadpoles, aquatic insects, and probably many other water-

dwelling animais.

He

also says,

"Stefanelil observed the nymphs of the uropean
Aescbna
nea to come out of the ater at night
and attack and devour the newly transformed imagoe s of the s smc spe de s
Frost (41) reports a dragonfly larva, one to one and
one-half inches long, biting pieces out of a water snake
about twelve inches long in an aquarium in Massachusetts.
The snake

died or was killed as a result oÍ the wounds

shortly afterward.
(64), while examining the food of nymphs, found
many diatons which she suggests were taken in as epiphytes on mayfly nymphs, as the food of these mayflies,
or on the larvae of chironomids. Sand was often found,
but probably csme from chironomid cases. Algae probably
Lyon

taken accidentally with other food. Insects formed
by far the largest item of food. Among these were
chironomids, mayflies, Heiiiptera, such as waterboatmen,
viere

a few

flies.

dytiscids,

and odonate nymphs,

especially damsel-

Crustacea formed an important item of food in

the summer months.

A

were found in the food.

few Hydrachnida and one

snail

deducts from experiments,
that protection afforded by dense aquatic vegetation has
an enormous effect on the economy of the life of darriselShe

flies.
Riley (88) says that agrionid nymphe feed on small
Orustacea, the nymphs of certain other small odonates,
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particularly on the nymphs of mayflies. They are
frequently cannibalistic, especially when oUher food is
and

scarce.
;arren (105) examined the stomachs of 335 nymphs of
dragonflies (.Anax and Pantala) in Hawaii end found eightytwo empty and the rest containing food. This food consisted of dytiscids, chironomid larvae and adults, mosquito larvae and adulLs, one dolichopodid, several
gerrids, ants, Fantala nymphs, shrimps, molluscs, Euglena
(Frotozoa), Nereis (Annulata), tadpoles, and one top
minnow. He found that 7.9 per cent of this food was of
terrestrial origin. In feeding experiments be fed nymphs
entirely on terrestrial insects, and found that the
nymphs vou1d devour them almost as readily as their ordinary food.
Wilson (117) examined the stomachs of the nymphs of
Ans,x

Libellula luctuosa, Mesothemis simplicicollis,

Pachydiplax longipennis, and a number of species of damselflies and found they had eaten snails, dytiscid and

haliplid b6etles, chironomid, culicid, and sirnuliid larvae,
corixids, sialid larvae, stonefly nymps, ephemerid nymphs,
various crustaceans, odonate nymphs, and a number of
algae. A large number had eaten snails and many had eaten
mayfly nymphs and crustaceans while the other articles of
food were eaten less commonly. Specific differences In
food of the various species was quite notable in some cases.
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He

says the nymphs eat animals,

sorne

of which are de-

trimental to fish breeding as dytiscid larvae, backswimnrs, crayfish, and, lesser crustaceans. Vthile the
odonate nymphs eat food which is eaten by the fry of
fishes, the nymphs serve as food for the larger fishes.
He says that the reported cases of odonate nymphs eating
fish are dubious in most cases and states that under
natural conditions the nymphs do not attack fish unless
there is a scarcity of other food.
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FOOD OF
Ldult Odonata, so far as

.DULTS

I

have observed and have

been sbie to find in literature, nearly always feed on

winged insects, although

rachnida have been reported as

having been eaten by dragonflies.
They devour a large variety and include insects of
almost every winged order in their diet.
be their favorite food,

Flies seem to

although the larger members of

the order feed indiscriminately on the smaller ones.

They destroy

large numbers of noxious pests, such as

flies,

mosquitoes, tsetse

and others of minor importance.

They do not differentiate between beneficial and harmful

insects and, therefore, are detrimental to a certain extent, but their beneficial activities by far outway

their harmful ones.

They capture their food in flight.

SonD eat their prey on the wing,

convenient

perched on some

others eat it while

support.

iarren (105) examined the alimentary canal and mouth

parts of twenty-four Anax adults in

following:

awaii and found the

Scarabeid beetles, culicids and other unde-

termined flies,

a

Lepicioptera, one

fulgorid, honey bees and ants,

grion and one Pantala

several

flavescens,

and

one mite.

In the

alimentary

arren found:

canal and mouth

parts of Pantala

Bostriohids, scarabeids, staphylinids, and
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several undetermined beetlos; chironornids, several
species of culicids, drosophilids, and many imdete2niined
flies; aphids, corixids, fulgorids, jassids, lygaeids, and
tingid.s; one braconid, one bee (pina), ants, and several

parasites; a number of Lepidoptera; one
Agrion, several psocids, a number of thrips, and one mite
and several spiders.
Imms (51) says that Willyard reports theni feeding
on Culicidae at dusk. Fraser reports certain night fliers
hymenopterous

as feeding on Culicidae.

that their food consists of insects
of all orders, including their ovin, but especially softCalven

(20) says

bodied Diptera and hemiptera.

Calvert also says, Abbot found dragonflies
feeding on the decomposing remains of a calf in
New Jersey in October."

Butler (17) repoi ts

large number of dragonflies devoaring a swarm of winged ts as they emerged from
their nest. Not one ant escaped the dragonflies as far
as he could notice.
Calvei't (25) reports Necistogaster p, and egaloprepus sp. feeding on spiders in Costa Rica.
Hinman (50) in Louisiana reports Liesothemis simplicicollis feeding extensively on the horseflies, Tabanus
a

conrerminus Vlk. and T. nigrovittatus Macq.

After the

tabanids were seized, the dragonflies would alight on a
blade of marsh grass or twig and manipulate their prey
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with the front legs and keep their 'oalance with their
two hind pairs of legs.
dragonflie

s

Commencing with the head, the

ingested the entire fly, including all appen-

dates--the whole process requii'ing not more than three
or four minutes.

Montgomery Cil) observed a male of Mesothemis siniplicicoliis eating a moth.

At another time he

saw a female

of this species eating another dragonfly, Peritheinis
doniltia.

Johannsen (Bo) says that chironomid. adults and
nymphs are eaten by adults and nymphs of Odonata.
Mr. Johnson in"Entomoligical Newst

(Vol. 10, p. 219)

states that Coryphaesclrna (Aeschna) ingens is extremely

destructive to bees in Florida.

Professor Smith in

ttEn_

tomological News' (Vol. 10, p 252) states that dragonflies have been reported to be very destructive

to honey-

bees in Colorado, especially to queen bees (1899).

Wilson (117) gives a detailed list of the food of
adults.

Among the food of dragonfly imagoes

big variety of insects.
muscicis, nudges,

b.c

lists a

The flies are represented. by

smmuliids, syrp1-ids, mosquitoes,

and

undetermined families; other food consisted of mayflies,

caddisflies,

moths,

of Odonata.

The damselflî

and butterflies,
s

and various species

are recorded as eating nudges,

dOlIchopodids, anthomyiis, syrphids, sirnuliids, and various other Diptera; other insects in their food consisted
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of mayflies, aphids, Lepidoptera, beetles, and other dam-

seiflies.

MentIon is made that wasps and honeybees are

eaten at tines, as well as termites, winged ants, and
cicadas.

The most common item of food consisted of Diptex.
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P}iYSICL FACTORS

S CW.CKS TO T}:A INCRLASE OF ODONTA

Various physical phenomena play a part in the natural

destruction of Odonata. Strong winds near
of water

sweep many of them

large

bodies

to their death by carrying

tcm far fror land.
Schwarz (91) says

that

it is

specimens of Odonata in beach

except dainseiflies.
are weak f1ers and

hard to find living

drift

alonp Lake Supel2ior,

suggests that the damselflies
therefore have not been emersed in
water lon, before being y:je ashore. The stronger
flying dragonflies wexe hardly ever washed up in a living
condition, because they were prooably emersed while far
from shore. Re, therefore, suggests that the Odonata
are not capable of enduring emersion in cold water for
any length

the other

to be the case with
with aauatìc immatue stages.
dragonflie s which were irentioned as seen

of time

order

hany of

:he

Be

.

This also seems

nureers at sea under the discussion of snarms
migrations were probably drowned by falling into the

in large

and.

ocean.

balker (102) says of

the seasonal and permanent

irregularities in the occurrence of dragonflies,
"The exact coraoosition of the dragonfly fauna
of a given locality is subject to frequent change.

of erosion on the beds of streams,
the depositionì of sediment and the accumulation
of organic debris in lakes and ponds are constantly producing gradual changes of environment

The effects

which react on the odonate fauna, as on other
groupe of aquatic
resulting in aime in the

life,

c1isapperance of many of the origin&1 resident
species and the invasion of nev: forms better
adapted to the altered conditions. The drying
up of water-courses, due :o the clearing of forests, the pollution of streams and the filling
of ponds and samps are also causing the disappearance of many species from the affected localities while other species prviously unknown
in the district find seitabie breeding places
in ne1y created bodies of water, such as result
from danining streams, the construction of canals,
drainage ditches through swamps and along railways,
gravel pits and other excavations, etc."
It has been said that the number of species of

Odonata are decreasing at least in well-settled districts,

because of pollution of water and the filling in of
ponds, etc.

When the ponds dry up in which nymphal Odonata live,
no doubt many succumb before the mater supply is replenishcd.

Perhaps

e,ggs

deposited in such ponds also suffer

the seme fate before they hatch.

Heavy downpours of rain and other forms of precipitation have been reported to destroy many adult Odonata
at the

time of emergence when they are still weak and

unable to seek shelter;

other tenerals may drop into the

water and drown before they can free themselves from the
surface film.

Some, no doubt, are never able to get

their wings straightened out from their nymphal skins and
thus fall an easy prey to predators.

Extremely high and low temperatures, especially in
very shallow ponds, probably effect the nymphs although
no references to this particular phase of the subject in
question have been seen.

NATUAAL ENEMIES AND E

0NMNJAL INFIJSENCE

0E EGGS

Various biological and physical factors play a part

in the life of odonate eggs from the time they are laid
until the time they batch. The eggs which are laid endophytically may either be placed above or below the water
level. The ones laid above the vater line are more susceptible to egg parasites as well as to weather conditions than are those deposited below the water line. The
condition of the cambiuni, no doubt, plays an important
role with the eggs which are deposited in woody dicotyledonous plant3, because it is there that the eggs must
obtain the proper moisture and temperature conditions for

their

embryonic development.

endophytically below
the water line are, as a rule, placed in monocotyledonous
stems and consequently are not dependent upon the moisture
of the cambiurn for development but upon the moisture
derived from the parenchynatous tissue of the stem or from
Those eggs which are deposited

water absorbed from without. Then the water level recedes enough to expose that part of the stem in which the
egs are laid they undoubtedly suffer from variations in
temperature and from dessication, which will cause many
of them not to hatch.
Eggs

deposited exophytically suffer less from physi-
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cal factors of the environment than do the former, because they are generally laici unattached in the water and
are thus assured of proper moisture and thermal conditions.

They are also

less,

affected by parasitism but are more

endangered by predators.
Calvert (20) states that the drying up of water and
low temperature may cause eggs not to hatch.
says that
of Agrion

also

He

in Germany Brandt found more than half the
virgo to be infested with the larvae of a

minute chaloid.

eggs

Mrs. Aaron says that minute Diptera and

carina also oviposit in or d evour the eggs.

Tillyard (95) records the hnenopterous parasites
.mnagrus incarnatus, Polynema

ovulorum, and

P.

laying their eggs within the eggs of Agrion..

natan.s as

The

female

parasites use their wings for swimming and by this means
seek out the eggs of Agrion.

Ashmead (7) reports Hyperteles poiynemae and Tetrastichus polyneraae as parasites in the eggs of Lestes sp.
and says they are possibly hyperparasites of Polmema

needhami which was bred from eggs of Lestes sp. by Dr.
J.

G.

Needham from the same group of eggs.

r.

Needham

also bred Brachista pallida and Centrobia odonatae from
the eggs of Lestes sp. at the same time.

Calvert (20) says that odonate eggs provide food
for fishes and other aquatic animals and that

nnphs also
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devour eggs.
Needhan (83) reports the bullfrog, Rana catesbiana,
as having eaten an egg string of Tetragoneuria at Saranac

Inn,

New 7ork.

Wilson (117) reporte the eggs of dragonflies to have
formed an important article of food in the diet of certain
small individuals of buffalofish and sunfish in the ponds
at Fairport, Iowa.

He

also says that Mrs. aaron mentioned

a small red mite:

"Vh1ch skims rapidly over the viater in search
of an odonate egg, upon which it either deposIts
an egg or excavates it for immediate nourishment.
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ENEMI1LS OF NYkIPH3

$ubject to a great many
enemies. The medium in which they live supports many
animals, the smaller of whichare herbivorous, the lai'ger carnivorous. As it happons, the nnnphs of Odonata,
as a whole, are an important element of the lesser predacous aquatic fauna and t1ref ore exert much influence
on the smaller animals inhabiting the vater in which
they live. On the other hand, many animals prey upon
them in turn. Many instances of their enemies have
been reported. A survey of the available literature
reveals that most of their enemies are animals of little
economic importance. As fish food, some claim that they
are important articles of diet, others not, but their
The nymphs of Od.onata are

relationship in this respect will

be

discussed under

economic importance.

Insects .! Enemies. Insects, as far as the available
literature is concerned, seem to be of less importance
as predators ' odonate nymphs than do examples of predators cited elsewhere, but they are an important factor
in their economy.
Balduf (8) summarizes the

literature

of coleopter-

nnphs from which the following
is taken. Among the Dytiscidae the following adult beetles have been known to devour odonate nymphs: Coptotomus
otis enemies of odonate

4a

interroatus, Cbister fimbriolatus

and

CiUS sernisul-

catus.
Bald.uf (8) has the following to say of the food
larval Dytiscidae in relation to odonate nymphs,
".A single larva of Cybister laterallmargiinai1s in
the first instar ate one small caddis worm, a
second instar Hydaticus larva, six nymphs of Lestes
and several pill bugs; in its second stadium
required twenty-four Lestes nymphs and in the
third it csn be reared on a dozen large nymphs
of Aeschna. In general, the first instar larvae
accepted the nymphs of Lestes, Arion......In
the second instar, they ate smaflef Aeschna
nymphs......The food of ti-ne last instar compromised especially the more advanced nymphs of

of

Aeschna.... . .t
Of other dytiscid larvae he reports the following
as feeding on Odonata flymphs:
ybster fimbriolatus,
Hydaticus sp., and Coptotornus interrogatus.
Among the
Balduf (8) says
larvae
of Dinoutes arnericanus preferred the nymphs of damsel-

flies.
Balduf (8) says the following concerning the
hydrophilid enemies of odonate nymphs, "The nymphs
of insects form a large pa:rt of the food of
Tropisternus lateralis,which preferred those of
inayflies and damselfITes......tI
Stomach analyses of
larvae showed that their
food consisted of the nymphs of Mesothernis and other
libellulids, Anax, damselflis, and other insects.
Several heinipterous predators have been reported.
Most of them have been definitely proven to he predaclous, but one outstanding example, which has quite often
been cited, is entirely exroneous. This is that the
Corixidae were thought to ti e predatory, but they have been
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proven to be scavengers or plant feeders by Hungerford.

Riley (88) states that Aaron in 1890 reports Ranatra,
Notonecta, and Belostoma preying on young nymphs of dragonflis. He himself has observed Ranatra and Belostoma
prey on dragonfly nymphs in the laboratory.
weed (106)

reports the lesser water-bug, Zaitha

fiuminaa, in Ohio feeding voraciously

on nymphs

of Li-

bellulidae. Notonecta undulata, the undulating backalso occasionally observed to capiure good
sized dragonfly nymphs.
Severin and Severin (93) report that Nopa and Beswimmer, was

lostoma are pïdactous

on

dragonfly nymphs.

Vilson (117) states tbat dytiscids, notonectids,
Belostoma, Ranatra, and odonate nymphs pxy on imnature Odonata.
Numerous

literature.
as a

rule,

instances of cannibalism are cited in the
The nymphs of the anisopterous forms are,

more formidable enemies of the zygopterous

nymphs, but many often

attack and destroy each other.
Hydra. Wilson (117) reports the hydra, Hydra

viridis, feeding

on

newly hatched nymphs of J.na11agma.

Wilson (117)

states that

a

saprolegnious

fungus frequently attacks damseifly nymphs, especially
if they aro enfeebled from any cause.

Protozoa. Wilson (117) reports that gregai'ines have
been found in the inbestine of the nymphs of Anax, Libel-
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lula an Enallagma buf

hardly ever become numerous enough

to kill the host.

Tillyard (95) reports finding the epithelium of the
mid-gut in the larva of Iscimura heterosticta almoet com-

pletely destroyed by a large undescribed species of

gre-

garine sporozoan, four or five of which completely filled
the lumen of the gut;

from the

the larva grovis sickly and weak

ck of its ability to digest food.

Nemathelrninbhes.

Tillyard (95) says de Selys found

a large Filaria in the abdomen of

Platyhelminthes.

Smpetrum flaveolum.

Many cases of flukes infesting

odonte nymphs heve been reported.

s

a rule,

these are

frog flukes.

According to Pierce (87) no Odonata, as far as
known, act as intermediate hosts for flukes which affect

man or domeitic animals.

He lists the following Odonata

as intermediate hosts for flukes.

The dragonflies and

other insects harboring flukes act as the second inter-

mediate host for the parasites:
Insect Host

-

Aescbna sp. (larva and adult)
Agrion sp. (larva)

Adult fluke
:

Prosotocus confusus

:

GorgodeipagenstechePi

H

varsoviensis
Pleurogenes riedians
Calopteryx virgo
Halipegus
:
H
u
(larva & adultt Pneumonoeces similis
Cordulia sp. (larva)
Prosotocus confüsus
:
Epitheca sp. (larva)
orgodera cygnoides
:
U
U
pagenstecheri
:
"
u
n
arsoviensis
:
i'

ti

:

u

u

n

:

TI

it

ovtus
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final host

frogs.
Wilson (117) reports Ssinitzin as finding stages of
a frog-lung fluke, Pneumorioeces variegastus, free in
the body cavity of both nymphs and adults of the damselfly, Agrion
By feeding experiments he was able to
infest frogs with these forms, showing that the damselfly here serves as an intermediate host for the frog
fluke.
Mites. Many Odonata harbor mitei both in the adult
and inimabure stages. I bave found little red mites on a
number of spucies of both anispterous and zygopterous
Odonata from various parts of Oregon.
The

of these flukes are

Garivan ( 42 ) says , A mite , Arrhenurus p. , is
a common external parasite of the nymph (Zygoptera).
At the time of emergence of the adult, the mite
migrates from the nymph to the adult and is carned about by the latter until
is nearly ma-

tue,
the

htn

i

it

escapes again into the wate

final stage.tt

for

Wilson (117) found minute mites between the wing
pads and around the bases of the legs of hnallagma and

Ischnura.
Water dog.

Chandler (28) performed feeding experi-

ments with the western newt or water dog (Notophthalrrius

Torosus) and found that they would eat damselfly. niphs
but not dragonfly nymphs. They generally did not devour

damseifly nymphs until they bad devoured the
food as mosquito larvae.

e

more

suitable

found no odonate nymphs in

the stomachs of water dogs obtained from

their natural
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environment.

Frocs. Needham (83) reports one Anax junius and one
grionine nymph eaten y the bullfrog, Rana catesbiana,
at Saranac, New York. Elsewhere (77) he reporte an Agrïon
maculata from the stomach of this frog.

Turtles. Wilson (117) states that Baker found numerous dragonfly nymphs in the stomachs of painted terrapins, Chrysemys picta.
Birds. Quite a number of birds have been reported
as having eaten the nymphs of Odonata. Jucks seem to be
the worst enemies of the nymphs among the water birds.
In shallow ponds where ducks are present, odonate nymphs
are very scarce, while in similar ponds,
there
no ducks the nymphs may be abundant.

of aquatic habits feed on

other birds
the nymphs, but probably only
Many

incidentally.
According to Wilson (117), McAtee recorded nymphs
as forming part of the food of the horned grebe, Colyinbus

auritus,

found dragonfly nymphs in considerable numbers in the stomachs of the great blue and
and. Needham

green herons.
Walker (103) says that two nymphs of Cordulia shurtleffi were found in the stomach of a golden-eye duck. A
nwnber of nymphs of Ladona julia and another species of
nymph, probably

stomachs of

this

inpetrum costiferum, were found in the
species of duck. Fragments of a full
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eremita and one nymph of Somatochiora cingulata were also found to have been eaten
grown nnnph of Aescbna

by the golden-eye duck.
icAtee (66) examIned the stomachs of many
mallard ducks and says, No feer than one hundred dragonfly nymphs have been found in one
mallard's gizzard, and from thirty to forty in
others. Adaltdragonflies were found in only
one stomach. -Lhese insects prey upon mosquitoes, but their nymphs destroy young fish also,
so that on the whole they a re of no pronounced

economic

benefit.

black duck ate a few dragonfly nymphs, among
other insects. The southern black duck ate some dragonThe

fly

rarely adults.
Wetruore (108) reports that the northern phalarope
as having eaten dragonfly nymphs. 'his formed 0.2%
of the total food eaten by three of these birds. ke
nymphs,

found one Wilson phalarope to have eaten an odonate

nymph.

three avocets contained 0.1% dragonfly
nymphs. The black necked stilts which he examined
c;ontained 2.9 odoriate nymi9hs in nine stomachs.
The stomach of

ENEMLS
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Adult Odonata are preyed upon by a diversity of

enemies.

The crucial time in the life of the irriagoes

is at the time

of emergence when they are

and incompletely- matured.

still feeble

At this time, they are prob-

ably decimated to a greater extent than is commonly
supposed, as instances have been reported where large

flocks of birds congregated at the time of imagination
of certain

scies.

Other less fornidab1e enemies such

as frogs and spiders too, no doubt, play an important

part in their economy at this time.

The more insiduous

enemies, as inte'na1 parasites, are perhaps more common
than supposed, and, upon further study, will prove to
be a factor in many of their deaths.

Insects as Inemies.

A number of insects have been

reported to prey on adult Odonata, among the most important of whichre the larger members of this selfsame order.

The dragonflies

(Anisoptera) habitually

prey on their lesser relatives.
are the

Other important enemies

asilid flies.

Dalduf (8) says that the larvae of Cicindelidae
sometimes devour Odonata.
Lintnei'

(62) doubts whether Panorpa cornmunis (order

Mecoptera) attacks living prey but quotes the following

from Kirby and Spence:
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Terrib1e as is the dra;;onfly in the insect
world in cenerai, putting to flight and devour5.ng whole hosts of butterflies, mayf1ies, and
otheis of its tribe, it Instills no terror into
the stout hoart oí the scorpion-fly (Panorpa
coirmuni), tough much its inferior in size and
strength. Lyonnet saw one attack a dragonfly
of ten times its own bigness, bring it to the
ground, pierce it repeatedly with its proboscis;
and had ho not by his eagerness parted them, he
doubts no lt would have destroyed this tyrant
of the insect world."
McAtee (67) observed an individual of Sympetrum
corruptum feeding on an adult of achydíplax longipernis.
These two spades are of about equal size.
ult Odonata of larger
Wilson (117) says that the
specie: are great enemies of the smaller species. This

is especially true of the

gomphines, Anax, and Lesothemis.

asilid capture an adult
of Itesothoniis siiiplicico11is and carry it off. At another
time he observed the asilicl, rax ifterruptus, capture one
of the above dragonflies and begin to devour it.
tilson (117) quotes Poulton as saying that two genera
Montgomery (71) observed an

of Asilidae, Proeiachus and Lophonotus,have been known to

capture and devour dragonflies.

li1son (117) observd a colony of black ants devour
two tenerals of libellule. luctuosa.
Bequaert (9) reports the finding of female ceratopogonine midges on the undorsie of Lhe wings of scveral spa cies of dragonflies from Africa. They were
fixed by the proboscis.
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spiders. These seGnI quite £ruqueniy to prey on
on adult Ùdonat, especia11r on tenerals. Spiders found
near and about aquatic situations capbure many of the
insects breedin ïn ater among vhich are many Odonata,
damseifly tenerals in particular. On April 22, 196, I
observed quite a nuniber of teneral Ischnura specie caught
in the webs of spiders.
Calvert (20) found a young spider, Dolomnedes sexpunctatus Hentz, feeding upon the soft partn of recently
tranforríied imagoes of Ischnure verticalis and ìehnlennia
posita which were not; yet able to fly. he also found (22)
the teneral remains of three species of dragonflies,
Dromogomphus spinosus, Neurocordulia obsoleta, and Epicordulia princeps, in the ebs of a spider of the genus
1)olomedcs in lev: Je$sey.
Love 11

(

63) re port s the thomisid spide r, Mi surnena

vatia, cs.ptuin

an

adult of Celihemin eponina.

dragonfly has a wing expanse of alwt 70
npider is only about 9 mmmi. long.

min.

This

while the

bilson (117) mentions thst he has observed a number
of odonates in the webs of spiders, especially Argïope.
Tillyard (95) notes spiders catohin. odonates, both
by capturing them in

their

webs and by pouncing upon them

at metamorphosis.
:alker (101) found a fully matu:c teachna tuberculifera in the web of the spide, rgiope trifasciata.
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Ca1ve't (20) states that because
of the carnivorous habits of the Odonata they are naturally exposed to the entrance of intestinal parasites. He
reports that de Selys has recordedfinding a Filaria in
the abdomen of Diplax f lave ola, which caused the dragonfly
Nemathelininthes.

extent as to inmede its flight.
Mites. I have found red mites on the thorax and abdomen on several spa cies of Sipotrum, Lestes uncatus,
Libêllula nodisticl;a, and Enallagina sp. These mitas seem
to be widely disributed in Ore on and will, no doubt, be
found on many other species. The mites are generally
attached between the legs or at the base of the abdomen
on the venter. They seem not to have any detrimental
influence on the odonates, as the infested ones seem to
be just as healthy as the uninfested. Many instances of

to

be

inflated to such

rites infestIng

an

Odonata have been reported from various

p:rLs of the world.

that he found Argia vivida heavily
infested with red mites at Sherman, Oregon.
Tillyard (95) says, "Dragonflies w±ose larvae
live in still water 'Libellulinae, grioninae)
are frequently covered with a species of small
red mite (family Hydrachnidae). These are false
pLrasites, usually found clinging to the underside of the tborax, the bases of the wings, abdomen and legs of niales and femal& alike. All the
mites on the dragonfly are young onas. I have
recently succeeded in finding the mature female
of this species, whIch is a rather large animal
(3-4 inn. dismeter) of a brilliant carmine color.
It seems probable that. it attacks the dragonfly
Kennedy (55) says

at metamorphosis, placing either eggs or vivipar-

ous young in the positions already described.
The young mites ciin to the dragonfly without
doing it any harm, and are carried by it to other
ponds or lagoons, where some of them at any rate
drop off. Thus the dragonfly is used as a means
of dispersal by this peculiar arachnid."

Wilson (11?) says that Enallagma, Ischnura, and
Leucorhinia nymphs and imagoes seem to be particularly
susceptible to hydrarachnid mites.

He

seems to be of

the opinion that these mites are somewhat harmful
which
is contrary to the opinion of Tillyard (95).

He

found

as many as 110 mites on the venter of the abdomen of
a

male imago of Leucorhinia intacta.

Lizards.

KflOUJltOfl

brown shouldered Utas

and JOne5 (60) report that 528

Ua

stanburiana stansburiana,

had eaten twelve adult Odonata aaults.

These lizards

were collected from Utah desert areas.

Tillyard (95) says, "Lizards and snakes are,
curiously enough, expert at catching dragonflies.
I once saw a Diphiebia lestoides
alight upon the
tail of a 1zard which was
iing
itself on a
rock. The lizard caught it, by a stroke as quick
as lightningl"
Frogs, because of their habitat, no doubt,

find the

lesser Odonata a toothsome morsel.

alker

(0)

reports Kennedy

as

stating that in the

Blue Mountains of Oregon the scarcity of Aescbna
palmata
and A. umbrosa females is due to the presence of
frogs which

capture them while ovipositing.

wi1:Lison (112) saw the frog

Rana catesbiana,

cap-

ture and devour a small blue damselfly, probably Enallagma
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hageni, in Pennsy1vania.
Needharn (83) reports Uhe following Odonata eaten by
the bullfrog, Rana cate sbiana,

Out of sixteen stomachs he took

imagoes:

at Saranac Inn, New York.
tb.e

following odoriate

One Aeschna, four Agrien maculata,

two Argia

violacea, one Lestes, and one Enallagma.
Wilson (117) says of the little cricket frog
Acris gryllus, "It is a confirmed eater of damTrTy ma goes. His usual resting place is
upon the floating algae at the surface of the
water, where he watches for the danselfiies when
they come to deposit their eggs. When caught,
the damseifly is much longer than the frog's
body, but the latter swallows it slowly and
keeps swallowing until it has entirely disappeared.

"

are eaten n
Needham (78) says,
nUmbers by cricket frogs, which lie in ambush
amid the floating algae, and catch them when
they come to mate and oviposit; by swallows
which skim close enough to the water to get them,
and they are snared in spider's webs, and are
eaten by other damselflies, especially by Lestes."

Fish at times devour adult dragonflies.

These are

probably captured while ovipositing, resting on floating
debris or vegetation, or when they fall into the water

by accident.

They seem not to form a stable article in

the diet of fish but are

Wilson (117)

say's

perhaps just incidental titbits.

that such Odonata as Argia which

descend beneath the water to oviposit risk the danger öf
being eaten by fish. The other damselflies which oviposit
on or beneath the water surface run a similar risk and

are often eaten by bass and sunfish.

He reports

Muttkowski
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as finding six imagoes of b'na11grna

ni in the stomach

of a black bullhead and twenty-two imagoes of

11avma

antennatum in the stomach of a large-mouth black bass.
Wilson also found large-mouth black bass to have eaten

damseiflies as well as adults of Libellula luctuosa,
Mesothemis, Platheniis, and Leucorhinia.
Tillyard (95) found thirty-five adults of a rather
rare dragonfly in the stomach of one trout in Tasmania.
Birds are probably the most important predators of
adult dragonflies. Great flocks have often been reported
to congregate when Odonata emerge in large numbers from
any one place. Certain dragonflies emerge at night,
supposedly to escape the attack of birds while they are
still unable to fly.
according to Calvert (20) Fisher records varipus
hawks as feeding on dragonflies, but not eciusively so.
In Franee one hawk, Falco subbuteo, lives almost exclusively on aeschnids from May to September, while others,
drochelidons, live al:ost exclusively on agrionids.
many

Bird (13) in ManItoba shot a pigeon hawk whose food

consisted entirely of Sympetrum danao, S. costiferum,
and. Aeschna interrupta. He also observed a kingbird and
cedar waxwings feeding on tenerals of Sympetruni co3ti ferum w1-ich were feebly fluttering in the grass about a
marshy pond.
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says that the

MoAtee (68)

files

of the Biological

Survey show 389 records of dragonflies in 727 stomachs of

the pigeon hawk. The number of dragonflies eaten at one
meal by the pigeon hawk frequently exceeds ten and according to his findings may reach as high as thirty-four.
The

..

following species were identified:

constricta,

Aeschna

canadenss,

multicolor, A verticali, Epiaeschna
junius. From these data it seems that

A.

and Anax

Other hawks do not
seem to eat dragonflies so much but when they do only
the larger dragonflies, especially Anax junius. stomach
analyses, according to iicAtee have revealed the follow-

only the larger fo

ms

are taken.

ïng hawks as predators upon Odonata: Mississippi, Cooper's
sharp-shinned, red-tailed, red-shouldered, broad-winged,
Swainsonts, marsh, sparrow, and duck hawks, and the
Aplomado

falcon.

Calvert (20) says that Gould reported having±equently seen small birds, suc as sparrovs, etc., capture and eat small species of Odonata frequenting the
sedgy banks of the Thames. Both Martin and Gould mention that the dragonflies were deprived of their wings
before being eaten by the birds.
1-lersey (49) says that he found dragonflies to be a

favorite food of king-birds.
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Lyon (65) observed an enormous number of gomphine

nimphs emerging from a pond at

Ithaca,

New

York, May 7,

large nunfber of birds, such as sand-pipers, bronzed grackles, red-wing blackbirds, sparrows, and probably
other birds were apparently feasting on these nymphs and
1913.

A

newly emerged

adults.

Kennedy (55) examined the stomachs of seven yellow-

headed blackbirds in the Yakima Valley, Vashington and

teneral remains of damelflies in five of the stomachs
He bclieves that tenere.ls of Anax junius were eaten by
tise birds also, as many exuviae but no adults were
found

found.

(ll7)

English sparrows feeding on
the tenerals of Libellula luctuosa in large numbors in
the early morning, the time when transformation takes
place for this species. He also reports the red-winged
blackbird feeding on this species in a similar manner
aaci states further that shi'ikes, cuckoos, and kingbirds
Wilson

catch and eat imagoes, even after the winr s of the odonatos have become fully hardened.
Tillyard (95) notes that in Australia kingfishers
are wonderfully expert at catching dragonflies skimming
close to the water.
eidinger, according to Calvert (20), saw starlings,
blackbirds, and sparrows feeding on a swarm of Odonata

at Dresden, Germany. Calvert also says that Allen notes
the Egyptian bee-eater (Merops persicus) as eating dragon-

flies.
Plants as Enemies of .dult. ßuch insectivorous
plants as sun-dow, Drosera rotundifola, and pitcher
plant, Darlingtonia californica, which are both found
in Oregon, undoubtedly trap some of the weaker Odoneta,
but so far no observations have been made concerning
this in Oregon.
Tillyard (95) says, "Amongst the plant the
giant sun-dew, Drosera binata, takes heavy toll
of those Australian zygoptera which frequent
sa amp s and mar she s
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EPIPHTES

A2TD

EPIZOA

Not much seems to have been done on the biota found
on the body of odonate nymphs.

Many no doubt, carry
As a rule, this

microscopic life about on their cuticle.

life is probably not detrimental to the nymphs but may
serve to protect thorn by making them less conspicuous

to their enemies.

Sorne

claim that this simbiotic

rda-

tionship is definitely detrimental to the welfare of the

them by obtaining

nymphs by devitalizing

food from the

nymphs, but this, as yet has not been proven.

Lyon (64) observed a number of epiphytes and epizoa
on the

odonate nymphs in Cascadilla Creek.

The diatoms

represenbed nineteen species and, among other algae,

Oedogonium and Uscillatoria were common.

Among the rhizo-

podous Protozoa were Amoeba lobosa and Difflugia.

Among

the ciliates, the sessile forms, such as Epistylus and

Vorticelia, were most conimon.

The flagellate

Protozoa

were represented by several species of Euglena and a
nuniber of other genera,

The Suctoria,

which are all sessile in their adult stage,

were represented by

very abundant

such as Phacus and .Peranema.

on.

Podophyra

and Acineta; they were

Gomphine and libellulid nymphs.

Several

genera of Rotifera were also found on odonate nymphs.

nymphs of those which

crawl

The

actively about on weeds, etc.

near the surface of the water, such as Anax, and the

burowers, such as

Gomphus, were

less heavily covered with

epiphytes and epizoa than were the forms which crawl
slowly over the bottom or on weeds near the bottom.
tI'iUyard (95) found on one nymph of Aescbnabrevistyla
no less than three àpcies of Oedogonium, fifteen species
of dïatoms, end a large number of Vorticella. He found
by sectioning that Oedogonium does not penetrate the

cuticle of the
impeding

its

nymphs but only does

it

harm,

if

any, by

movements.

Calvert (24) found many species of diatoms growing
on the nymphs of Thaumatoneura which live around waterfal]s
in Costa Rica.
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ECONOMI C IMPORTANCE
Odonata as nymphs and adults have both beneficial
and no:dous habits, but the

far outweigh

economy

the harmful ones.

ae

problems as these

beneficial aspects of their
Many times such

matters of personal opinion and not

facts elicited by experiment or research.

The

writer,

therefore will confine himself to such data as have been

definitely proven.
Noxious
tivitie

s,

Harmful Activities.

of which Odonata are accused, is their habit

of preying upon young fishes.

instances of
edly,
the

The most harmful ac-

this

'ill

Several authenticated

be cited below.

They are undoubt-

competitors of fish for food, as fish eat much of

same

type of

food, especially when they are s:all,

as do the odonate nymphs.

Cockerell (30) publishes a letter from New Mexico
where the nymphs of Cordulegaster dorsalis were capturing
small trout:
The bug lies buried in mud or sand, in shallow
parts of the stream where the current is not very
swift, with only his eyes projecting.
When a
little fish (about an inch long) comes wiggling
along close enough over the bug, he snaps, projecting his formidable mandibles (lateral labial
lobes) and the shovel-like part below them for
quite a distance to the front, and catches the
fish by his wiggling tail......I found the
creatures quite numerous in the shallow, quieter
waters where I was planting the young fry, and
apparently they costitute a rather sious menace
to the stocking of the stream, as they infest the
shallow places, while the deeper water is danger-

ous on account of the older
the trout eat these bugs to
several instances they were
stomach......" (Quotes from

fish.
I find that
some extent, as in
contained in the
letter).

Dimiek and Mote (37) have this to say of Odonata
dragon
as trout food in Oregon, "The nymphs o
and damsel flies (Odonata) were occasionally found
in the stomachs of cutthToat, rainbow, and eastAlthough inern brook trout taken from lakes.
frequently present, they are, nevertheless, important because they feed mainly upon organisms
that are of primary importance as fish food."
One reference, which was lost, reported that a dragon-

fly was seen to oviposit in a tomato.

This was probably

an accidental occurrence but is nevertheless of some

intere st.

Numerous instances have been reported of Odonata destroying honey bees.

In Florida one dragonfly is often

accused of making regular meals of bees by capturing them
as they come

out of their hives.

Other references

on this

subject will be found under food of adults.

Certain species are definitely known to harbor parasites, some of which use the Odonata as secondary hosts.

None of those parasites, as far as known, have proven to
be of economic importance.

For a further discussion of

this topic see enemies of nymphs.

Beneficial Activities.

Dragonflies play an impor-

tant role in destroying various noxious pests.

Isosqui-

toes carrying such diseases as yellow fever, malaria,
and elephantiasis have often been reported as being
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Odonata, both in the adult and larval sageS.
Iviany other noxious iiiptera such as gnats, blackflles,
tsetse flies and horseflies are also destroyed by the

devoured

by-

adults of Odonata.
Tillyard (95) says that he has repeatedly inseen
hescbnjnae feeding on gnats and mosquitoes
late afternoon"A specimen of Telephle'bia and
godeffroyi was once observed flying round
round a siall bush about 7 P.h., when the mosqaltoes were particilarly troublesome; after tenso
minutes it was captured. I found its mouth it.
unable to shut
full of mosquitoes that it awas
all tightlyhundred,
There must have been over
seen
frequently
have
packed into a black mass. I
in
mosquitoes
and
gnats
Aeschna brevistyla take
doubt
no
be
can
where
wing.
dozens, wile on the
in the daythat those dragonflies which fly-thelate
of the
spread
checking
in
are of great value
the
on
are
that
Culicidae
various objectionable
sundovn."
before
just
wing from
Needharn and lIart (4r/) say, 1The usefulness of
the irgoes, espeoially Anax junius, on account
of the enormous quantities of pestiferous gnats
and mosquitoes which they destroy, puts them
among the particular friends of mankind»
According to Wilson (wi), Dr. J. D. Carpenter observed one species of damseifly and two specIes of dragonflies in Africa which were feeding on the .tsetse fly, the
carrier of sleeping sickness.
tseChandler (29) says of dragonflies devouring are
tse flies, "The adults of Glossina morsitans
a species of
attacked, according to Lamborn, by which
persiachrysostigma,
Orthetrum
dragonfly,
the
searches
diligently
and
then
pursues
tently
vicinity of man and animals for them."
of
Herms (48) says this of the importance
tAong
the less
Odonata in mosquito control:
small numbers, are
efficient enemies, owing toinsects
may be seen in
the dragonflies.....These
the evening darting hither and thither capturing
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mosquitoes and midges on wing."
Kellogg (52) says that Odonata do much to destroy
the mosquito carriers of elephantiasis in the Samoan

Islsnds.
supposed

In the iiav:aiian Islands, where mosquitoes are

to have been introduced, the Odonata also do

much to reduce the mosquito population.
The nymrhs of Odon-ta, no doubt, are an important

article in the diet of certain fishee.

The fragmentary

notes under enemies of nymphs give

inkling of the

saine

wide variety of fish which feed on this insect food.
a

of

For

detailed study of this phase of the economic importance
odonate nymphs, the admirable discussion by Wilson

should be consulted.

He

has

a mass of

(117)

scattered

literature on this subjeôt and the judgment of his concLusions, as to the importance of odonate

nihs

in fish

pond culture , may be left to the individual reader.

FoLbes (39) was undoubtedly one of the first to give us
any adequate knowledge of the food
country.

of

Wilson's treatise concerns

fishes in this

itself

largely with

pond species and is therefore, not applicable to the

fish of streams.

cuses

are found

As very few of the fish which he dis-

Oregon no further comment will be made

on his paper, except to give a very brief summary.

Wilson (llr/) says this of the odonate nymphs
ttOdonate nymphs furnish one of
for fish food:
the very best foods for fishs; the small species
and the young of the larger species are freely
eaten by the finger1inr:s of practically all our
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fresh-water gaine and food fish, while the larger
species when fu11 grown are just as toothsome
to adult fish."
He maintains that, although odonate nnphs are cornpetitors with fish for food, they also destroy enemies,
such as diving beetles and crayfish, of the younger fish.

If such nymphs as Anax and Aesohna prey on fish fry, that
is an indication that the food supply is getting low and
that it shoud be replenished rather than trying to get
rid of the odonates, as the nnnphs only prey on fish
when other food is scarce. He further states that imagos furnish good food for fish and that both nymphs and
imagoes are important factors in establishing a natural
equilibrium in the fauna and flora of the fishpond and

its

immediate environment.

Muttkowski (74) gives sparing records of adult Lestes
sp. and nallagrna sp. from the stomachs of trout in

Yellowstone National Park.

Riley (88) says that he bas frequently taken agrionid
nnnphs from the stomachs of the common sunfish, Lepomis
&ibbosus, and the yellow perch, Perca flavescens in
Minne sota and

hi chigan.
Walker (lOs) says that he found the nymphs of Macromia illinoiensis abundant in the stomachs of four sturgeon in Lake Nipigon, Canada, tbree also had nymphs of
Gomphus

brevis.

nymph of an Ophiogomphus and one Gomphus

scudderj were ta]en from the stomach of a common sucker and
one from a pound fish (Coregonus quadrilateralis)

Forbes (40) found Od.onata quite unimportant as fish

food in Illinois.

He found the nymphs in the stomachs of

various species of fish, but never in large numbers.

Although quite a number of

scies

of fish had eaten zy-

gopterous and libelluline nymphs the per cent which these
formed of the total food

'has

in most cases neglible.

Needham (82) found the common bullhead, imeiurus
nebulosus, at Old Forge, New York to have eaten the nymphs
of several large aeschnine and

lbelluline dragonflies.

Neédham (78) reports that in the twenty-five brook
trout stomachs, which he examined from Bone Pond, New York
he found Aeschna constricta nymphs.

Tillyard (95) says certain Australian nymphs are used
as bait for trout and perch;

while Needharn (78) says that

nymphs attached to hooks are as readily eaten by trout as
other bait.

1Nilson

(in) cites instances

of nymphs being

used as bait, in various parts of the country for rock
bass and perch.
In 1933 Dr.

J. N.

Shaw,

ssociate Veterinarian at

Oregon State College, brought me some nymphs of Argia sp.
that he had found feeding on fresh water snails.

These

snails were secondary hosts for the liver fluke of sheep.
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DERIVATION OIQ ODONTA AND SOME OF TME
FAMILY AND GENERIC N±MES

The

is

this order
sufficient interest to

etymology of a few of the naines used in

here given, because

it

seems of

warrant a little space. The derivations included will
give one sorne idea why certain groups possess the names
they have.

first applied

to dragonflies
and damselflies by Fabricius in 1793 to designate the
insects belonging to his fifth C1assis". Entomologists
The

term Odonata was

have wondered a long time why he chose the name Odonata.

Calvert (20) thought the naine may have been derived from
the Greek work "odous, meaning tooth, and believed that
this name was applied because of the toothed mandibles.
Comstock (31) also believed that the ordinal name was
derived from the Greek work fodoust? but thought the word
referred to the abdomen because of its long and slender

Tillyard (95) had the same idea about the derivation as Calvert an sugrests the name should then more
correctly be Cdontata.
Mickel (69) says that Linnaeus in his classification
of insects used the wings for his ordinal characters and
Fabricius the maxillae. Fabricius in his compounding of
form.

often dropped out letters to make name more euphonjus. His ordinal names were compounded from the Greek
word Gnatha", meanng jaw. As this word was not easy to
names

L.'.]

use and

still

make

euphonius names,

he

often dropped the

derived the "odo' from the Greek word IIOdOUStI
Thus he compounded the word tooth-jawed (referring to the
maxillae), as the maxillae are more toothed in this order
of insects than in any other.
Anisoptera is derived from the Greek words tTanisostt,
inaning unequal, and UpteronU, meaning wing. The dragonflies are termed thus, because the hind wings are larger
than the fore wings.
g and

h.

He

Zygoptera

is derived

from the Greek words

meaning yoke, and 'pteronT'.

that the

The name

zygonU,

probably denotes

are brought together when at rest.
Gomphus, according to Needham (81), is derived from
a word meaning club. He says that these dragonflies are
so-called because the side margins of the subterminal abdominai segments are often broadly dilated, forming a clubWings

shaped abdomen.
Ophiogorriphus

is

compounded from the Greek word "ophio

meaning snake, and Gomphus.

This perhaps alludes to the

snake-like colors, as the members of this genus ae conspicuously marked with yellow and green.
Erpetogomphus is derived from the Greek word terpetoTt,
meaning a creeping thin or reptile, and Gomphus. This
perhaps also refers to the coloration as in Ophiogomphus.
Aeschna, according to Tillyard (95), thinks that the

original spelling of this

word may have been a

printer's

error,

for the Greek word taescbmaU, meaning a spear,

probably
body.

word

nant

vJas

to allude to the long slender form of the

Kennedy suggests that Aesehna comes from the Greek
aeschrosU, meaning ugly.

Libeliulidae is supposedly derived from the Latin
word uiibelluln, meaning a very little book.

They ere so

callcd because their outstretched wings, when at rest, re-

minded soeone of the leaves of

a

book.

Tetragoneuria is compounded from the Greek words
Utetratl,

meaning four, "gon", naning engle, and neuria

which refers to the veins.

Vhat the name refers to has

not been ascertained.
Somatochlora comes from the Greek words

meaning body,

and "chloro",

naning green.

somato",
The name re-

fers to the greenish iridescent sheen of the species of
this genus.

Ladona seems to be derived from Ladon, who
Arcadian river god in Greek mythology.

as an

This name per-

haps refers to the habitat of these dragonflies.

Leucorhinia comes from the Greek words "leuco", white,
and "rhino", nose.

The name refers to the white face of

these diminutive dragonflies.
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A LIST OF TI
ODONATA 0F OAEGON
WITH BIOLOGICL NOES ON THn VARIOUS SPECIES

The following is a list of the known Odonata of

Oregon up

behind

each

Needham'$
America".

is the

to
ttA

including April 22, l96. The number
species is the phylogenetic number used in
and

Handbook of the Dragonflies

The name of a

city

of North

or other geographical name

the insect was collected. The
date of collection follos behind the locality. The
locality in which

collectorts name is in parenthesis following the collection date except when the collector is unknown.
Orde r

ODONTA

Sub orde r LNISOPTERA

Family AESCHNIDAE

Subfamily

PETALURIL4

T ANY.FTE ±X

I.

.

hageni Selys (1).

Three Sisters, 7-19-27

(Scullen); reported from Oregon by Essig (38);

Breitenbush Hot Springs (Elev. 2222), 7-3-34 (Scullen).

Kennedy (56)

says that

this species probably in-

habits high mountain swamps.
GOMPHI MAE

Needham (75)

says the nymphs live

under the sedi-
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ment (mostly organic debris) which falls to the bottom
of ponds and streams.

They are aquatic burroweì's which

live at such slight depth that their anal respiratory

They

orifice is never beyond the reach of clean water.

are well adapted for their burrowing and predacious life.
One female Gomphus fraternus, which Needham had,

5000 eggs.

laid

The imagoes are preyed on by many large ene-

mie s.

They usually crawl upon flat surfaces, such as
timbers, trees, boats, etc., to transform.

They use

these flat surfaces because their legs are so widely

separated.

The females oviposit alone by tapping the

tips of their abdomens into the

PIOGOMPiUS
2.

P.

obscurus Rambur (3).

Reported from Oregon by

Essig (38).
Needharn (81) says that he found the

niphs very

common in the sandy bed of the Santa Ana River below
Riverside, California.

The adults were

seen in May on

the upper reaches of the santa Margarita River further

southward.
to another.

They flew swiftly from one resting place
They were easily caught when at rest.

Kennedy (57) says that the nymphs of this species
ttare

found oniy in the sandiest of streams.

They bur-

row in the sand and are slow feeders and as a consequence
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are s10

growers, which also is true in general of other

burrowing insects.
Williamson (115) says that ali the specimens he
captured at Mesa, Arizona, were taken 10 to 40 feet
away from the water.

They were resting on tips of twigs,

often with the abdomen elevated.

None were seen resting

on the ground.

Kennedy (56) says the nymphs seem to occur in the
drifting beds of all the sand-bottomed streams of central
and southern California where
of rater,

i;here

is a permanent flow

On the Chico River in California, the few

individuals he saw were fly±ng about a quiet pool

ai;

the

head of a long rapids and when not in motion were seated
on snags in the water or on the gravelly shore.

It is

more specialized for burrowing than any other odonate

nymph with which he is familiar.

He

says that in any

side channel where the water has ceased to flow,

the

sand bed is narked in all directions by the curving

burrows of these wandering nymphs.
loose upper stratum of sand,

They burrow in the

just deep enough to cover

their backs, with the tenth segment usually protruding.

These nymphs can burrow as rapidly as the average nymph
can walk, and only such vigor and speed could save an

insect of this size from being buried in the moving sand
in which they live.
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Brirnley (15) says this

species in North Carolina

was found in sunny spots along the

banks of Walnut

Creek usually resting, when not in flight, on bare patches
of sand or mud close

to the

ater's edge.

number of niphs transforming between 10
on June 5,

He
A.Iìi.

1900, resting on bare patches of

the bare clay of

ti-ic

observed a
and

sand

i

P.M.

or on

banks close to the water's edge but

not climbing up plants.

0PHI0GOMPHTJ

Kennedy (56) says

that

this is a genus in which

nearly all of the species live on streams or lakes with
gravelly beds or beaches.

The individuals, while apparent-

'y emerging in considerable numbers, are scarce and seldan

found except on gravel bars or gravelly rapids.

The

ma-

goes of the various species spend the greater part of

their time seated on gravel bars from which they fly up
at intervals to catch insects or to intercept individuals

of their own kind.

Copulation

captures

the female

on her business

with his feet,
her
She,

is a lengthy affair.

occiput
in the

of-

ti-len

as

she

flL

oviposition.

s

The male usually

along the water

s

edge

He grasps her head

bends his abdomen forward and grasps

with his ciaspers while freeing his feet,
antime, bends her abdomen forward
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and copulates.

After a short nuptial flight the pair

sett1e

bush and remains in copulation many

on

minutes.

sorne

In ovipositing the female deposits the eggs

in swift water, usually on rapids, where

and

íorth, dipping the

Though the

epgs

are

she flies back

tip of her abdomen in the stream.

laid on the shallow rapids, the nymphs,

during the latter part of

their

lives, live in the muddy

bottom of the quieter water, for the exuviae are usually
f ound along the edges of the deeper pools.

Mites rarely
as imagoes,

attack
the

infest the species of this genus, and

they have few enemies except the birds which

them while tenerals.

As with many western species,

most serious cause of premature death among imagoes

to

seems

be the occasional cold rains which come even in

desert regions.

ennedy

On Satus Creek, Washington

as

seen severus practically wiped, out for the first day or

regained

two after a raüi.

It

more had emerged.

Very old

its

numbers only after

imagoes show

drunk and on alighting will commonly fall
and regain their feet

condition which

They appear weak or

might be called the "stagger&'.

sides'

a

over

on their

with difficulty.

Needham (76) says that these

dragonflies

seen

to be

comnon in nature as is evidenced by the cast skins at
times.

They are, however, rarely

nymphs seem to prefer the sandy

c1ar,

seen or

captured.

or gravelly beds of

rapid streams, flowing through rocky woods.

The
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The imagoe5 emerge

this

at night in early

summer.

According to Needhani and Hart (47) the nimphs of
genus inhabit streams with considerable current

flov.'ing over rocky beds.

0. phaleratus Needham (10). Corvallis, 5-30-31
(Roaf); Corvallis, 5-21-31 (Larson); Corvallis, 6-21-29

3.

(Davis); Corva1li, 6-27-31.

reports this species as emerging in
abundance from the Columbia hiver at Umatilla, Oregon,
Kennedy

(56)

on

July 13, 1913.

4.

occicientis

(li).

Philomath, 5-7-29 (scullen);
Corvallis, August 1909 (Tott;en); reported from Oregon by
Essig (38); reported from herman, 7-2-13 by Kennedy (55);
.

Hagen

reported from Uniatilla, by Kennedy (55), 7-8 to 7-9-13.
5.
0. severus Hagen (16). Reported from Oregon by Jissig
(38); reported from Umatilla, 7-8 to 7-9-13 by mnnedy
(55); Ashland, 6-16-34 (Schuh); Tjmatilla, 6-25-82 (Henshaw).
Kennedy (56) says, tNmphs of severus from Satus
Creek, Vashington, indicate a three-year period
for their life cycle. 'he eggs are laid on the
riffles. In ovipositing the females operate
from stones in the rapids. A female vill fly
out from a seat on a stone, make one tap on the
water with her abdomen, and then return to rest
for a momant, when she repeats the single tap.
The imagoes emerge from the deeper pools curing
the middle of the day".

hitehouse (109) says, "This dragonfly frequents sandy roads nhar the river, and rests on
the soil frequently."
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that the nymphs were
sand under stones in shallow rapins, and on

Needhani and Hart (47) say

found on

:rassy bottoms in Yellowstone Park.
Ashland in June l94, this species was quite

weedy and
At
COflhiiiOfl.

riffles

They spent most of theiL time

or in

flying from

one

riffle to

flying over
another

sluc±;gish stream on which they were found.

on

the

They quite

often were seen to squt on some projecting stone in
the creek.
6. 0. morrisorii Selys (18). Reported from Oregon by
Essig (38); reported from Big Meadows (18 mi. S. of
Be), 7-4 to 7-13 by Kennedy (55); Sycan R (Beatty),
6-17-34 (Schuh); Big Cultus Lake, 8-9-35 (Ferguson).
Kennedy (56) says that this species on Donner
Lake, California, was seriously attacked by robins while
emerging. It was found here on the gravel beaches at
the eastern end of the lake near the outlet. The males
rested on the cobblestones scattered over the gravel
or pursued each other in zigzag flights along the lake
females were not as fluìnerous and were usually found seated on stones very close to the edge of
the water. The males found them here and took them

shore.

The

In ovipositing,
the females roised just above the ater and as the wave
passed beneath them they dropped the tip of their abdomsns
into the vater, and raised them again as soon as the wave

back among the bushes in copulation.
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had passed.
4

P.Iv..

Emergence occurred between 10 A.M. and

Usually the nymph crawled just above the wash of

the waves Lo transform.

This species was quite similar in habit to that of
.::ì

severus at Ashland.

River in June 1934.
a

It was quite common on the

This

stream was sluggish

ycan

and. bad

gravelly bottom, especially where there were riffles.

The adults of this species were conm'on about the riffles
and quL;e commonly perched on some bare twig or stone

which projected from the water.
ERPE TOGOMP}TUS

7. E. compositus Hagen (26). Needham reports from Oregon
(81); reported from Oregon by Essig (38)
Kennedy (56) says of this species on the lower
California, "It occurred sparingly
on the riffles of the lower Truckee.
The females
seemingly oviposit on the riffles by striking the
water with their abdomen as they fly along".

Truckee River,

Villianîson (115) says this
Arizona,

species at Mesa,

rested on dirt banks OP broad leaves, always

near water.

Its flight was swift and straight.
GOMPHIJ S

The nymphs live in the mud or sand of streams.

They burrow in mud and debris and leave only the tip
of their abdom n and part of their head exposed.

they wait for prey.

Fiere

ihey are covered more or less with

a

hairy covering which collects debris and makes them

inconspicuous.

The imagoes generally scatter quickly

from the place of emergence.

Males are usually seen

over water while females resort to water only io ovi-

They usually alight on some flat surface as

posit.

the ground, rocks, or logs--hardly ever alighting on

twigs as the Libellulldae.

kilson (117) says that they skim close to the
surface of the water when capturing prey and some
species actually dive beneath the surface, entirely

disappearing under water.

He says that pairing of

sexes occurs towards evening and that the male does

not accompany the female while ovipositing.

Many

transform at night.
8.

G.

confraternus Selys (36).

Needham reports from

Oregon (81); reported from Oregon by .ssig (38);
Ashland, 6-16-34 (Schuh).

Kennedy (56) says that this species was taken on
Lake Washington, a lake of clear water that never freezes.
In California (discussed under Gomphus sobrinus but

Needham considers this a synon

of this species)

on Coyote Creek and the Chtco River, which are warm,

sluggish streams wIth mud banks and much mud bottom,
this species was abundant, appearing in

by July.

pril and gone

It seems to be limited to the more mud-bottomed
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On Coyote Creek it did not

streams in California.

the

appear over

Earlier in

water in number s until about 11

the day it was found on sunny patches of

bare ground back a
left the water
The males

water,

few yarns from the creek bank.

about

It

4 P.M.

seemed

abundant than the

the

A.L1.

to be four or five times more

females and usually stayed low

over

seldom rising higher than four or five feet

its

surface. They usually rested on the bare
sandy spots but also light on logs, brush and willows.
The females ovipositod by tapping the surface of the
water with the abdomen at irregular intervals. It was
above

at such tines

then

away in

that the

males swooped on

them and took

copulatory flights, which ended in a long

resting period in copulation on some tree or bush.

9.

G.

donneri Kennedy (37).

Lake of

the Woods, 7-20-30

(Scullen).

Kennedy (56)

says that this species is from the

cool clear mountain lake

(Donner

Lake,

Elev. 5000 ft.), whose name it bears.

in abundance
the lake.

It

occurred

on the sandy beaches of the west end of

It passed

bare beach or

California,

most of

its

time

resting

on

the

on some low stone, though it occasionally

lit on a low bush or weed.

10. G. olivaceous Selys

(47).

Reported from Oregon

by

issig (38).
that this is a species of
muddy and sluggish rivers.
ost species of Goxnphu2
spend much of their time seated on sorne bush or piece
of driftwood, rarely alighting on the ground. The
maJes of this species were abundant on the ierican
Elver near Sacramento where they flew leisurely
Kennedy (56) says

in

broadly zigzag course at a distance of not more
than ten incts above the water. At intervals they
rested, usually in a hanging position, on the willows.
a

females were not much in evidence, but two
were observed over the :ater and were swifter and more
The

direct in their flight than the males. Several females
were taken in the open willow glades back from the river
where they rested on the bushes and weeds and were apparontly sunning themselves. Vhen a male found a female
the païr would fly away in a shor t nuptial flight, soon
coming to rest on bushes where they remained in copulation indefinitely. They were difficult to catch in the
glades back from the river, because on being disturbed
they would fly up out of reach.
OCT OGOMPHUS

11. 0. specularis Hagen (78).

adults of this species
have never been taken or reported from Oregon, but nnphs
taken here have been determined as such by J. G. Needhain.
The

taken In the following places:
Creek (from Corvallis to headwaters in pools be-

The nymphs have been
Oak

tween

riffles),

11-4 and

11-8-3, (Ball, Schuh);

Corvallis 4-7 and 4-13-34, 1-24-34, 5-4 and 5-29-34;
Vi11amette River (Salem), 96-32 (Dimick); Cb.awaucan
River (Jlev. 4500), 9-26-32 (Dixnick).
The nymphs of this species are quite corrimon in
Oak Creek at Corvallis. They are found in the trashfilled pools below the rather swift gravelly riffles.
As no adults have ever been taken, it seems plausible
that they migrate upstream when theyemerge. As much
collecting as has been done in and around Corvallis it
seems rather strange that this scies has been overlooked for so long.
Kennedy (54) says the nymphs of this species live
in the swift mounLain torrents of the coast mountains
and western slope of the Sierras in California where they
burrow through the organic trash in the deeper holes.
During their three-year life cycle they a re washed ftirthor down stream by each freshet. Vhen they emerge
they are far don stream from where they began their
life as young nymphs and far from where the adults spend
their life after flying up stream from the scene of their
emergence.
Kennedy (56)

corroborates the

above

statements and
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$ays it has probably the longest

western

season of any of our

goinphines, having found ib from April 20 to

ugust 16 in

Santa Clara County, California.

occur abundantly in the

leafy trash which

the pools and eddies of the streams.
generally found on

the roots of

feet from the water.

The nymphs

collects in

The exuvïae are

alder trees one to two

The imagoes appear to migrate up-

stream as stated above.

As the nymphs do not appear to

burrow in the sand this up stream migration seems to

conepensate

for the

nymphs having been washed down stream

during the freshets.

with most gomphines, the males of this species
near the water while the females are seldom seen
As

stay

there.

The male

of the streams

s

are usually found in the

Where they

perch

sunlit openin

on stones, driftwood,

or on the foliage of the surrounding alders; although

they prefer sunny spots, they do not hesitate to hunt
up and down stream

through the

to resort to the stream

only to

shade.

The females seem

oviposit.

Kennedy de-

scribes the one female he saw ovipositing as follows:
"She came volplaning down through an opening
in the canop of alders and, while going through
evolutions involving figures, 8ts and Ses, she
touched the surface of the pool lightly with the
tip of her abdomen at intervals of 2 to 6 feet.
after 20 seconds of
she airily spiraled up
and out into the sunshine, where she alighted on
a bush on the hillside above the creek»

this

rv

Subfamily AESCIflINA
A AX
12. A.

junius Drury (85).

Freewater, 10-13-14

(Moznette); Portland, 8-28-07 (Sprague); Oswego,

6-21-32 (Piersor; Ashland,

6-16-34 (Schuh); reported

from Sherman, 7-2-13 by Kennedy (55); reported from
Big

eadows (18

ini.

3.

of Bend),

7-4 to 7-7-13 by

Kennedy (55); Hagen (46) reporte from The Dalles, June;
Scapoose, 8-13-35

(Gray).

Abbott (2) showed that after a number of trials,
Anax nymphs learned to come to their food.

There was

considerable individual variation among them as to the
number of trials it took for them to aDproach.

They

did not seem to distinguish between edible and inedible
objects at a distance and

apard

dued as under intense light.

to see as well in sub-

They appeared to notice

dark objects sooner than light objects and moving ones

sooner

tan

stationary objects.

They avoid intense

light and are invariably found in the shaded portIon of

their environment.
it

When light is turned on them theyavoid

by crawling or swimming away--some individuals, of

course, reacting somewhat more slowly than othei' s.

The

nymphs can be induced to enter areas of brighter illumi-

nation for food after a number of trials and they can
also be induced to enter light by fear, as pushing them

in sand

and.

stirxng

the water near them.

Abbott (3) says, "Anax nimphs distinguish small
edible objects from larger triangular figures.
Thus they distinguish the size, and probably the
form, of objects."
Atbott says that they seem not to sense the chemical
natux

of a distant object and that the chemical sense

seems to be located in the mouth.
"The proeption of form and movement through
vision is the chief means utilized by these
nymphs for obtaining food."

Abbott (2) found that nymphs of Anax and Aescbna

feigned death when removed from water and placed on wet
sand.

In almost every case each individual acted in

this manner but different individuals varied in the

length of time that they remained ±n
He

a

quiescent state.

tried the duration of successive feints and found that

feints in rapid succession tended to decrease.

Abbott (3) says "Anax and Aeschaa larvae orient
primarily through contact
-'.he
influence
of vision in orientation is secondary."

stl

These larvae are strongly thigmotropic.

They cling

to one another when a number are put in a container with

nothing but water.
or

As a rule, they cling to some

plant

otter object.

Abott

(6)

experimented on larvae of Anax

unius

and Aeschna umbrosa by disrupting the nerve ganglia of

various parts of the body and found that the seventh
(last) abdominal ganglion controlled a greater part of
t

resDiratory movements as well

as the

cloacal spines

and valve.

The abdominal ganglia each take a pa2t in

general abdominal movements and in respiration, but this
control is so distributed among the ganglia that the

destruction

0±'

one

with respiration.

or two does not seriously interfere

Each thoracic ganglion controls the

legs of its segment and also plays a part in equili-

briam.

The suboesophageal ganglion controls the mouth

parts.

The brain is the sensory, directive and associa-

tive center.

Davis (35) sa' Anax longipes on Long Island, iew
York, ovipositing by sometimes entirely emersing its

abdomen.

lie

records one as capturing

a

lepidopterous

insect and flying off with it and saw another one nearly

knock a Pyrameis atalanta into the

;ater in its effort

to capture it.

Wilson (117) sais Anax junius usually emerges durIng the night.

Kennedy (56) observed that, "The male seized
on the wing and retained his hold on
her head while she oviposited. The pair would
alight on the floating masses of algae.
The
female would bend her abdomen down arid forward
making from three to ten thrusts in the loose
mass of algae whereupon the pair would fly to
another place. Apparently the eggs were merely
extruded among the filaments of the algaeU.
the female

Kennedy (56) observed this species at Bakersfield
California, around pond-s of black crude oil.

Several

were captured which were soiled with the oil.
It was evident that they frequently mistook

r.y

the glassy surface of these oil ponds for vater.
Across the river......was an abandoned well beside WhiCh was a srtiall pond of fully hardened oil
ThIs in portions was almost a continuous
mass of dead Anax and water beetles. These were
entirely covered with oil.
........ Hundreds and
perhaps several thousand had been caught in this
small pond.
It would seem that Anax has no very
keen sense of smell or these very odoriferous
death traps would be avoided.
'

From what

ennedy says It is suggested that these

oil ponds were mistaken for water because of their

appearance

and that surface oil in the past may have

entrapped insects of former ages to preserve them for
us as fossils.

Needham (77) says, "They fly from daylight to
dark, and are fleet, powerful and fearless.
The
female in ovipositing is often held by the male,
specially in early spring, often is unattended,
and sometimes descends bodily into the water.
In early spring the eggs are inserted in the watex
soaked stems of reeds, in floating sticks, etc.;
later in the season they are placed ïn the tissues
of green and growing aquatic plantaU.

Wilson (117) says, rThe Anax imago hunts after
sunset, continues flying as long as there is light
enough to render its prey visible, and is probably the last dragonfly to go to roost. In
its search for food it frequently mounts high
up in the air, sometimes disappearing from sight
in this manner1.
He says that they hardly ever alIght except to

oviposit.
"At such times the sexes fly about together
and, alighting upon some water plant at or near
the surface of the water, the male assists the
female as she inserts her eggs in the tissue of
the plant stem."
He

states that the nymphs expel the water from their

rectum with a noise like that mäde in ejecting saliva,

ater in which they live is drained off them.
Needham and Hart (47) say this of the habitat
of the nymphs of this species, "Our specimens of
the nymph were taken from a remarkable variety
of waters containing vegetation, and even where
other specie s of nymphs a largely wanting. Lakes,
rivers, ponds, swamps, transient pools, small
ditches, sprints, throughout the state--al? pro-

when the

duce a crop of these nymphs."

collected this species at Ashland, where it
coursed swiftly over the pond-like widening of a small
I hai

capture because of their
swift flight and constant vigilance. It was quite common here on June 16, 1934. This little stream was fairly
swarming with this species, and Aeschna californica,
Libellula saturata, Plathemis lydia, and Lihellula
brook.

ensis

They are very hard to

on

the above date.
PJscrnTA

Davis (32) saw a fima1e Aeschna

o

below the surface

of a slow-moving spring.

verticalis Hagen
water until it was entirely

Davis (33) saw Aeschna juncea L. var.

crawl

down a

stick lying in the

below the surface of the pool.

that so far as is imown the species
of Aeschna emerge at night, an adaptation to preserve them
from the birds, but Aeschna interrupta nevadensis ererges
in the daytime. At 7000 feete1evaton in California where
this day emergence occurs, there are
few birds inhabiting
Kennedy (54) says

butt

[ø11

the lake

shor;s,

so night emergence

Day emergence, however, is

temrature

a

necessity

necessary.
the nightly

as

at this altitude is very near freezing, if

not actually below at tines.

is

is not

Night emergence in Aescbna

highly specialized habit, as most Odonata
the day time. Perhaps this species has merely
a

emerge in

retained

the primitive manner of emergence.

Kennedy (54) reports an undescribed Aeschna (later
described as

A.

walkeri, Kennedy 1917) as living in the

mountain torrents of the coast mountains and western slope
of the Sierras of California with Cordulegaster dorsalis

and Octogomphus specularis.

These Aeschna nymphs are

agile creatures and are entirely able to

stem the

swift

currents while those of the two above-mentioned species
are slow and clumsy and are

iashed down stream.

The

Aeschna nymphs live in the tree roots while the other two
live on the bottom.

Kennedy

(56) describes the females

of Aeschna walkeri

ovipositing towards twIlight in a precipitous mountain
stream on

Santa Cruz Island.

female would light on one

of the rock walls overhanging a pool and try to insert

her ovipositor in the rock.
she would fly a few inches

A

after an attempt or two
or feet and make another attempb.

the rocks over the pools in the shadier spots were

seamed with lines of green moss,

she would

soonlocate

such a seam and drive her ovipositor into the vein of moss.

The eggs thus were laid in the thin seam of moist earth

which supported the moss.

Usually less than a half-dozen

stabs would be made in one seam when she would fly to

another and repeat the laying.
The species of this genus usually spend the night

clinging to the tree trunks or larger limbs at some elevation.

(Williar1son).

Walker (101) says the following concerning the
The
habitats of the species of this genus:
abundantly
imagoes are found, as a rule, most
about their breeding grounds, but may often be
seen foraging in large numbers more than half a
mile away from any possible breeding place. The
majority of the speci:s breed in still shallow
aters, thickly grown up with the smaller species
of reeds, sedges, Sparganium, and other plants
Open marshes bordering rivers
of similar habit.
or at the mouths of sluggish streams, shallow
reedy lakes, ponds or bays, are favorable localities for most of the species."
Oviposition,

as a rule, takes place

in the stems of

aquatic plants or in water-soaked logs, etc.

The female

is unaccompanied by the male.

Walker (101) says the following concerning the nymphs
of this genus:

Fresh water is probably the normal habitat

of these nymphs, but Osburn found A. californica in brack-

ish water at Victoria, B. C. and Kennedy found the adults
of A. palmata and A

interrupta at Baker City, Oregon at

an alkaline slough where it is possible that they were

bred.

They, in general are climbers, living among reeds,

rushes, and other aquatic plants in still waters usually
a few inches

to one and one-half feet deep.

The nymphs

cling to the reeds lying in wait for their prey.

He

says that on the very few occasions he has observed

emergenoe, it would

sem

that this process takes place

late in the afternoon or in the evening.

This is con-

trary to Kennedy who says emergence takes place at night.
13.

californica Calvert (94).

A.

Corvallis, 5-13-30

(Hudson); reported froLl Orogon by Essig (38); Corvallis,

4-24-34 (Allen); Corvalli, 6-4-7; Ashland, 6-16-34 (schuh);
6-16-34 (schuh); Sycan R.

Ledforci,

(Beatty), 6-17-34

(Schuh); Portland, 5-25-31(Pierson); Corvallis, 5-18-35

(Jewett); Colorado Lake
I

16,

(Corvallis),

4-26-32.

found this species very abundant at Ashland on June

1934.

It was quite wary but was not as hard to cap-

tupe by any means as was its congener, Anax junius.

This

is our smallest Oregon Aeschna and is quite easy to recog-

nize on the wing, if v:atched carefully.
14.

:'

multicolor Hagen (95).

(scullen); Lakeview,

North Powder, 8-10-29

6-17-34 (Schuh); Oswego, 7-14-32

(Pierson); Portland, 5-23-33 (Pierson); Gateway, 7-15-33
(Pierson); Rockwood, 6-25-32 (Pierson); Portland, 6-30

and 5-23-32 (Pierson); S. Beach Cr., 6-28-34 (Dimick);

reported fror. Umatilla, 7-8 to 7-9-13 by Kennedy (55);
Astoria, 8-8-35 (Gray).

Kennedy (56) observed Aeschna multicolor catching
insects on the markets street of Sacramento, California,
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at twilight.

They flew among the wagons and buggies en-

tirely indifferent to the

nuniei'ous

most domestic of western Odonata.

passers-by.

It is the

This habit of fainil-

iarity with mants haunts is very noticeable in this species.

umbrosa Walker (97).

15.

Alsea, 7-11-30 (Nolen);

Corvallis, 10-18-32 (Diniick); Corvallis (Oak Cr.) 10-5-34
(Ball); Portland, 6-4-31 (Pierson); Portlaiud, 6-23-33

(Pierson); Portland, 6-l-29 (Pierson); Oswego, 5-30-31
(Pierson); Colorado Lake, 10-24-33 (schuh); Tidewater,

10-7-33 (Schuh); Corvallis, 10-20-33 (Schuh);
10-13 (ioznette); Lebanon, 9-18-34 (Gray, Edwards);

aldport, 9-19-34 (Schuh); reported 4
(eloy. 3400),

ini. west

July 1909 by Kennedy; reported

of Baker

froni

Eagle

Valley (Baker Co., elev. 2500), 9-7 to 9-18-09, by Kennedy
(55);

reorted from Fine Valley (Baker

Co., elev. 3000),

9-20 to 9-23-09 by Kennedy (55); reported from Grande Ronde

Valley (near LaGrande) 9-30-09 by Kennedy (55); Suttlo
Lake, 8-7-35

(Scullen).

Walker, (10) has taken

nnphs from rivers where

current vas considerable and the stream quite large.

Needham (80) says of this species in Utah,
¡tThey like to fly in the sunshine over the river.

unceasingly ack sud forth in sweeping
curves, hawking as they go, and feeding almost
unceasingly on the little insects, that they
They fly

capture in mid-air. The females are especially
active at ti
close of the day, when in the twilight callow mayflies, craneflies, and midges
are emerging from the river and taking their
Several times they were observed
first flight.

the
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picking these easy captures out of the aix until
tìe approach of darkness put an end to their

feasting.

that this species frequents small
woodland streams and ditches or small pools on the edges
of
.
The iinagoes fly up and down such streams or
pools keeping, as a rule, near the water, and when the
streams are large, close to the margins. It shows a
marked preference for more or less shady haunts. This
species habitually flies till well after dark.
This is perhaps the most common of the larger dragonflies in the illamette Valley. It may be seen over almost
any pond in the late SUi1uier months and early fall. The
1Nalker (101) says

males are most often seen coursing over the ponds or
some small sluggish streari. The females are less commonly

seen; they often fly over the surface of the vater touching their abdomen to the water at irregular intervals. In
copulation, they 'ten fly straight up into the air in a

frenzied flight and then drop to the ground with a rustle
of wings. If the observer happens to be near at this time,
the pair may easily be captured, but at other times they
are not e a sy t o take.
16. A. paJ.mata Hagen (100). Olallie Lake, 8-23-31;
doss Is1aid, 9-9-32 (Roaf); reported from Eagle Valley
(Baker Co., elev. 3400), 9-7 to 9-19-09 by Kennedy (55);
Lava Lake (elev.4800), 8-9-35 (Ferguson); Deer Cr.
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(Deachutes Co., elev. 4600), 8-9-35 (Scullen); Elk Lake
(elev. 4900), 8-8-35 (Scullen);

Santiarn Pass (elev. 5000),

8-7-35 (Ferguson).

Needha
as occurring

ber.

(81) says that Kennedy reports this species

coinnonly on streams from

eptem-

ugust until

Ke found it in company with A. umbrosa occidentalis

and had apparently identical habits, as both patrolled
the smaller, more stream-like sloughs, especially where

surrounded by trees.

Both seem to prfer such sunny

glades to the more open spaces.

In both species the males

were more abundant than the female

s.

They fly very low

and slowly and are very bull-headed about keeping to their

short protected beat, two or tbree passes with the net
..

sometirrs falling to drive tiiem away.
17.

A.00nstricta Say (101).

Mts.,

Anthony Lake, Blue

8-7-29 (Scullen); reported from Oregon by Essig (38),

Needham (81) says that Wtedon reports taking
in copulation in an open, pastured woodland.

hung quite motionless from

a

pair

The insects

the lower branches of oaks,

allowing one to apuroach without being heeded.

Females

were laken as they clung on the underside of leaves,

devouring their prey.
18.

interrupta Walker (102).

Crater Lake Park, 1929

(Hibbard); Crater Lake Park (Pole Bridge

eadows), 8-25-30

(Scullen); Crater Lake Park (South Rim), 8-21-30 (Soullen);
Lake of the hoods, 7-20-30 (Scullen); Detroit,

Cottage Grove, sunuier of 1907 (Sprague);

(Chamberlin);

Fish Lake,

(Chamberlin); Siskiyou Pass (Jackson Co., eley. 4000-4500),

7-16-30, (Scullon);

reported 4 mi. W. of Bakei (elev. 3400),

July 1909 by Kennedy; report ed. from Bi

of Bend), 7-4 to 7-7-13 by

Kennedy (55); Diamond

8-16-35 (Ferguson); Ciescent Lake

(Ferguson);

S

Lake,

(elev. 4837), 8-10-35

Crater Lake Nat. Park (eloy. 6180), 8-11-35

(Fe'guson);
Lake of the

]eadows (18 mi.

i11ow Prairie (Jackson Co.,) 8-15-35
:oocìs,

5428), 8-8-35

(Scullen);

8-12-35 (Ferguson); Sparks Lake (elev.

(Ferguson.
C 0RDULGÂSTERINE

19.

0.

dorsalis hagen (116). Cascadia, 8-15-24 (Scullen);

Sulfur Springs, 8-10-17; Sandy, 6-10-32 (Pierson); Blue
R.

(Lucky Boy Camp),8-4-35 (Scullen).

Needham and Hart (47) say of the members belonging to the su'bfar illy Cordulegasterinae:
11The nymphs conceal themselves in the sand beneath the eddies of streams or under the alluvial deposit in marshes, but do not burrow.
and descends
Each scratches a hole for
into t like a chicken into a dust bath, and,
like the chicken, kicks the sand over its back,
and does not rest until almost hidden, only the
tops of the eyes, the tip of its treacherous
labium, and the respiratory aperature at the
end of it abdomen reaching the surface "
.

itself,

Kennedy (56) says this species, as far as he has
observed, is found usually on those swift mountain tor-

rents which do not freeze

there
of

in the

may be exceptions to this.

winter

time,

In the coast

although

mountains

California, it is found in the swift upper reaches of

all the perennial streams

where

it is associated with
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vivida, the 1atte' breeding in the springs of the mountainì gorges. He has never
taken this species, except in steep mountain canyons, as
Octogoinphus

it

soecularis

and Arßia

does not occur on the lower reaches of the streams

after

these streams have lost their swiftness and become warm
and muddy. Only the males are conìmon on the streams, the
females seldom resorting to the ater except to oviposit.
They seem to exhibit no curiosity but always move straight
ahead, He says that the males have the longest beat that
he has observed for any dragonfly. They fly continuously
upstream until they reacn the head or some obstruction and
then return down until they strike slow water. The course
is a foot or two above the water and they pass through
any shade or brush along the stream, as he has also observed
for Octogoraphus. In the Coast Mountains of CaLifornia,
the adults show a marked upstream migration.
The eggs are laid in the shallow water along the edges
of the strea.n and the niphs wander aimlessly over the bed.
Because the nymphs are free on the stream bottom each freshet during the three or four years of nnphal life serves
to wash them farther down stream so that when they emerge
they may be far down stream from the place where the eggs
were deposited. During the height of the flight season,
he observed many exuviae on the lower reaches of the se
mountains streams but only observed the adults up where the

This would then seem as a marked upstream

water was swift.

From observations on Octogomphus

migration of the adults.
he

concludes the same for that species.
The female he saw ovipositing flew hurriedly up the

creek and every few yards stopped and with a sudden backing
or downward stroke,

while hovering with the body in a per-

pendicular position, stabbed her large ovipositor into
the

coarse sand along the stream edge where the pater
She thus thrust her abdomen down

was about one inch deep.

through the inch of water driving her ovipositor into the
sand beneath.

Four to ten such perpendicular thrusts were

made at each stop.

Some stops were along the open beaches,

but more were in quiet nooks between large rocks where she

would have barely room for her wing expanse.

She usually

faced the center of the stream while ovipositing.
The nymphs aro short-legged,

slow-moving creatures

and occur with Octogomphus nymphs in the leafy trash of
the eddies but are also found crawling slowly about over
the bed of the

stream.

Their very slow and apparently

cautious movements do not betray them, and they carry with

them further protection in the coat of long hairs which
collects dirt on which flourishes a thick growth. of fila-

mentous algae.

This makes the nymphs very inconspicuous

and they appear much like a stick or stone covered with
dirt and aquatic growths.

On Mission Creek he found the

nymphs buried in flocculent silt, as is described for the
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varIous eastern species by J. G. Needham.
He

says at emergence, which takes place in June,

the nymphs crawl from one
the nearest tree.

This

to five feet up the

scies

spends four

trunk of

pars

ifl

the

egg and nyzuphal stage.
Ris (89) has this to say of oviposition in C.
bidentatus and C. annulatus of Europe, uThe females took a very nearly vertical position, wings
abdomen and all, and flying in this position
slowly onward, dipped the points of their abdomens vertically into the crumbled limestone deposit on the bottom of the very shallow water.
Needhani (81) observed a full-grown

your

nnph wholly

a half-grown nymph in about half an hour in the

atory.

Several damselfly niinphs (Enallagma)

daily by each

nymph taken in
defensively.

nnph

in the laboratory. He

the fingers will often

de-

labor-

were eaten

says that a big

use its tail spines

The normal food of these nymphs in Southern

California, as determined by stomach examination, is mayfly nymphs

and midge larvae.
Family LI]3ELLULIDAE
Subfamily IviACROMIIN
MAC RONIA

Needham (81) says this of the dragonflies of
the
this genus, "Most species see:m to p.
larger streams over which tbey sweep boldly and
erratically here and there, betaking themselves
often in high flights above the neighboring tree
tops. Their season of greatest activity is
midsunmer and they are most in evidence on clear
hot days. The females oviposit unattended by
the males»1

efer

20.

ìi. magnifica

Corvallis, 7-22-97;

cLach1an (127).
Oswogo

Corvallis, 7-15-97;

Canal, 8-4-32 (ktoaf); Iionroe,

6-27-33 (Schuh); reported from Oregon by Essig (38);
Willamette river (near Portland) 9-7-32 (Roaf); reported
from Umatilla by Kennedy (55).
Kennedy (55) says "This species

flier".

is

a very

swift

Satus Creek, Washington he found the cast skins fr
two to ten feet above the surface of the water in 1der
trees along the creek above pools cut into the bank by the
At

current.

One nymph

which he

collected

made a

slight

chIrping noise by expelling air from the cloacal chamber.
He says, "The male
were usually found
patrolling the largerMacronias
pools or sorneti; es a patrol
woald include two or three of the shorter pools.
......The flight was very swift, ordinarily
about two feet above the surface of the water and
straight down the middle of the pools or, on b1
broader pools, up one side and dov;n the otheL.
For speed few dragonflies can equal it. They
were unusually fearless and in the futile attempb
to take them they many times dodged between the

collector

and the

net."

"They were most commonly found
on calm days between the morning

over the water
hours of 7 to
10. Few werefound in the afternoons or on
windy days. The flight over the water appeared
to be controlled by the ovipositing females,
who resorted to the water to oviposit early
in the day in calm weather, where they were
sought by the males. As the females oviposited
by striking the tip of the abdomen on the surface
of the largest pools only, this could not be
done except when the surface was smooth. At
other tImes, even until late twilight, individuals of both sexes might be found patrolling
glades and barnyards as much as a half-mile from
water. Here the flight varied from close over
t1:
ground to as high as the trees.

In ovipositing the feniale would fly several
times back and. forth over a short beat of 40
to 50 feet, striking her abdomen on the surface
of the vater at 3 to 5 feet intervals.
This
beating back and forth generally lasted until
a male discovered her, when she would be taken
away in copulation. The copulatory flight was
ordinarily away from water over the surrounding
trees, but ended In a long period of copulation
while resting on some bush or tree.'

The only specimens of this species which I have cap-

tured were taken in the OACO apple orchards

This pair spent

at Monroe.

about half an hour flying after each

other very swiftly before I could capture them.
were captured as

tI

They

male seized the female, the two

dropping to the ground with a rustling of wings as they
had frequently done before.

Subfamily COìDTJLINJ
TET RAGONEURIA

Williamson (113) says of the oviposition of Tetragoneuria at Bluffton, indiana:
to have a pellet of

end of the

abdomen.

observed

sort attached beneath, near the

sonic

H

The females were

captured one of these and found

the pellet to be about five-sixteenths of an inch in the

long axis

and one-fourth of an inch in the short axis.

This egg mass exhibited

but

little gelatinous matter, but

when he placed it in water the pellet uncoiled into a
strand of eggs about three inches long and at first was
but about an eighth of ari

ed to about a quarter.

inch in

diameter but soon increas-

The female when

ovipositing dipped

loo

the tip of her abdomen into the water and hung the eggs
on slightly submerged sed;e leaves. The string of eggs
which he observed dropped by one female was five inches
long.
Needharn (77) says of the eggs of this genus,
ur2hese are laid in strings, attached together
and hung on partly submerged twigs at the

surface of the water.0
21. T. spinigera Selys (140). Corvallis, 5-1-O6;
reported from Oregon by Essig (38).
22. T. canis McLachlan (141). Corvallis, 4-20-28;
Corvallis, 5-3-31 (Schuh); Corvallis, 5-20-31 (Deremiah);
Corvallis, 5-22-31 (Schuh); Corvallis 6-18-01; reported
from Oregon by

ssig (38).

Kennedy (56) found

this species very

common

about

individuals flew slowly
and dodged awkwardly and always stayed in loosely organized flocks, the individuals of which flew in short (40 ft)
frequently-changed beats. In Windy weather they flew
close to the ground and were then easily taken. In
early morning many spent much time perched on low bushes.
When the wind. was don, they flew above the tree tops.
The males and females of tlse flocks were of about equal
number end all were intent on catching the various small
insects in the air. Ee saw no females ovipositing but
says the gelatinous strings of eggs were abundant in the
ponds at Napa,

California.

The

Potamogeton in the edge of the pond.
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On April 22,

1936, W. D. Edwards and I found a palr

of this species emerging at

oBee Lake, which is about

eight miles south of Corvallis.

One of the paix

was

hanging to an upright sedge leaf and still clinging to
its

nphal

exuvia.

±his leaf was directly over the

waterts edge and the dragonfly had crawled about a foot
and a half above the surface of the water to transform.
The other teneral

hd

crawled about three feet above the

surface of the water onto the vertical stem of a western

dogwood to transform.

This particular place was densely

shaded and the surrounding water supported a rich growth
of Ceratophyllum sp.

and neither had as

yt

These were found about 4:00 P.M.

attained their nature coloration.

They were kept alive in containers until the following
day

whn

both seemed to have attained their full imaginai

coloration.
OMATOCBLORA

.

23.

(Blue

albicincta Burreister (151).

1ts.),

Anthony Lake

8-l-29 (Scullen); Craig Lake, 6-20-34

(Schuh); Black Tail Springs

(near Elk Lake, elev. 5600),

8-8-35 (Ferguson); Frog Cmnp to '.hite Br. Leadows (near
cxenzie Pass,
son);

dey. 4700-5675), 8-6-35

Sparks Lake, 8-8-35

(Scullen, Fergu-

(Ferguson).

Walker (103) says that this species is not uncommon
about quiet streams in the Nipigon region (Canada).

It

1.02

Is fond of hoverïng in the miniature bays or washouts
in the banks of qutet streams.
Needhani (81) quotes the

following from Walker,

"With the exception of a male--I have never
seen this species away from the immediate violnity of water, nor have I ever observed it hawkIng at an great height. The males fly in sunshine within a foot or so of the water, patrolling
small areas in the usual way. The female oviposits by tapping the surface of the water with
the abdomen."

semiciroularis Selys (158). Reported from
Oregon by Essig (38); reported from Big Meadows (18 mi.
24.

.

of Bend) 7-4 to 7-7-13 by iennedy (55); Craig Lake,
6-20-34 (Schuh); South Beach Creek, 6-28-34 (Dirnick).
s.

Kennedy (56) says, "This species is found
only over patches of sedes standing in shallow
water. Apparently the females oviposit in
such sedge patches, and the males are there
to find the females.tt
Kennedy (53) observed

thIs

soies

at

Bumping Lake,

In mating the males captured the females
while they rested. After capture a long nuptial fligìt
Washington.

followed, which usually lasted several minutes, then the
pair would settle down on some tree or shxub where they
remained for a long tiLle.

The

eggs were laid in masses

the surface of the \Jater in the more open pools, whereupon the egg masses would imrdiately disintegrate and
fall to the bottoni. The females were unaccompanied
on

ovipositing.
I have collected this irridescent green dragonfly at
Craig Lake where it was quite comnon and in company with

by the males while
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a large number of deer

frequently

flies

and mosquitoes.

It

would

flit

into the grass and rustle around at
which time iU was quite easy of capture. It continually
hawked over this small lake and quite frequently would
suddenly fly off into the bushes along the shores.
CORDIJLIA

25.

0.

shurtleffi

Scudder (166).

Reported from Oregon

by Essig (38); reported from Big Meadows (18 mi. S. of

Bend), 7-4 to 7-7-13 by Kennedy (55); Suttle Lake,
8-7-35 (ßculleia).

that this species is found commonly
about all bog-margined ponds, lakes and streams (Ontario,
Canada). It shows decided preference for sluggish streams
and may frequently be seen patrolling the edges of the
creek.
Needhar (81) says, 'This species frequents t1
boggy edges of cold upland lakes and ponus. It
flies swiftly, a few feet above the water, with
occasional haltings, tmarking time' in the air.
They occasionally forsake their beat along the
water and sweep out and disappear among the
trees. The nymph lives sprawling amid the trash
at the edges of the water and climbs a little
way up projecting roots or sticks to transform.
June is the time of transformation. Adults fly
through July."
Walker (103) says

r

Subfamily
26.
(

!:'

julia Uhier (189).

Scullen).

LIBELLULIN

Lake of the Woods, 7-18-30
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Kennedy (58) says this is a species of northern
coniferous swamps.

LIBELLULA
27.

L

saturata Uhier (191).

French Glen (Steins

iits.)

Phoenix, 7-14-30 (Scullen);

7-8-27 (Scullen); Ashland,

6-l6-54 (Schuh); Abert Lake, 6-18-34 (Schuh).

Kennedy (58) says thab saturata is a vigorous form
of open muddy ponds,

cattail swamps, and sluggish streams.

Needham (81) says, This is a very showy pond
species. Its flight is rather heavy and lumbering but weil sustained. The hairy nymph squats
amid the ooze in stagnant ponds and climbs only
a little way out of the water to
transform. "
This is our most beautiful Libellula and can be easily

recognized by its reddish wing bases and its red body.

It

was quite common at Ashland in June, haWking around the

widened slow portions of a small stream.

This is the

only vicinity in Oregon from which it has been reported
in addition to the steins 1Tountains and
28.

!;

pulehella Drury (199).

bert Lake.

Corvallis, 7-8-92;

Grants Pass, 7-4-25 (Scullen); Lake of the 1Voods, 7-18-30
(Scullen); reported fro

four wriles
(55);

.

r.

Oregon by Essig (38); reported

of Laker (elev.

3400) July 1909 by Kennedy

reported from Eagle Valley (Baker Co., elev. 2500)

9-7 to 9-19-09 by Kennedy (55); reported from Sherman,

7-2-lo by Kennedy (55).

Kennedy (58) says that pulehella is st«ictly a fresh
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pond species.

wilson (117) reports a female depositing 1500 eggs.
The first eggs began

hachïng

in ten days and all had

hatched in sixteen days.
Needharn (81)

says that this species

flies much and

rests little during hours of sunshine

It flies bari-

zontally several feet above the water.

The female ovi-

posits unattended, usually over submerged green vegetation
in bays and shoals,

striking the water at points wide

apart and with a vigor that often swees a drop from the
surface to fall back with a splash a foot further ahead.
The cast skins are left at transformation several feet

from the shore and usually in grass or weeds.
29.

.

forensis Ragen (200).

Mill City, 7-17-32 (Schuh);

Tualatin River, 8-4-32 (Roaf); Grants Pass, 7-4-23
(Scullen); Corvallis, 5-8-32 (Roaf); Phoenix, 7-14-30
(Scullen); Colorado Lake, 10-24-33 (schuh); reported from

Oregon by

ssig (38); Sycan R.

(Beatty), 6-17-34 (Schuh);

Ashland, 6-16-34 (Schuh); reported from Sherman, 7-2-13

by Kennedy (55); reported from Big }eadows (18 mi.

S.

of

Bend) 7-4 to 7-7-13 by Kennedy (55); reported from Urnatilla, 7-8 to 7-9-13 by Kennedy (55); Scapoose, 6-26-35
(Gray).
On June 10, 1935, I observed an individual of this

species sitting on a twig overhanging the backwater of
the

i11amette ±iver near Peninsula.

It was kept under
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observation for at least an hour and a half. Sometinies
it would sit near the end of the right side of the tvig
and at other times it would hang on the lower side. It
frequently made sallies of three to twenty-five feet or
mo:e, presumably to captui'e some smaller insect, and then
would return and sit on the foliage and was about twenty
feet off the water and about fifty feet from shoe.

that forensis is an alkali pond
species, but may occur in fresh water also.
This is perhaps our most common Libellula. It Is
most often seen flying around small ponds and small quiet
streams, It often sits down on some projecting ded twig
or limb, at which time it is most easily captured.
30. L. quadriniaculata Linne (201). Kiamath Falls, 7-11-14
(Wilson); Corvallis, 7-14-97; reported 4 mi. W. of Baker
(elev. 3400) July 1909 by Kennedy (55); reported from Big
:cenned.y (53) says

of Pend) 7-4 to 7-7-13 by Kennedy (55);
Lava Lake (elev. 4800), 8-9-35 (Scullen).
Meadows (18 mi. 3.

(81) reports
it Needham
alights it does not

Vlilson as s ying, "When
squat but perches on a
body horizon.al even if the
It is gregarious, from twelve

twig, holding its
twIg is vertical.
to fifteen or twenty alighting on the same stalk
or twig. It is riot wary but neither is t inqul-

sitive "s

contrary, reports
and difficult to capture.
Needham, on the

nodisticta

31.

.

:ont.

and

Hagen

(202).

it

as somewhat shy

Needham (81)

reports from

ashington to California and Nevada; Essig (38)
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reports

throughout entire western area; Abert Lake,

common

6-18-34 (Schuh); Portland, 7-8-32 (Pierson); Abert lake,

7-2-35 (Schuh).
Needham (81) says

positinE;.

It

that

Aennedy observed a female

ovi-

flew about two feet above the water and

several quick swtngs downward, tapping
with her abdomen just once or each swing.
made

J'ound quite

common

around Abert Lake

Ube

water

in June.

flitted

and hawked around among the sagebrush which

rounded

the low marshy

border of the lake.

It

sur-

It comeon1y

but was quite :ary
and hard to capturo. Kennedy (56) says that it was easily
captured while seated on brush and weeds in sunny patches

rested

on some

dead branch

of sage

stram.

along a

that nodisticta is a semi-desert
species taken by the writer on s10 fresh streams at
Oroville and auburn, California.
Kennedy (58) says

On July, 2, 1935 this species was extremely conmion

at Abert Lake; the
the open

swamp

individuals which were found away from

about the lake

were much less wary than

the lake. This
particular sp-cies was perhaps present in greate.' numbers
at this time than I have ever seen any other dragonfly,
those hawking over

except

several

this lake

the open

species of

on August

ground about

3ympetrum.

8, 1935, I did not

vidual of this species.

When

I returned to

see a single indi-

e:

PLAT IidI S

lydia Drury (207).

32.

Corvallis, 5-10-32; Grants

Pass, 7-4-25 (Scullen); Grave Creek (JosephLn
(McGinnis);

Co.),

Corvallis, 6-1-11; Corvallis, '7-8-97; Cor-

va11i, 7-11-97; Amity, 7-22; Corvallis, 4-1-11; Corvallis, 7-6-97;

shland, 6-16-34 (Schuh); 10 ml.

of Alsea,

5-27-4 (Schuh); Corvallis, 6-2-34 (Schuh); Cascadia,
5-19-.55

(Jeweut, Tarshis); Scapoose, 6-26-35

(Gxay).

Kennedy (58) says that this species inhabits permanent ponds.

ilson (117) says, "The females of this species
rextain at some disance from the watei', except
at time of ovipositing»
The eggs he obtained hatched in fi'om eight to fif-

teen days.

They are just twice as long as widé, 0.60

mm..

by 0.30 mm.
The nymph of this species according to Needham and
:art (47) inhabits slow-moving streams, ditches, etc.

where it is covered with dirt and trails over the mud
along the shores leaving

a

weil-marked track;

oi'

lies

concealed amongst fallen trash, the dorsally projecting
eyes enabling it to remain hidden and yet keep a sharp
lookout.
Needhain (81) says, "This familiar skimmer divides
its time between hovering over the water surface
and perching on shore.
The males are much in
evidence; they rest with head low and tail elevate., and move the wins forward and dov:nrard
into a drooping position by a succession of jetks.

J_o

9

When old and pruinose they seem to prefer
whitish perches. L1hey search ordinarily for the
females and, fly after them with great swiftness
wher discovered.
The females slip in and out
of sheltered places along shore, finding wit;h
difficulty a
freedom from molestation
while laying their eggs. They hover low over
the vate, marking time
dipping down to t1e
surface many times in nearly the same place,
liberating twenty-five to fifty eggs et each

little

,

descent.

This is another very
and western Oregon.

commonly over

conmion

species both in eastern

It is very slow in flight and hovers

quiet ponds

and frequently sits down on

some dead branch or twig, especially

the males.

SPiTRU1
Calvert (25) states that in the genus Sympetrum,
the female is accompanied by the

the male holding

the female's

male while ovipositing,

hcadwith his abdominal

appendage s.

Needham and Hart (47) say that the nmiphs

of

this

genus inhabit marshes and reedy shores, as well as shallow
weedy ponds and wet meadows.

33.

.

corruptum

Hagen (210).

Ontario, 8-20-29 (scullen);

Buck Mt., 6-20-06; lone, 8-12-05 (Currin); Crater Lake

reported from
(Schuh); reported

Park, 8-2 (Chamberlin);

Oregon by EssIg (38);

Abert Lake, 6-18-34

4

(elev. 3400),

ïuly J_909 by

hennedy

(55);

mi. V. of Baker
reported from

31rman, 7-2-13 by Kennedy (55); reported from Big Meadows
(18 mi.

.

of Bend), 7-4

to 7-7-13 by

Kennedy (b5);

i io

Lucky Boy Camp (Blue River), 8-5-35 (Ferguson); Davis
Lake (Deschubes Co., elev. 4390), 8-9-35

(Ferguson);

Santiam Pass (elev. 5000), 8-7-35 (Ferguson); Frog Camp
to

hite. Br. Iidws.

(near McKenzie Pass,

dcv

4700

-

5675),

8-6-35 (Scullen); Abert Lake, 7-2-35 (Schuh).

Kennedy (54) says that
ly adaptable, in fact,

ympetrum corruptuin is extreme-

the dragon:ly whicb, in the west,

is found in a greater variety of

habitats

:han any other.

It occurs from sea level to 3,500 feet in vashington and

5,000 feet in California.

It flourishes not

only in all

kinds of ponds, but in all streams except those very

swift mountain torrents inhabited by 0ctogonphus and

Cordulegaster.

(In Oregon it has been taken at 5,675

feet, Schuh).

Kennedy (56) says of this species on the lower
Truckee River, California,
species oviposits in the shallow edge of the river, the male
holding the female. She taps the water from
one to six times in close succession, then the
pair fly fifty to one hundred feet farther to
ti.e next shallow, thus proceeding covering several
hundred feet of shore.
The female also oviposits
alone, when she takes a much shorter flight,
striking the water more frequently.
The males
wer most abundant about the water, but the
females nere met in the fields or anywhere."
Need.ham (81) says, "It squats on the bare earth
of pathways or roadways much of
he time, often
with the abdomen elevated and the drooping wings
touching the
34.

.

illobum Hagen (211).

Corvallis, 5-27-30 (Roaf);

Phoenix, 7-14-30 (Scullen); Grants Pass, 7-'25 (Scullen);

reported from Oregon by issig (38); Ashland, 6-16-34,
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(Schuh); Sherwood, 6-25-06; Portland, 7-10-32 (Pierson);

(Pierson); Corvallis, 5-13-35 (Jewett);
Portland, 5-12-35 (Cody); Fogarty Creek (Lincoln Co.),
6-24-34 (Diniick); 7 ini. V. Butte Falls (elev. 1850),
8-15-4 (Ferguson); Cascadia, 5-19-35 (Tarsnis).
Kennedy (56) says of this spec1 s collected by
hirn at Auburn, California on July 17 and 18,
Usua11y the female of this species oviposits
unaccompanied by the male but here I observed
a pair working together. These copulated on the
wíx:ig, then rested half a minute in copulation on
a branch, when they flew about over the v;ate, the
male holding the female by the thorax, the pair
making tentative dives frcr an elevation of
out
to
feet. After a ha1f-inute they dropped two
inche s above the water when witn a sving1ng motion the female dipped her abdomen in the ater
about thirty times, after which they made a sudden upward flight and separated, each to seat
itself on a twig»'
35. !: madidum Hagen (212). Sulfur Sprinr;s, 7-11-97;
Corvallis, 5-21-97; Cove, 7-19-06 (ieynolds); Corvallis,
5-6-30 (Grafton); reported from Oregon by hssig (38);
. beach Cr., 6-28-4 (Dimick); reporLed 4 rei. v. of
Baker (elev. 3400), July 1909 by Kennedy (55); reported
from Eagle Valley (Baker Co., dcv. 2500), 9-7 to 9-19-09
by Kennedy (55); reported from Big ieadows (18 mi. S. of
Bend), 7-4 to '7-7-13 by Kennedy (55).
Needham (81) says that ennedy observed that the male
and female of this species are poactically never found
together.
Oswego, 7-14-32

36.

3. pallipes Hagen.

(215).

Reported 4 mi.

V.

of

Baker (elev. 3400), July 1909 by Kennedy (55); reported
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from Oregon by Essig (38); reporbed from Eagle Valley

County elev. 2500), 9-7 to 3-19-09 by Kennedy (55);

(Bake.

reported froii Pine Valley (Baker Co., elev. 3000), 9-20
to 9-23-09 by Kennedy (55); reported rroin Grande Ronde

Valley (near LaG.rando), 9-30-09 by Kennedy (55);

reported

from Big Meadows (18 mi. S. of Bend), 7-4 to 7-7-13 by
Kennedy

(55).

CorvallIs, 9-11-97; Corvallis,
9-26-06; Corvallis, (Buchanan); Corvallis, 10-4-06 (woods);
Crater Lake Park (near Headqurters) , 8-22-30 (Scullen);
37.

..

obtrusurn (216).

Lake of the

oods, 7-20-30 (Scullen); Crater ïake Park

(Scott Mt.), 8-2-30 (Soullen); Forest Grove, 7-l-32
(Dirnick); £tosS Island, 9-9-32 (Roaf); Linn Co., 8-14-29

(Davis); reported fro. Oregon by Essig (38); Fish Lake,
8-5-30; Abert Lake, 6-18-34 (Schuh); Cove, 7-19-06
(Reyno1s); Colorado Lake,

10-24-33

(

'

chuh); Lebanon,

9-18-34 (Schuh); Corvallis, 8-20-34 (schuh); Corvallii
(Oak Cr.),

10-b-34 (Ball);

(elcv. 3400), July

1909 by

Bagle Valley (Baker Co.,

reported
ennedy

4

mi. V. of Baker

(55); reported from

dcv. 2500),

9-7 to 9-19-09

by Kenned:; (55); reported from Grarde sonde Valley

(near

LaGrande), 9-30-09 by Kennedy (55); reported from Big
of Bend), 7-4 to 7_r/13 by Kennedy

Meadows (18 mi.

(55);

(elev. 4950), 8-13-35 (Ferguson, :cul1en);
(elev. 4700), 8-9-35 (Ferguson, Scullen);

Lake of the woods

Big Cultus Lake

Deer Cr. (Deschutes Co.,

dcv. 4500), 8-9-35 (Ferguson,
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(elev. 3435), 8-7-35 (Ferguson);

3cu11en); Suttle Lake

Santiam Pass (dcv. 5000), 8-7-35 (erguson); Lava Lake
(Ferguson); Sparks Lake (elev. 5428),

(elev. 4800), 8-9-35

8-B-55 (erguson); Crescent iake (elev. 4837). 8-10-35
(Ferguson,

cu11en); Willow Prairie (Jackson Co.,

4500), 8-15-35 (Scullen); Suttle Lake, 8-7-35,

Iul1

(61)

dcv.

(Scullen).

collected the following data on this

spccL.s while rearing them for 1:boratory purposes.

foï,

eggs are of a rounded

The

the average length is 0.56 mm.

and the average diameter 0.49

min.

The eggs when first

laid are a light yellow, but later most of them turn dark

brown.

He says that the eggs

of this species are not

laid in gelatinous ropes as Tillyard says is true in the

eggs were collected by capturing

genus Sipetruni.

the insects in copulation and then holding the tip of the

abdomen over a vial with water in it.

The eggs sometimes

stuck together but generally separated from each othor when

they struck

tlle

wate..

-'

.

The eggs thus collected were kept

in clean water and the first hatcbed in about twenty-five

days and continued to hatch foi' a number of months, de-

pending on the temperature at which they were kept.

The

nymphs escape from the egg very quickly and undergo an

ecdysis immediately.

0f nine nymphs on which specific data

were kept, eight transformed in nine instars and the re-

maining one in ten.

Growth increases very rapidly with

the increasing number of instars.

Up to the third instar
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the nymphs were fed paramecia and in the

transferred to a diet of Tubifex

Nevin (84) states that

tIrd instar

worms or

yxrLpetruIrL

lops.

vicinum had eleven

instars in specimens reared from eggs.
This is our most common Sympetrum in the Vi1laniette
Valley, especially in the lato summer and early fall.

times they literally appear in sv;arms ove
small quiet streams.

At

ponds and

They often squat on vegetation in

the pond and on sunny places on logs and dead twigs.

Vhen disturbed, they quiue commonly return to the place
where they first sat, after a short flight.
38.

3.

rubicundulum Say (217).

Sprague R.

Ross Island,

9-9-2

(Roaf);

(Kiamath Co.), 1O-1-32,(Dimick); Forest Grove,

7-l-30 (Schuh); reported from Oregon by Essig (38); Portland, 7-6-31 (Pierson).

Needham (81) says, "They start to emerge about
June and seem to be most numerous about wet meadows where they delight to go foraging.
The femaie in ovipositing is accompanied by the male.
He seems to direct the course and to assist in
tue flight. Together, they descend to touch the
water many times in rapid succession in nearly
the same place; then a short flIght, and many
more descents together in a new place."
39.

8-7-29

.

semicinctum Say (219).

Burns,

1906; Ontario,

(Scullen); Hermiston, 7-30-29 (Scullen); Lake of

the Voods, 7-20-30

(Scullen); Fort K1amath,

8-31-30

(Scullen); reported from Oregon by Essig (38); Oswego,

9-15-32 (Pierson); Kiamath Lake, (Davis); reported from
nagle Valley (Baker Co., elev. 2500), 9-7 to 9-19-09

by Kennedy (5); reported from Umtil1a, 7-8 to 7-9-13
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by i:enncdy (55); Lake of the

(11erguson,

oods (elev. 4950), 8-13-35

cu11en); Big Oultus

Liake

(dcv 4700), 8-9-35

cui1en); Davis Lake (eleve 4390), 8-9-35
(Ferguson, Scullen); Lit. iLicLaughlin (elev. 8000), 8-14-35
(Scullen).
(Ferguson,

Kennedy (56) says that the

males of

this species

SOflie

times go to sleep while seated in the sunshine and can then
by picked up by hand.
40.

.

costiferum

Hagen (221).

Essig (38); reported 4

ini.

Lii.

eported from Oregon by

of Baker (elev. 3400), July

reported from Eale Valley (Baker Co.,
elev. 2500), 9-7 to 9-19-09 by Kennedy (55); reported
1909 by Kennedy (55);

from Grande Ronde Valley (near

LaGrande), 9-30-09 by

Kennedy (55).
Kennedy (55) says, "I have seen thousands of this
on. a telephone
ire for a stretch of a
mile and all facing the same way»

species

Fort Kiamath, 8-31-30 (cu11en
Bend (Deschutes R.), 9-22-32; reported fro.m Oregon by Essig
(38); reported 4 mi.
of Baker (dcv. 3400), July 1909
by Kennedy (55); reported from Eagle Valley (Bake r Co.,
elev. 2500), 9-? to 9-19-09 by Kennedy (55); reported
from Pine Valley (Baker Co., dey. 3000), 9-20 to 9-23-09
by Kennedy (55); reported from Grande Ronde Valley (near
41.

:

danae Suizer

(222).

LiV.

LaGrande), 9-30-09 by Kennedy (55).
Lhitehouss (109) says, "Ovipositing is performed
by rapidly dipping the tip of the abdomen ifl
shal1os water in the reects. During the operation
the male retains hold by appendages and appears
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pair moving
to take an intelligent interest--the open
ater
of
patch
in perfect accord from one
another.0
to
He says he has never seen oviposItion performed
alone.
3. atripes Hagen (223). Fort Kiamath, 8-31-30
(Sculien); Lake of the V?oods (elev. 4950), 8-12-35

42.

(Scuilen, Ferguson); Davis Lake (elev. 4390), 8-9-35
(Scullen, Ferguson); Lava Lake (eloy. 4800), 8-9-35
(Scullen); Kiamath Lake, 8-30-32 (Davis).
LEU C O RHINIA

43.

.

hudsonïca Selys (224).

Lake of the Woods,

(Scullen); Horseshoe Lake (Blue Mts.), 7-26-29
(Scullen); Corvallis, 6-1-99; reported from Big Meadows
(18. nu. S. of Lend), 7-4 to 7-7-13 by Kennedy (55);
Breitenbush Hot Springs, 7-4-34 (Scullen); Sparks Lake
(elev. 5428), 8-8-35 (Ferguson, Scullen).
Walker (los) says that it was common in marshes
along the river......Fairly connnon but not abundant in
7-18-30

all

marshes

visited.

Kennedy (55) says

that

it Is

found in more or

less

open sloup;hs and says,

their

time seated on the
top of aquatic plants. They copulated on the vLng,
the male picking up the female as she sat on some
plant. The flight was short, after which the
male dropped the female but hovered near while
she deposited eg1s by tapping the tip of her
abdomen repeatedly on the surface of the water.'1
"They spend most of
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44.

intacta Ilagen (225).

L.

ieported from Oregon by

ssig (38); reported from Big Meadows (18 mi. S. of Bend),

7-4 to 7-7-13 by Kennedy (55).

Needham (81) reports that hedon says, "They
are usually alert and agile.
Vhen resting the
wings are thrown forward, the abdomen held high
in tha aIr, and the head is kept turning watchfully from side to side."
Needham (77) says he has, "observed the female
imagos ovipositing in two different ways: Descending and strIking the water with the tip of
the abdomen while in flight......and at rest
on some vertical stem at the surface of the
water, plying with the tip of the abdomen just
below the surface. In both cases the female
was unattended by the male."
Nilson (55) says, "The sexes remain in union
only a short time and usually alight on some
convenIent weed or bush near the water's edge,
where they can be easily secured. khen thus
captured, the female is ready to lay as soon as
taken from the net and will ueposit one hundred
to two hundred eggs, the first fifty or seventyfive corning in a mass stuck together, the others
coining singly."
the eggs he obtained hatched in
twelve days.

Needham (81) says, "The niph is an alert
sprawlor.
Iransformation commonly occurs in
the forenoon, usually
Lthin a few inches of the
surface of the water11.
45.

L.

glacialis Hagen (226).

Lake of the

oods, 7-21-30

(Scullen).

PAC KYDIPLiX
46.

longipennis Burineister (230).

(Totten);

Corvallis, 7-08

Oswego, 7-14-32 (Pierson).

Neodham (81) says, "Adults of this species are
swift of wing.
The males hover near the surface
of the water, darting hither and thither, meeting
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irindiate1y
quitting it; and when two m1es meet in combat,
they have the curious habit of facing each other
threateningly then darting upward together into
the air and flying skyward, often until lost from
over'y newcomer, perching on a twig and

view.

The females are less in evidence. They rest
habitually, except when foraging or ovipositing
on trees back from the shore, When ovipositing
over open water, they do not rise and. descend
again betueen strokes o the abdomn aguinst the
surface of the water, but fly horizontally close
to the surface and from time to time strIke dounward with the abdomen alone, presumably washing
off eggs. In the midst of vegetation, however,
they fly up and down as do other species.
The nymphs clamber among the trash and when
grown transform within a few inches of the water,
if a suitable place be found so near»'
Brimley (15) says this species in North Carolina
is "very common in summer, tenerals in woods and
adults flying over standing water."
}:ennedy (56) says of this species at Fresno Beach,
California, it is a shore-line species of ponds,
seldom straying from the edge of the water. Its
habits are similar to those of Iviesothemls, with
which it S always associated. However, it usually rests Sympetrum-like on the tips of snags
and sedges a'c distances of one to five feet
above the ater while esothemis alights most
Oftcn as close to the surface as possible."
Wilson (117) says that both sexes have the habit of
drooping the wings and elevating the abdomen whey they
alight.
;

IvllSOTHEMIS

simplicicollis

Grants Pass, 7-5-25
(Scullen); Grants Pass, 7-4-24 (scullen); Ashland, 6-16-34
(Schuh); Maupin, 7-li-34 (Dimick); Oswego, 6-23-32 (Pier-

47.

!'

Say (231).

son); Portland, 6-10-29 (Pierson); reported from Sherman,

i

7-2-13 by Kennedy (55); Scapoose,

19

6-26-35 (Gray).

Needhan (81) says,
is a vigilant, if somewhat sedenta'y species. It squats on the bai'e
ground, or (in sorne floating logs or trash; or
if on a twig, it generally sciects a low perch,
then ir waits for suitable prey to come along
and darts out upon it.
Many damseiflies are thus
caught. The female oviposits: unattended, making
descent s to touch the surface at points wide
apart.
Needrìam (81) says that Willïamson notes a pecullar aerial
rforrnance. Two males 1flutter
motionless, one a few inches in front of the other,
when suddenly the rear one will rise and pass over
the other, which at the same time moves in a
curve downwards, backwards, and then upwards, so
that the former position of the two will be reversed."
Needharn (81) says that Vilson observed large colonies
01'

this species congregated In restricted areas in Illinois.
Van Duzee (99) says concerning the oviposition
of this species near Buffalo, N. Y., UHere the
females were depositing their eggs on the confervae nearthe shore.
In doing this they hovered
a few inches above the water, dipping to the surface at intervals of a fer: seconds with a rhythmic vibratory motion, each ttme bringIng the
tip of the abdomen in contact with the aquatic
weeds that were to serve as a ruidus for their eggstt.

Needham (47) says, "They do not seek the topmost twigs of reeds, as do most other shore-frequenting species, bu settle by preference Qn
some bare
th, or aslant a board at the edge
of the water.
he nymphs are rapid climbers
among reed stems."
Wilson (117) says that the eggs that he collected
of this species hatched in ten days.

The egg is an clon-

gated ellIpse and is about 0.60 mm. long and 0.27 mm.
in diameter.

The two sexes never fly about together.

female oviposits alone, hovering close to the water and

The
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repeatedly dipping the tip of the abdomen beneath the

Both sexes alight on floating algae and

surface.

other vater plants.
I

observed this species resting and ovipositing on

floating masses of algae near Ashland.

They were found

only on sxa1l ponds, flitting from one mass of algae to
another.
surface

1hen they flew they were ver
of the water so that

close to the

one could hardly get the net

under them withouL hitting the rater.

Sub orde r ZYGOPTEIA

Family AGRIONID
AGHI ON

aequabile Say (248).

48.

Corvalls, 5-30-31

(Diniick);

Corvallis, 5-27-31

(Diiriick);

Mary's H., 8-7-32 (Rouf);

Corvallis, 5-30-31 (Schuh); Corvallis,

1904 (Hill); Cor-

valus, 7-8-97; Corvallis, 7-17-97; Corvallis, 8-19-32
(Hoaf); Corvallis, 5-31-31; Ashland, 6-16-34 (Schuh);
lO mi.

.

Leadows

(18 mi. S.

of Alsea,

5-27-34 (Schuh); reported from Big
of Bend), 7-4 to 7-7-13 by Kennedy (55);

Jennings Lodge, 6-24-32 (Pierson); Rome, 6-20-15, reorted

by Kennedy (56).
Needham (81) says that this species prefers the larger
streams, and is quite rary and swift in flight.

It ovi-

posits by inserting eggs under the water in willow roots.
The female ïs unaccompanied by the male, but remains indif-
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ferent as Vri()US males hover over her.
This large, irridescent green damselfly, flIts along
the

larger streams and frequently alights on the overhang-

ing branches of willovs.
cause

it

It is rather hard to capture be-

seldom leaves the stream.

I

have observed it on

the Alsea and iarys Rivers and along a small brook near

Ashland.

(Schuh).

Garman (42) says that Kennedy reports that this species
deposits its eggs beneath the surface of the water upon

willow roots and

is unaccompanied

by the male.

iTAERI NA
49.

H.

nericana Fabricius

(254).

Juncion City, 7-3-07

(Haspole); Corvallis, 9-11-08 (Pernot);
(Schuh); Corvallis, 1932

Albany, 9-4-32

(Pi'entiss).

Needham (81) says that the adults of this species
haunt the riffles in small, clear f1oving sLreams.

rthe

males are frequently seen resting on stones or little sand
islands in the riffles or on drooping sprays of grass close
to the water's edge, furtively opening their wings now and

then

as

if to ShOW the crimson spot on their

wings.

collected large numbers of males with a pink net.

males seemed to be attracted to

easily captured.

tills,

He

The

and they were very

The lonj-1egged twig-sinulating nymphs

crawl up the trash only a few inches above the water's

12

It is a late

surface for transformation.

season species.

Needham (81) reports that Kellicott says it is abundant along rivers and smaller streams, especially where

grasses and shrubs overhang the water rippling over bars
of pebbles and among boulders.

Ee has not seen adults

until the middle of July, but found them often numerous

until mid-October.

He has never observed it over a few

rods from its accustomed habitat.
gating someti.mes in companies

He has found it congre-

of hundreds.

He

observed

the fesa1e, unattended by the male, resting on a half-sub-

rirged log or alga-laden rook,

r

waterweed, and thrusting

the abdomen beneath the water, place her eggs, one by one,
in the soft substance.

Lyon (64) says tlis species is found on the weeds in
rapid water.

Needham (78) says that this species frequents slow
moving streams and flits around the borders of riffles.
The nymphb cling to

plants

in the

rads;

occasionally

they live on bulrush stems that fringe the nave-washed
s

.

hore of a lake.
I

have collected this species on the Vi1lamette River

at albany.

It flitted from one twig to another along the

bank of the river and
my approach.

did not seem to

be much alarmed at

Family COENAGRIONID
Subf ami ly

INfE

ARC BII STIJS
50.

A. californica McLachlan (258).

Rickreall, 7-24-05;

Shedd, 8-28-32; reported from Oregon by iissig (38); Corvallis (Oak Cr.), 10-23-33 (Ball).

Information on the life history of this species is more
complete than among other species of dragonflies.

Kennedy (55) says Archilestes in the Yakima Valley is
an autumnal insect.
27;

on

common.

The first

spec±mens

were taken July

ugust 3, he saw many; and on August 7, they were
The breeding season then lasted till about Sep-

tember 14, when several frosts occurred.
TDuring august, or until active breeding began,
tndividuals of this species with wings held
loosely open, were usually found hanging on the
leaves and stexns on the sunny side of willow and
alder bushes. Here each appeared to have its favorite position, from which it would fly up and
oui_, a distance
of six to ten feet from time to
tine to take passing insects, returning each
time to its resting place.
On being disturbed,
none ever hesitated to dart into the densest portion of the brush on which it rested.
the

Fully developed adults were never on the wing for
more than twenty to tbirty feet, but in spite of their

weak flight they were bard to capture because the first
sweep of the net would send all the others inLo the bushes.
"In capturing tho female, the male flies toward
her while she is on the wing, or if she is alighted
as is usually the case, she flies up to meet him,
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when he

first seizes

then,

hei head viith his feet,
bending. his abdomen forward, seizes her prothorax with the claspers on the
of
abdomen.

tip

his

after many
minutes in copulation they settled do n on a vertical alder or willov: twig from one-fourth to one-alf inch in
The female usually copulated

at once

and

diameter which overhung some pool and began to oviposit.
ornetimes oviposition even took place where the twig was
three feet back from the water. Eggs were usually laid two
to ten feet above the water.
ItThe male holds the female during oviposition.
The female draws b1e
of her abdomen up until
her body forms a loop with the ovipositor between
her logs, when Sì13 makes a downward thrust in

tip

No egg is laid in the first
partly withdraws the ovipositor,
making a lateral thrust on the right side. This
is for the first egg. Partially withdrawing the
ovipositor she makes a third thrust. he makes
a fourth thrust on the right side in a similar
manner, and then twists the tip of the abdomen
around, making three thrusts on the left side, the
lower thrust first, the upper last.
In each of
the six lateral thrusts she has deposited an egg
in the cambiuni wIth the small dark end of the
egg at the point of insertion. after such a series

the willow branch.
thrust.

he then

of eggs has been laid,

female withdraws her

ovipositor and te pair back down the branch about
a quarter of an inch and repeat the process. One
pair was watched for an hour, at the end of which
time the female took larger rests between thrusts
and finally

The

ceased

the

ovipositng»

eggs probably pass the winter In the cambium and

probably hatch in the spring when the floods submerge the
twigs in which the eggs have been laid.
he puncture in
the bark heals for the winter, but in the second season
the hole is surrounded by dea d bark ana the scar enlarges
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with the growth of the stem.
uL1any twigs are killed by being girdled with
puncturo scars. Tho older scars run n series
of frani twelve to thirty in number. with six
eggs deposited in each scar, it would appear that
the female ]y from seventy-two to one hundred
eighty eggs before tirirìg»
During oviposition the pair are remarkably indifferent to enemies, as both can be easIly picked up by hand.
The oviposition which he observed took place near a scum
covered pool filled wIth filaznontoas algae, a mud bottom,

fringed with Scirpus and Juncus on which were many
exuviae. The nnph are free swimming and darting about
like minno's when disturbed, thus dragging the bottom
and

would get but few.

Ganan (43) says that the adult of A. grandis sought
cover at once when it as aware of an intruder. The insects would conic out if he stood perfectly s;i1l but would
dart back in again if they were not captured at the first
swing of the xt. He found the nymphs in a little stream
cut to bed rock and says they were the strongest swimming
collected.
zygopterous nymphs he had as
Kennedy (54) says, "In oviposition Archllestes
relatives, bu
follos the habits of its Lestes strength
it ovibecause of its greater size and
posits normally from five to eight feet above
the vater and 5n the bark of willow stems that
are from a half inch to an inch and a half in
diameter. Because of the size of some of the
bushes used, it can al:rost be said to be a dragonis
fly that lays its eggs in treos. Oviposition
female
bhe
holds
male
The
tedious
process.
a
end of his abdoby attaching the claspers on
prothorax.
hr
of
edge
posterior
the
men to

yt

te
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Then with her abdomen bent in a loop she forces
her ovipositor slowly through the bark and depoits her eggs in clutches of six in the cambium, where they rnain dormant until the follow-

ing spring."
He says that he has not observed hatching but that
1 into
the larvae probably wriggle fro the bark and

f.

the xater below.
"Ihe circle of bark, under which lies each clutch
of eggs, dies after the eggs have hatched and
this produces a scar, which from year to year
increases laterally with the growth of the stem.
Sometimes the scars of contiguous ovipositions
run together and girdle a willow so technically
that this dragonfly may be classed among those

insects injurious to timber."
He

among

says that the nymphs of

rchilestes are probably

the largest of zygopterous nymphs and are peculiar

in being very free swmmeing. In California, he eas astonished to discover that certain "schools of minnows"
were

tue

agile

nymphs of

rchilestcs fleeing

en masse

collector. On closer examination they viere found
to spend most of their time resting quietly on submerged
objects, but on the approach of danger they fled precipitously to deeper water. wixnming was accomplished by
from the

a vigorous

gills

undulatory motion, in which the large caudal

seemed of

great assistance.
LESTES

Lestes
di t e he s.

scies

are generally found about p9nds and
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Kennedy (54) suys, "The

species of Lestes ovi-

posit endophytically and frequently a foot Or
even two feet above the surface of the water,
usually placing the eggs in such tender tissues
as the stems
sedges and Juncus, or occasIonally
in tender willow shoots.
Davis (32) says that Todd observed a dainselfly closely
resembling Lestes unguiculatus descend down the stems of
plants to a depth of several feet in a clear pool.
Needham (78) says, "They are abundant in marshes,
In shallow pools filled with standing aquatics,
and. about the reedy borders of streams and ponds.
They are rarely seen either over open water, or
at any considerable distance from vater. They
habitually rest among the sterns of tall growing
rushes and sedges, or flit fromstem to stem
in short, shadowy flights......They feed extensively, perhaps chiefly, on such small gnats,
mosquitoes, etc. as emerge from the 'ater of
their own native shallows.
The females of L. uncatus and L. unguiculatus
deposit their eggs in puncture's made in the stems
and leaves of plants above the vater. For this
purpose they utilize the leaves of btu' reed or
any of the coarser sedges or grasses, or the
flowering stems of the blue flag.....these stems
are often filled full of eggs for a distance of
a foot above the surface of the
He studied these two species in shallow pools which

dried

rains.

up e very summer and were
The eggs

usually refilled by autumn

developed normally in the summer

until

they were almost ready to hatch and in this state they
aestivated through the remainder of the sumr and early
autumn. In the autumn the dead stems fall into the water
at which time the eggs complete their development and
hatch. The nymphs live inong submerged plant stems.
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Garman (42) says, "The nymphs of Lestes do not
occur except in stagnant ood1and pools, and are
never taken along the banks of streams unless a
stagnant condition exists."
51.

.

52.

L.

eurinus Say (260).

Grants Pass, 7-4-25.

congener Hagen (261).

sprague R.

Howells Prairie, 6-24-32;

(Kiamath Co.), 10-l-32 (Dirnick); Linn Co.,

8-14-29 (Davis); Crater Lake Park (near Headquerters)

7-30-30 (Wynd); Baker, 7-29-29 (Scullen); Ontario,

8-2-29

(scullen); reported.4 mi. W. of Baker (elev. 3400),

1909 by Kennedy (55);

Portland,

July

3-15-32 (Pierson).

Kennedy (55) says, " pair was seen ovipositing
...... The male was holding the female and she
had her abdomen looped up as does the female of
Archilestes, and was placing eggs in a small
willow stem about two inches above the surface
of the water".

Montgomery (70) says of this species, "Mr.
Williamson and I observed a pair ovipositing in
a stem of $cirpus fluviatilis Torr.
The pair
moved down the stern depositing eggs at short
intervals.
The female was observed to straighten
out ht r abdomen after each egg was inserted in
the tissues of the plart.
After the pair had
moved down the stem several inches in this manner,
they walked up the sLem about a foot and began
the process over again.
This nové was carried
out in rfect unison; although we could observe
no difference in their actions from those at
other times until the move was begun, the pair
started off up the stem as if by a prearranged
plan instead of down the stem to insert another
egg ...... The eggs were inserted at intervals
of one and one-half to four mm. and pointed
downward at an angle of about forty-five degrees
wïth the surface of the stem......"
53.

L.

unguiculatus Hagen (262).

Baker, 8-3-29

(Scullen);

Pelican Bay (Kianiath Co.), 7-22-30 (Scullen); Burns, 6-29-06
(Scullen); Buck

Lit.

7-9-06; Corvallis, 1906 (Buchanan);
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Quartz Lt. Service Station, 6-17-34 (Schuh); reported
4

mi.

W.

of Baker (elev. 3400), July 1909, by Kennedy (55C)

reported from Eagle Valley (Baker Co., elev. 2500), 9-?
to 9-19-09 by Kennedy (55).
Needharn (81) says, 'This epecies is most orten
seen sitting on the vertical stem of buirushes,
from whence it makes sudden dashes for passing
Diptera. It eats thera, sitting.11
Needhem (81) reports that Ydiedon says this is
a pond or small lake species, which is seldom
seen about streams.
It seems clear that great
numbers of this species migrate from pond to
pond or lake to lake during the breeding period;
ovipositing for a day or so at each stopping
place. Incomputable myriads.t'
54. L. forcipatus Rambur (265). Lake of the Woods, 7-18-ZO
(Scullen); McKenzie Pass, 8-17-28 (Davis).
Needham (81) says, "The flight- of this species
is weak, low, halting and indirect. It keeps to
the cover of the sedges and tall grasses and
perches on the sices of bare, vertical stems and
leaves. The female, attended by the male, oviposits cormuonly in submerged grass bisdes. Transformation occurs just above the vater, nitly
on

vertical green stems."

disjunctus Selys (266). Reported 4 mi. W. of
Baker (olev. $400), July 1909 by Kennedy (55).
Walker (l0) observed this species conon about a few
small ponds and puddles but says their habitat is probably
adapted to the cool regions, because the sun warms the
55.

L.

water more where

it is

shallow.

(Thunder Bay

District,

Ontario, Canada).
56. !;' uncatus Kirby (268). Gilehrist, 7-10-06; Burns
1906; Corvallis, 5-15-$0 (Crafton); Corvallis, 6-22-30
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(scullen); ]3urns, 7-29-06; Crater Lake Park (Sun Meadow
Cr.), 9-2-30 (cu11en); repoxted from Oregon by Essig (38);
5 mi. N. Yachats, 11-4-33 (Schuh); Corvallis, 6-2-34 (schuh)
reported 4 mi. W. of 5akep (elev. 3400), July 1909 by
Kennedy (ö5); reported from Big i:ieadows (18 mi. s . of Bend),
'7-4 to 7-7-13 by Kennedy (55); Sparks Laiie (elev. 5428),
8-8-35 (Ferguson, Scullen); Lake of the hoods (elev. 4950),
8-13-35 (Ferguson); utt1e Lake (elev. 3435), 8-7-35
(Ferguson); Corvallis, 5-17 and 5-21-35 (Cody); Corvallis,
4-2-35 (Cody); Portland, 5-26-31 (Pierson).
Needham (81) says, This long, bronzy, green
daniseifly is an associate of Sympetrum in the
meadows and swales of the lower river. It
flies in short sallies and keeps to the cover of
the grass or bushes. It feeds mainly on other
smaller damseiflies and midges. The nymphs clamber among the stems of standing vegetation in
still or very slowly flowing waters. It feeds
on a great verety of small soft-skinned water

insects

crustaceans»'
Needhani (80) in Utah says this damselfly ttflies
only in short sallies snd keeps to the coverof
t1
grass or bushes. It feeds mainly on other
smaller darnseiflies and midges.
and

Subfamily COENAEI0NINE
ARGIA

Kennedy (54) says that the genus Argia is
essentially a tropical one. "The extraordinary
northern distribution of Argia vivida, which
occurs also as far south as southern Mexico,
seenis explained by its peculiar habits. All
the species of Argia as far as is known, live in
very fresh water, tEe majority of them being
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stream species. Such is rg1a emma, which is
found in the majority of the warm perennial
streams oi the west. But Argia vivida has a
specïal prefrence for spriiigs and the boggy
streanilets flowing from them.
This species is
frequently collected on larger streain and ponds,
but in such cases, when traced to its origin, is
found to be emerging from some nearby spring.
Now springs do not freeze, as their waters, originating deep in the ground, maintain a fairly
uniform temperature throughout the year, so
that the springs in western Canada, in which Prgia
vivida has been taken are probEbly the warmest
waters in that region, comparing not. unfavorably
in warmth with springs of California and even
Thus by inhabiting springs this little
Iviexico.
subtropical
gia easily maintains itself l'ar beyond the usual limits of inembors of its genus.
It

is also

found in springs on the shores of Lakes

Tahoe and Donner at an elevation of 6000 feet.

Williamson (110) says that the males often accompany
the females below the water to oviposit and many females

often oviposit on the same object.

ts

Needham (78) says of
genus, "In habits
our species are sonwhat diverse.
In general,
it may be said that they frequent the borders of
ti
larger bodies and streams of water, and both
in the water and out of it after transformation
they cling to the surfaces of stones, piers, timbers, bare banks, etc., rather than to vegetation.
Imagoes may be found squatting on a bare bank
muc h more fre que nt i y t han o lingin g t o i t s ne ighboring plants, but they will travel ot among
the plants when foraging, following then by prefererice a bare path or roadway.
The eggs are
deposited mostly on the alga-covered surfaces
to which the nymphs will afterward cling.
In
ovipositing, the male usually retains his hold
on the prothorax of he female
577e

A.agrioides Calvert (275).

a1lowa Lake, 7-27-29

(Scullen).
58.

.

emma Kennedy (279).

salem-Albany, 9-4-32 (schuh);
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Mary's

iver, 8-7-32 (Roaf); jUflCtjOfl City, 7-5-07;

Peoria, 7-30-29 (Davis); Co:va11is, 5-O-31 (:toar);
011alie Lake, 8-23-31; reported from Oregon by

isig

(38).

Kennedy (55) reporte this species common on gravel
bars of

atus Creek,

;ashington in the

1913 (June 26 to Sept. 7).

Yakima Valley in

They oviposited on exposed

willov: roots.

says,

tiThe nymphs of this species are not
easily found, as they roam over the whole creek
bed and so are never nurnrous in any single
place. .i.they are usually found in the roots and
brush of the larger pools and under large stones
on the
On turning over a stone, the
nymphs are usually on the bottom beneath the
stone and hurrying away.
The
of the
emma nymph permits it to live in the swift riffles
and contest for existence with the crayfish and
stonefly and mayfly nymphs.
He

riffles.

agility

seems to

Ho says emergence

sunlight after

te

an inch above the water.

the

riffles

probably

as the stones are

round

to be detached by

the

bushes

to

the

The fact that most nymphs emerge

accounts for the few exuviae found,

and smooth, permitting

first puff of wind.

the

skins

The tenersi

along the banks as they do

to trust themselves over

nph

emerge, seldom more than

two and at this time they

stage lasts a day or

found in the

place any hour of

middle of the morning,

usually crawling up on a stone

on

taì

are

mostly

not seem

water.

In oviposition, the female sometimes works alone,

but is usually held by the male.

wholly by his hold on

the female

HÓ

supports himself

and stands stiffly in the
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the

air with his

wings and legs folded.

When

the female

bacis dovn into the water to oviposit on the submei'ged,
pinkish willow roots, she submerges hirn with her.
Kennedy (54) says the following of this species:
"Argia emra, the warm stream speci
occurs at ari
elevation of 6000 feet, in the Truckee River at
the outlet of Lake ±ahoe, California. Ihis is
explatned by the fact that the Truckee River, though
a mountain torrent, is really a warm stream, because its supply of ater comes from Lake Tahoe,
which never freezes over because of its depth."
59.
rita Kennedy (285). (det. doubtful). Phoenix,
7-14-30 (scullen); Gold Hill, 7-13-30 (Scullen); Roseburg,
7-11-30 (Scullen).
60. A. vivida Hagen (292). Cascadia, 8-15-24 (Scullen);
Wallov:a Lake (Lake BasL' 1:I.ai1), 7-25-29

(Scullen); reported from Shrman 7-. 2-13 by !ennedy (55); Breitenbush
Hot Springs (elev. 2222), 7-3-34 (Sculien); Jaupin, 7-17-34
(Dimick); burns, 7-27-33 (Jones); Portland, 5-27-33 (Pierson);
Abert La1, 6-18-34 (Jones, Schuh).
Kennedy (55) says that vivida occurs in permanent
springs and spring-fed streams, this habitat being its choi
and almost restricted habitat. They crawl but a few inches above the water to cast their skins. They are rather
sluggish. The adults seem to prefer to perch on bare,
open ground. For further notes on this species see the
discussion under the genus.
AMPHI AGHI ON

61.

A.

saucium Burmeister

(295).

Five mi. E. of Minam
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Fount.), 7-21-29 (scullen); Andrew
(Wi1dhore Canyon), 7-6-27 (scullen); Lake of the oods,
7-6-27 (Scullen); Corvallis, 5-22-30 (Prentiss); Grant
Co,, 7-3-14; Corvallis, 6-11-08 (Hill); Q.urtz Mt. 3erv1ee
(Wallowa Canyon

6-17-34 (Schuh); ithert Lake, 6-18-34 (Schuh), Ashland, 6-16-34 (Schuh); reported 4 mi. W. of Baker (elev.
3400), July 1909 by Kennedy (55); reported from Eagle Valley
sta.,

dcv

2500), 9-7 to 9-19-09 by Kennedy (55);
reported from brman, 7-2-13 by Kennedy (55); reported
from Big ieadows (18 ml. S. of Bend) 7-4 to 7-7-13 by
(Baker Co.,

Kennedy (55);

Portland, 5-12-35 (Cody); lJkiah (Cana Cr,),

6-23-35 (schuh); 4 ini. S. of Ukiah (Camas Cr.), 6-24-35
of Dayville,
(Schuh); 6-20-35, Willovdale, (Sc.uh); 20 mi.
6-26-35 (schuh);

5

Abert Lake, 7-2-35

mi. S.E. iichmond, 6-27-35 (Schuh);

(Schuh); Drift Cr. (Waldport), 4-25-26

(Davis); Breitenbush uot Springs (elev. 2222), 7-3-34
(Scuilen); Cascadia, 5-19-35 (scullen).
I have only collected this species by sweeping the
grasses, etc., of low marshy meadows. It is more widely

distributed in

Oregon than any other species of Odonata.
COENAGRI ON

0. resolutum Hagen (305). Reported from Oregon by
Essig (38); reported from Lig Meadows (18 mi. S. of Bend),
62.

17_4

to 7-7-13 by Kennedy (55).
Walker (103) says

marshes

and marshy

that this species is

common

in open

borders of streams. (Ontario, Canada).
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Aaron (1) reports an eastern species (E. exsulans)
as descending beneath the water at least a foot in depo-

siting eggs and remaining submerged a long time during
the

oration.

When disturbed in the oporation it rises

and immediately takes wing.

E.

civile submerges about the

last four segments of the abdomen to oviposit.

An English

species sinks its abdomen in the mud of dried-up pools to
oviposit.

Kennedy (54) says that Enallagma clausum occurs in
the intermountaiii country from the Columbia iiver Valley

to Nevada.

This species then, according to his statement

on distribution,

occurs in Oregon but so far as can be

ascertathed has never been collected nor reported from
here.

It ïs an inhabitant of the desert and seemingly

enjoys its life in the alkaline ponds of this barren region.
Several species of this large genus are stagnant water
species and some of these in the west live in ponds with
a slight alkaline

content; but clausum goes beyond them

all and breeds

water strongly saline, for it is found

ii

breeding in large nunthers in the sha1lov edges of Pyramid
Lake, Novada, whose alkalinity is about one-tenth that of

sea water.

em

He

says that the broad sandy beach at the south-

end of Pyramid Lake fairly

iirgoes of this specie

s,

arms with the nervous

and the females accompanied by

the males oviposit in the masses of filamentous algae that
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float in the shallow edge of the water.

Lyon (65) says of

nallagma ebrium at Ithaca, N. Y.

that this species, as is the custom of other Ena11agmas,
the male usually accompanies the female in

oviposition.

She saw only one female de;cend beneath the water, and
the male deserted her when she submerged.

Needham (78) says these damselflies "frequent
all sorts of fresh water, being most abundant
where there is much submerged and floating vegetation. They dwell in still and shallow water.
The imagoes spend most of their time over the
surface of the water, flying from leaf to leaf,
or from one mat
of floating algae to another.
They fly very low, some species so low that it
is well nigh impossible to get a collecting
net under them without dipping the water.
In
foraging they fly through the vegetation--not
over it, and do not often depart very far from
the border of the water,.....
The eggs are deposited in punctures in the
tissues of green plants just beneath the surface
of the water.
Floating leaves seem to be preferred, but, where these are
sent, or too few, the
stems of standing aquatics are often found thickly
punctured, and filled with eggs in all stages of
development.
They generally fly in pairs and
oviposit in copulo, but they do not, so far as
I have observed, descend beneath the surface of
the water in ovipositing.
The nymphs live in
tangled, submerged vegetation."
63.

.

boreale Selys (308).

Paulina Lake, 8-17-30

(Scullen); Corvallis, 5-10-30 (Grafton); Roseburg, 7-10-30;

reported 4 mi. V. of Baker (elev. 3400), July 1909 by
Kennedy (55); Craig Lake, 6-20-34 (Schuh); Ashland,
6-16-34 (Schuh); Lower Klamath Lk., 7-8-33 (Dimick);

Waldport, 9-19-34 (Schuh); Maupin, 7-17-34 (Dimick);
Corvallis, July; Portland, 6-l-32 (Pierson).

i

Walker (103) says that this species is common in all
open marshes, marshy stream banks, and lake shores.

(Orient

Bay, Canada).
64.

j.

cyathigerum Charpentier (310).

Tualatin R., 8-4-32

(Roaf); Corvallis, 5-30-31 (schuh); Peoria, 7-30-29 (Davis);

Anthony Lake

(Blue Mts.), 8-6-29 (scullen);

(Blue Mts.), 7-26-29 (Scullen);

Horseshoe Lake

reported four mi. V.

of

Baker (elev. 3400), July 1909 by Kennedy (55); reported

from S1ermai, 7-2-13 by Kennedy (55); reported from Big
Meadows (18 mi. 5. of Bend), 7-4 to 7-7-13 by Kennedy (55).

Williamson (116) says of oviposition of this
species in Indiana, "The pairs rested on the
floating spadderdock leaves, and, so far as
observed, oviposition was invariably in Lhe upper surface of the leaf, no particular area of
The female, in
t;his surface being preferred.
couple with the male, held her abdomen nearly
ve:tica1 and rave a quick push to insert a single
egg.
A single egg to several eggs might be
placed in a leaf, the pair generally moving restlessly from leaf to leaf. The spot of insertion
of the egg is soon marked by a small light brown
spot, which, under low magnification, shows many
ihe long curved egg is
small perforations.
nymph
placed vertically in the plant tissue. T
on hatchtng must find its way over the leaf surface to the water."
65.

E. carunculatum Morse

(Scullen); Ten Cent Lake

(331).

Hermiston, 6-23-24

(Steins Mts.), 7-3-27 (Scullen);

Harney Lake, 7-15-27 (scullen); Tualatin R., 8-4-32 (Roaf);
reported from Oregon by Bssig (38); reported from TJmatilla,
7-8- to 7-9-13 by Kennedy (55); Lebanon, 9-18-34 (Schuh);

Silver Creek, 5-06.

Kennedy (56) says that R.

C.

Osburn states that Odo-
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nata cannot live comfortably in a density of sea water
much over 1.003.

He

found this species breeding in

Pyramid Lake, Nevada and the pools back of the beach
line

which have

a

density of 1.0034.

He

says that this

is an alkali pond species.
66.

E.

anna Williamson (336).

Reported from Oregon by

Essig (38); reported 4 mi. W. of Baker (eloy. 3400),
July 1909 by Kennedy (55); reported from

Eagle

Valley

(Baker Co., elev. 2500), 9-7 to 9-19-09 by Kennedy (55);

Quartz Nt. Service Sta.,

6-17-34 (Schuh);

Sycan R.

(Beatty),

6-18-34 (Jones); Lower Kianiath Lk., 7-8-33

(Dimick);

7 mi. E.

of Kiamath Falls,

6-17-34 (Schuh).

Kennedy (56) says of this species at Reno,
Nevada,
it was very active and flew busily back
and forth along the flowing irrigation ditches.
Copulation lasted several minutes.
In ovipositing, the females painstakingly put their
eggs into the submerged stems of aquatic plants,
at which task they were usually accompanied by
the malos until, there was danger of submergence,
whe.n the se le ft t he female s to themse ive s
Fre quently females would be submerged for many
minutos.
TSC T.ThTTTTR

/x

Needham (78) says of the species of this genus,
species of Ischnura appear early in spring,
being often the first to be seen, and continue
till lato autumn and have probably a number of
overlapping broods each season. They frequent
all sorts of fresh and even somewhat brackish
water, and flit lightly around the shores, ovipositing in he stems of half-submerged water
plants, or they forage somewhat widely over the
adjacent hill slopes. The nymphs likewise occur
everywhere in water in which there are stems of
water plants to clamber on»
11The
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67.

.

denticollis Burmeister (345).

Lacomb, 9-18-34

(Schuh).

that this is the smallest of western
says that in California and Nevada it

Kennedy (56) says

dragonf1es.

He

is distinctly

a

spring stream species though in southern
California it is found alout almost any permanent, sluggish water. He found it in the cooler of the warm out1et of the Hot Springs at Calistoga, Ca1fornia, and it
occurred in a spring stream at Auburn, California. At
Golconda, Nevada it flourished in a warm spring.
Early in the morning it is found in the sedges and
grasses bordering the water, but during the heat of the
day spends the greater part of its time over the surface of the water, usually seated on trash or aquatic vegetation. The male accoi;panis the female in oviposition.
They oviposit in grass stems and other aquatic vegetation.
68. I. credula Hagen (354). Horseshoe Lake (Blue Mts.),
7-26-29 (Scullen), deterruination doubtful b: Needham.
69. I. perparva Selys (355). Corvallis, 4-9-31 (Larson);
Corvallis, 5-16-31 (Larson); reported 4 mi. W. of Laker
(elev. 3400), July 1909 by Kennedy (5); reported from
Sherman 7-2-13 by Kennedy (55); reported from Big Keadows
(18 mi. S. of Bend), 7-4 to 7-7-13 by Kennedy (55); reported from Eagle Valley (Baker Co., dey. 2500), 9-7 to
9-18-34 (Schuh); Portland, 5-25-33 (Pierson); Colorado Lake,
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10-24-33 (Schuh); Corvallis, 6-2-34 (schuh); Lacomb,
9-18-34 (Schuh); Union, June 1907.

reports that it occurs during the entire
season and is frequently as abundant along the stagnant
side pools of fresh streams as it ever is about alkaline
ponds. In habits it resembles cervula, but when at rest
incopulation or oviposition the wings are usually held
tightly closed. Being a heavier bodied insect, the abdomen is seldom bent into the u-shapes common with ovipositing cervula. As in cervula, the rn&les rarely aceonipany the females, while the latter are ovipositing. See
notes on . cervula.
70. L' erratica Calvert (356). Corvallis, 6-2-4 (Schuh).
71. j. cervula Selys (358). Shedd, 6-li-29 (Davis);
Corvallis, 5-3-31 (Schuh); Corvallis, 4-27-2 (Starr);
Phoenix, 7-14-30 (S cullen); Hermiston, 6-23-24 (Scullen);
Corvallis, 5-22-29 (Johnson); Corvallis, 4-17-30 (Schuh);
Tualatin R. 8-4-32 (Roaf); reported from Oregon by Essig
(38); Salem-Albany, 9-4-32 (Schuh); reported 4 mi. W. of
Baker (elev. 3400), July 1909 by £ennedy (55); reported
from Eagle Valley (Baker Co., dey. 2500); 9-7 to 9-19-09
by Kennedy (55); reported from Sherman, 7-2-13 by Kennedy
(55); reported from Big Meadows (18 mi. S. of Bend), 7-4
Kennedy (55)

(55); Ashland, 6-16-34 (Schuh); Independence, 6-20-34 (Larson); Quartz Mt. Service Sta., 6-17-34

to 7-7-13

by Kennedy

1

(Schuh);

7

nil. E. Klaìnath

6-2-34 (Schuh);

-j

Falls, 6-17-34 (Schuh); Co'va11i

Portland, 5-26-31 (Picrson); Giichrïst,

7-10-06; Phoenix, 7-14-30 (Sculien); Silver Creek, 5-06;
Crabtree Cr. (Laconib), 3-2l-34 (Diinïck); Portland, 3-15-32
(Pierson); Corvallis, 5-29-15 (Dunn); Corvallis, 10-20-33
(Schuh);

indepei.ence,

7-9-34

8-13-34

and

(Larson); Lebanon,

4-10-35 (Gray, Schuh).

Kennedy (55) studied this insect in

Oregon and gives

ashington and

some of the following data:

It

occurs

from early spring until heavy frosts in autumn but is
most abundant in May and June.

It is scarce

water, in such places choosing the more

laterals

and

side ponds.

s

about running

stagnant

with other species of this

genus, it is seldom found over water or on land

the moist banks of a pond or
It emerges

usually about

in huge siarms.

This species

avoid capture.

Copulation

lasts

for many minutes.

from

9 A.M. to 11 .A.M., sometimes
has

the

habit of hanging

takes place

moving about among the vegetation
and

far

stream.

among aquatic vegetation and dodging among the
to

spring

or

reed

stems

with the couple

at rest onsome

In oviposition, the

leaf

female,

usually unaccompanid by the male, deposits her eggs in
any vegetable niatter under the surface of the rater, which
is soft enough to be pierced by her ovipositor, usually
the steins of aquatic plants, but sometimes in a floating
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mass of filamentous

algae. Usually the domen is 'bent
u-shaped and the wings are loosely folded as in
copulat ion.
says wherever he has found cervula he has
found
perparva and vice versa. They are 'both all season
species.
Both are found about either alkaline ponds or
He

fresh

running water.

Cervula seldom occurs abundantly except
around alkaline ponds.
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SEASONAL DISTRIDUJ]ION CHARTS
The seasonal distribution charts give the seasonal

range, as far as knOWfl, of all the Odonata which have
thus far been found in Oregon.
The seasonal range is taken to be the time between
the earliest and latest date of collection and is indi-

cated by horizontal lines drawn between these two points.
Small circles are used to indicate single dates

collection.

of

Plate XXVII, Plate XXVIII, and Plate XXIX

are the charts for the Aeschnidae, Libellulidae,

Zygoptera respectively.

and
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A LIST OF THE ODONATA 01 0REGO ARRANGED TO SHOW
THE SPECIES WHICH OCCUN IN ANY ONE NATURAL
AREA OF OREGON

Coast Region (1)
2.

14.

Progomphus obscurus

Aeschna

15.

?

multicolor
umbrosa

24.

Somatochiora semicrou1aris

34.

Sympetrum illotum

35.

madidum

56.

Lestes

61.

Amphiagrion saucium

63.

Enallana boreale

uncatus

Wiliamette

Valley (2)
hageni

1.

Tanypteryx

3.

Ophiogomphus phaleratus

4.

occidentis

li.

Octogomphus specularis

12.

Anax junius

13.

Aeschna californica

14.

"

multicolor

15.

u

umbrosa
palinata

16.

18.

"

interrupta

19.

Oordulegaster dorsalis

20.

Macromia magnifica
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Willamette Valley (Cont.)
21.

Tetragoneuria

22.

u

23.
24.
28.

spinigera
cai-iis

omatoch1ora albicincta
u

semicircularjs

Libellula puiche lia

forensis

29.

u

5o.

TI

quadriinaculata

31.

11

nodistiota

32.

Plathemis lydia

33.

Sympetruin corruptum

iliotum

34.

35.

"

madidum

37.

"

obtrusum

38.

"

rubicunduluin

39.

semicinctuin

43.

Leucorhinia hudsonica

46.

Pachydiplax longipennis

47.

Mesothernis

48.

.Agrion aequablie

49.

Hetaerina americana

50.

Archilestes californica

52.

Lestes congener

simplicicollis

53.

unguiculatus

54.

forcipatus

56

uncatus
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58.

Willamette Valley (Cont.)
Argia emma

60.

vivida

61.

Anphiagrion sauciuin

63.

Enallagma boreale

64.

cyathigerum

u

65.
67.

69.

carunculatuni

Ischnura denticollis
perparva

era'atica
cervula

70

71.

5.

$outhern Oregon
Ophiogomphus severus

8.

Gomphus

12.

Anax

confraternus
junius

californica
18.
"
interrupta
26. Ladona julia
27. Libellula saturata
13.

Aeschna

28.

puiche lia

29.

forensis

32.

Plathernis lydia

33.

Sympetrum corruptum

34.
37

TI

TI

illotum
obtrusum
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Southern
39.

Sympetrum semicnctuin
atripes

42.

43.
45.

47.

Oregon (Cont.)

Leucorhinia hudsonica
glacialis

tI

esothemis simplicicollis

48.

Agrion aequabile

51.

Lestes eurinus

53

II

congener

54.

tt

foi'cipatus

"

uncatus

56.
58.

59.

Argia emma
'

rita

61.

Jth-tphiagrion saucium

63.

Enallagnia boreale

71.

Iscimura cervula
Columbia Basin (4)

4.

Ophiogomphus occidentis
severus

5.

12.

Arax junius

14.

Aeschna

15.

multicolor
unibrosa

20.

Macromia magnifica

28.

Libellula pulchella

29.

forensis

Columbia Basin (Cont.)
33.

ymPetrum corruptum

39

semicinctum

11

47.

Mesothemis simplicicollis

60.

Argia vivida

61.

Arr

63.

Enallagnia boreale

phiagrion saucium

64.

cyathigerum

65.

carunculatum

69.

Ischnura perparva
cervula

71.

Central

on (5)

1.

Tanypteryx hageni

6.

Ophiogomphus morrisoni

9.

Gomphus donneri

11.

Octogomphus specularis

12.

Anax junius

13.

Aeschna californica

14.

multicolor

15.

umbrosa

16.

palmata

18.

interrupta

23.

24.

Somatochiora
u

albicincta
semicircularis

25.

Cordulia shurtleffi

26.

Ladona julia
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Central Oregon (Cont.)

Libellula saturata
puleheila
28.
forensis
29.
27.

30.

"

quadrimaculata

31.

"

nodistïcta

33.

Syxnpetrum corruptuin

35

u

mad idurn

36.

'

pallipes

37.

rubicundulum

38.

39.

obtrusum

u

semicinctum

"

41.

danae

42.

atripes

43.
44.

45.

48.

Leucorhinia hudsonica

intac.a
glacialis

II

II

Agrion aequabile

Lestes congener
unguiculatus
53.
52.

t?

54.

u

forcipatus

56.

"

uncatus

57.
60.

Argia
'

emma

vivida

61.

Amphiagrion sauciuin

62.

Coenagrion resolutum
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Central 0reon (Cont.)
63.

Enailagma boreale

64.

cyathigerum

65.

carunculatum

66.

anna

69.

Ischnura perparva

71.

cervula
Blue Mountain

1'L.

(6)

Aeschna multicolor

15.

umbrosa

16.

palmata

17.

constricta

18.

interrupta

23.

Somatochiora albicncta

28.

Libeliula pulchella
quadrimaculata

30.
33.

Snpetrum corruptum

35.

madidum

36.

pallipes

37.

obtrusum

39.

II

semicinctum

40.

costiferum

41.

danae

43.

Iucorhinia hudsonica

52.

Lestes congener

53.

"

unguiculatus
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Blue Mountain Region (Cont.)
55.

Lestes disjunctus
uncatus

56.
5x7.

60.

Argia agrioldes
"

vivida

61.

Amphiagrion saucium

6.

Inallagrna ooieale

64.

66.

68.

u

cyathigerurn

anna

Ischnura credula

69.

perparva

71.

cervula
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A LIST OF T1
ODONTA OF OiEGON ARRANGED TO SEOW
THE NUMBER OF DIFFERENT NATURAL AREAS OF
OREGON IN WHICH ANY ONE 3FECLE OCCUTFLS

i

Tanypteryx hageni

2.

Progomphus obscurus

3.

Ophiogomphus phaleratus

4.
5.

2,

5
i ?

2

occidentis 2, 4

H

severus 3, 4

II

morrisoni 5

6.

7.

Erpetogomphus conipoitus (reported)

8.

Gornphus confraternus 3

9.

It

donneri 5

10.

n

olivaceous (reported)

1]_.

Octogomphus specularis 2,

12.

Anax juniu

13.

Aeschna californica 2,

2,

3,

4,

5

5
3,

5

14.

multicolor

15.

umbrosa 1, 2, 4, 5, 6

16.

palmata 2, 5, 6

17.

constricta

6

18.

interrupta

2,

1,

2,

3,

19.

Cordulegaster dorsalis

20.

Iviacromia

21.

Tetragoneuria spinigera 2

22.

23.

4,

5,

5, 6

6

2

magnifica 2, 4

canis 2

Somatochiora albicincta 2, 5,

6
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24.

Somatochiora semicircularls 1, 2,

25.

Cordulla shurtleffi 5

26.

Ladona julia

27.

Libellula saturata

3,

5
5

3,

28.

puichella 2, 3, 4, 5,

2.

forensis 2,

30.

quadrimaculata

31.

"

nodisticta

4,

3,

2,

33.

ayxnpetrum corruptum 2, 3,

35.

11

36.

39.

40.

"
II

"

41.
42.
43.

44.
45.

1,

4, 5,

xnadidum 1, 2,

6

5,

6

obtrusuni 2, 3,

5,

rubicundulum 2,
seinicinctum 2,

costifei'um

6

2, 3

pallipes 5,
II

38.

illotum

6

5

Plathernis lydia 2, 3

t,

6

5

2, 5,

32.
34.

6

5

3, 4, 5,

6

danae 5, 6
"

5

atripes 3, 5

Leucorhinia hudsonica

2,

t?

intacta 5

u

glacialis 3,

46.

Pachydiplax longipennis 2

47.

Iiesothemi3

48.

Agrion aequabile 2,

49.

Hetaerina americana 2

siinplicicollis
5

3, 5,

6

5

2, 3,

4

6
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50.

Archilesbes ca1ifonica

51..

Lestes eurinus 3

52.

congener 2,

,

2,

2

5,

6

53.

tI

unguiculatus

54.

It

forcipatus 2, 3, 5

55.

I,

56.
5?.

disjunctus

6

6

uncatus 1, 2, 3, 5, 6

Argia agrioldes 6
t?

enra 2, 3, 5

59

U

rita 3

60.

"

vivida 2, 4, 5,

58.

5,

6

61.

Aniphiagrion saucium 1, 2,

62.

Coenarion resolutum

5

63.

Enallagma boreale

2,

1,

3,

4,

64.

cyathigerum 2, 4,

65.

carunculatum 2, 4,

66.

anna 5, 6

67.

4,

3,

5,

5,
5

Ischnura denticoilis 2
credula

68.

6

69.

u

perparva

70.

U

erratica 2

71.

H

cervula 2, 3, 4, 5,

2,

4,

5,

5,

6

6

6

6

6
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MAPS
The map of Oregon herein used, is divided into six

different areas.

The boundaries o

these areas are quite

clearly limited by physical conditions, which correspond

closely with the differing agricultural regions of the
state,

See Plate X0(.

The Coast Region is characterized by low forested
hills, fairly swift streams in the hills and brackish

ponds along the coast, and a humid climate.

So far there

have only been nine species of Odonata found in this

re-

gion but probably many more occur, as but little collecting has been done the'e.
The Willamette Valley is bounded by the Coast Region
on the west,

Southern Oregon on the south, and by the

Many

Columbia Basin area and Central Oregon on the east.

ponds, small fresh-water lakes, and fairly sluggish streams

occur in the valley proper.

The western border has small

and fairly swift streams while the eastern border has

many large swift streams and high mountain lakes.
average precipitation,

The

40-50 inches a year, is much less

than that of the coastal belt.

So far, more species have

been collected in this area than any other, probably because there has been more collecting here.

Soutrn

Oregon consists largely

of

rolling hills

and valleys traversed by clear and moderately swift streams.
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The northeastern portion has many lakes and rather high

Twenty-eight species (a number of which are

mountains.

widely distributed in the warmer parts of the country)
have been found in this region.

Ìany more probably occur

here as additional records are added almost every year.
The Columbia Basin is largely composed of low rolling

hills which are at present largely covered with Agropyron
spicatum, Bromus tectorum, and Artemesia spp.
the area is used for wheat

Much of

There are practically

growing.

no forests, except along the western, southern, and

southeastern boundaries.

The streams are

many dry up during the summer months.

sluggish

What permanent

ponds and lakes that exist support a large population of
Odonata.

Iighteen species have been found in this region,

most of which aro species of quiet waters.

Central Oregon consists largely of flat open country

which is covered largely by species
other desert

r

semi-desert plants.

of;

Artemesia and

Many saline lakes

occur in this area which support a varied dragonfly fauna.

Much collecting has been done here because of the general
interest which the region affords.

iorty-five species

have been found in this arca.
The Blue Liountain Region is situated in the extreme

northeast corner of the state and consists largely of forested mountains.

Lakes and clear streams abound.

nine species have been taken in this region.

Twenty-
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ILLUST}ATED KIY FOR THE ODONATA OF OREGON
The following key was compiled and wiitten to make
the recognition of the Or.gon species of Odonata easier.
The style and much

from Needham's
Americafl.

of

the context

of the key was taken

A Handbook of the Dragonflies of North

Wherever it could be done, tbis key was made

as simple as possible.

All of the illustrations are original, with the

exception of

tl-ie

wings of Progomphus obscurus, which

illustration was taken from Garmants 'The Odonata or

Dragonflies of Connecticut".

Of necessity, several illus-

trations, which were desired, have not been included as
no specimens or published illustrations were available,

but it ïs hoped that thc key, as it stands, will be of
some value to future students

of Odonata in Oregon.

It has been deemed advisable to exclude keys to the

species of certain genera of Zygoptera, such as Lestes,

Argia, Enallagma, and Ischnura, as the determination of
the species of these damseiflies is thought to be a

problem for systematists supplied with adequate material
for study and comparison.
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ILLUSTRA ED OEY FOR T
ODONATA OF ORJiGON

Key to Suborders of Odonata

1.

2.

Hind wings broader

at base than fore wings;

held at

right

See key

to

Anisoptera.

wins

not broader

hind

(wings

to body

angles

when at rest.

at base

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Anisoptera

wings

than fore

to body axis

similar); wings held parallel

when at rest.

wings

.

.Zygoptera

.

.

See key to Zygoptera.

ANI SOPTERA

Key to families

1.

Triangles of

fore and hind wings similar and equally

distant from areulus
See key to
2.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Aeschnidae.

wings dissimilar, and

equally distant from arculus.

colored or

.

subfamilies

Triangles of fore and hind

not

.

marked wita cross Dands.

iings often highly
.

.

.

Libellulldae.

See key to subfamilies.

.a

1.

Stigma

Subfanilies of Feschnidae

without a brace vein at its inner end, and
See Plate III, Fig.

body marked with yellow.
Cordulegasterinae.

.

.

.

.

3.

Cordulegaster dorsalis.
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(only Oregon species).

Stigma with a brace vein at its inner end
2.

Eyes meeting on top of head

.

.

.

.

.

2

.

Aeschninae

.

.

.

See key to genera of Aeschninae.

Eyes widely separated on top of head
3.

.

.

.

.

.

3

.

Tip of Labium divided by a median cleft; abdomen
marked with yellow.

Anal vein of fore wing apparent-

ly forked before the triangle.

Petalurinae.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

eo Plate IV, Fig. 5.

.

.

.

Tanptery

.

hagen!

(Only Oregon species).

Tip of Labium entire; anal vein of fore wing
apparently not forked before triangle.
.
.
Gomphinae
See key to genera of G-omphinae.
.

to Genera of Gomphinae
1.

Broad yellovî stripe almost covering front of
thorax
dark stripe in center being
absent...Octogomphus
spe culari s.

Dark stripe on front of thorax present.
VII, Fig.
2.

10 and 11.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

See Plate

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2

Fore wing nodus beyond middle of wing and
basal

subcostal cross vein generally present.
V,

Fig 8.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

See Plate

Progomphus obscurus

.

(reported from Oregon).
Fore wing nodus at middle of wing and basal
subcostal

cross vein absent.
3.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Anal loop semicircular, with two or three
cells.

.

3
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See Plate V, Fig. 7.

.

See key to spp.

spp.

4.

.

Anal loop

indistinct

Fig. 4.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

wanting.
.

.

Ophiogomphus

.

.

Ophiogomphus.

of

or

.

.

.

.

See Plate III,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

4

.

Stigma very broad, doubling width of space between

bordering longitudinal veins
compositus (reported

froni

.

Oregon).

space by

Stigma normal, widening this
half.

Plate III, Fig 4.

See key to spp.

Erpetogomphus

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

not

than

more

Gomphus spp.

of Gomphus.

Key to species of Ophiogomphus
1.

Brownish stripes 2 and 3 on thorax nearly obsolete 2

Brownish stripes 2 and 3 on thorax well developed
2.

Ophiogoinphus occidentis or O.

alike to

oompar
3.

be

separated

them.

Stripe 2

without material with vthich to

not confluent with

.

.

.

.

confluent with 3

separated from

any stripe above, dis-

stripe

from

Plate VII, Fig. li
2

Too near

Plate VI, Fig 9.

S

tinetly separated

Stripe

severus.

3

.

3 laterally.

See

Ophiogomphus morrisoni.

.

above, not

distinctly

S laterally, female with quite

conspi-

cuous horns on the latero-cephalic and latero-caudal

angles ofthe occiput.
.

tus.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

See Plate VII, Fig. 10
.

.

.

.

.

.

Ophiogoniphus phalera-
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Gomphus

to Spe cje s of

The known Oregon species

the

Goniphus have

of

face not striped with black.
1.

Stripes 4 and

5

.

.

.

.

.

.

Stripes

2

2

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

12.

Gomphus olivaceous.

.

.

.

.

.

,

and 3 with no yellow between

Plate VIII, Fig. 13

Stripes

.

.

Stripe five present.
2.

See Plate VIII, Fig.

wanting.

.

.

2

.

them.

See

Gomphus donneri.

.

and 3 with at least some yellow between

them at some point.

See Plate VIII, Fig.l2.

.

Gomphus confraternus.
to Genera of Ae schninae
1.

Males without auricles.
stripes.

spot

on

1ate X,

Uo definite thoracic

ïng expanse over 100 mm.

top of

frons.

Fig 16.

.

Definite black

See Plate IX, Fig 15 and
.

.

.

s

.Anax

.

junius.

(Only Oregon Species).

a1es
wing

with auricles.

With definite thoracic stripes.

expanse less than lOO mm.

frons bu

no definite spot.

and Plate X, Fig 16.

.

spot on top of

T

See Plate IX, Fig.
.

.

.

.

.

14

Aescbna.

See key to species of Aeschna.

ï
1.

Ventral

Spe C je

S

Ae s c 1m a

tubercie present on first ventral abdominal
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segment.

See Plate XI, Fig. 19

present.

Ventral tuberole not
2.

.

Fronto-clypeal stripe black.

.

.

.

. .

s

s

.

.

i

.

. . .

.

.

2

See Plate XI, Fig. 18

Aeschna californica.

Fronto-clypeal stripe
brown.
3.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

light

yellow to

when present

Aeschna multicolor.

.

Dorsum of tenth abdominal segment smooth, without

tubercies

or spines;

anal triangle of male 3-celled.

. . . . . . . . . . .

.

. . . . . . . . . .

. . 4

.

Dorsum of 10th abdominal segment not smooth; anal
triangle of male 2-celled,

dorsal thoracic stripes

absent or but little developed.
Fig. 6.
4.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Rear of I'ad black.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

brown

Rear of head with some

See Plate IV,

Aescbna interrupta.
.

.

.

.

or yellow.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

5

Aeschna

umbrosa.
5.

Cross bar of T

spot

on top of frons straight, its

stem parallel sided.

See Plate X, Fig. 16.

Aeschna

palmat a.

Cross bar of

T spot curved, iis stem

wider

See Plato X,

Fig. 17.

eschna constrictia

.

.

.

.

.

.

at base.
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to Subfarnille5 of Libellulidae

li

Anal loop compact,
cells not in two

not foot shaped and included

ros

and not separated by a distinct

the black abdomen conspicuously ringed

bisector;

Macromiinae

.

.

Plate XII, Fig. 21.

See

with yellow bands.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

niioa.

Macromia

(Our only species).

Ana1 loop more or less foot shaped and included
cells divided in two rowe by a bisector.

Abdomen

not striped with conspicuous yellow cross bands.
2.

lales

Toe of foot (anal loop) but little developed.

with auricles on 2nd abdominal segment.

2

.

Cordulinae.

.

See key to genera and species of Cordulinae.

Toe of foot well developed.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Males without auricles.
.

.

See key to species and genera

Libe llulinae

.

of Libeilulinae.

to Genera and Species of Cordulinae

is

Hind wings without two distinct spots on basal part
of

wing.

.

.

.

s

s

.

.

s

Hind winos with two distinct
of wing (one sub-costai,
2.

s

s

s

spots

0

s

s

s

Iflnd

.

.

.

2

one distad of membranule).3

.

.

See

Cordulia shurtleffi.

wing wiLli 2 cubito-anal cross veins.

Plate XIII, Fig. 23.

S

on basal part

Hind vJing with one cubito-anal cross vein.
Plate XIII, Fig. 22.

s

See

Somatocdlora.

4
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3.

Frons with a T spot above; a window-like opening
in brown spot in inner uppei angle of membranule.

and Plate XX, Fig. 37

ee Plate XIV, Big. 24
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Tetragoneuria

spinigera.

Frons generally with no T spot above; no windowee Plate XIV, Fig. 25

like opening in brown spot.

and Plate xx, Fig. 37.
4.

Tetragoneuria canis.

.

abdominal segments not ringed with whitish posteriorly.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

omatochlora semicircular.

Abdominal segments ringed with whitish on posterior
margin.

.

.

.

.

.

omatochiora albicincta.

to Species and Genera of Libellulinae

1.

Wings with a distinct dark spot at the nodus

7

Wings without a distinct dark spot at the nodus
2.

.2

Basal half wings of wings entirely reddish or golden
See Plate XV,

yellow, wing expanse at least 80 mm.

Fig. 27.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Libellula saturata.

Wing expanse less than 80 mm., wingbase before
nodus not entirely red or golden yellow.
3.

.

.

3

.

Hind wthg Cu1 rising from outer side of triangle.
See flate XXIV, Figs. 44 and 45.

.

.

.

.

.

Hind wing Cu1 rising from hind angle of triangle
4.

5

.

.

Vein M2 strongly undulate, usually 3 or more cross
veins under stigma.

See Plate XVII, Fig. 31.

.

4
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Lad on a

j

u li a.

Vein M2 smoothly curved, usually 1 or 2 cross veins

under stigma.

Stigma wibh

5.

.

.

.

1 or 2

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

6

.

cross veins preceding which is a

long space, bases of wings tinged with brown or yellow.

See Plate XXIV, Fig. 45.

.

.

Pachydiplax

.

.

longipennis.
Stigma subtending two cross veins with no long space
preceding; wing bases clear.

Se

.

.

.

.

s

S

s

S

S

.

.

Plate XXIV, Fig. 44

esothemis simplicicol-

lis.
6.

Last antenodal before the nodus unmatched, heel of
anal loop shorter than the toe, no black spots at

wing bases.

See Plate XXII, Fig 4O...Srnpetrum.

See key to species.

Last antenodal before nodus matched, heel equal to
toe, with black spots at wing bases.

Fig. 41.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ee Plate XXII

.

Leucorhinia.

.

See key to species.
'7.

Dark spot in middle of wing covering total area
between nodus and stigma.
.

S

S

s

s

I

S

S

S

See Plate XVIII, Fig 32.

ia1e of Plathemis lydia.

Dark spot in middle of wing not covering total area

between nodus and stigma.
8.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Dark spot at nodus and wing base only.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

8

.

9

.

.

.

..

Dark spot at nodus wing,base, and wing tip

.

.

.

.

.

li

9.

Dark spot at nodus wide and large reaching almost

Plate XVI,
Libellula forensis.

to the posterior margin of wing.

Fig 28.

.

.

. .

. . .

. . .

See

.

Dark spot at nodus small not reaching half the distance between
the wing.
10.

the

.

.

anterior and posterior margins of
.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

s

.

s

10

Basal dark spot of fore wings absent or not very

noticeable,
.

.

.

.

yellow.

.

ee Plate XVI,

.

.

.

.

Fig 29.

Libe

hula

.

.

quadrimacu-

lata.

Basal

dark spot

of fore

large, blackish.
n odi s t t e t
li.

wings present and quite

See Plate XV, Fig. 26.

-

See Plate XVII,

Wing expanse about 85 inn.
.

.

s

.

.

.

.

Wing expanse about 70
Jieeale.

.

Libeilula

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

puichella.

See Plate XVIII, Fig.

min.
.

Libellula

Fig. 30.

.

33

Plathemis lydia.

to Species of Leucorhinia

1.

Middle abdominal segment (4

- 7)

triangles, wing expanse about 50

Miadle abuominal segments black.
2.

middorsal

with pale
ruin.

L.

.

. . .

.

hudsonica.

.

.

Abdominal segment 7 with twL dorsal spots of
wing expanse about 50

min.

.

.

.

.

.

Abdominal segment 7 with no twin dorsal

.

L.

.

.

yellow,
intacta.

spots of

2
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yellow, wingexpanso about 60 mm....

cia1is

L.

.

Sympetrum

to Species 2
1.

.

Fourth abdominal segment with a median encircling
ridge (in addition to the apical ridge).
XX, Fig.. 36.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

See Plate
.

.

Fourth abdominal segment with only apical ridge
2.

2

.

.

.

3

.

Fore wing antenodals 7 or 8, base of wings not dis-

tinctly reddish.

See Plate XXII, Fig. 40.

.

cor-

S.

.

rupt um.
Fore wing antenodals 8 to 10, base of wings distinctly reddish.
3.

See Plate XIX, Fig. 35.

Radial planate subtends

.

illotum.

S.

.

rows of cells and wings

2

with a golden-yellowish tinge, especially along the
costal maigin.

See Plate XIX, Fig. 34.

madtdum.

S.

.

Radial planate subtends one row of cells and costal

border of wing not as above to nodus.
4.

Male

surior

.

.

.

.

.

4.

.

.

appendages with a prominent median

inferior tooth; female subgenital plate bifid.
Plate XXI, Fig. 38 and Plate XXIII, Fig. 42.

See

.

.

.

.

5

.

6

Male superi or appendage s with no prominent inferior

tooth; female subgenital plate entire or only a

little emarginate.
5.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Male hamule bifid for a third of its length.
Plate XXI, Fig. 39.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

S.

.

.

.

See

rubicundulum.

.-.1

Male hamule bifid for not more than a fourth its
See Plate XXI,, Fig. 39.

length.
6.

Tibiae yellow externally.

Tibiae
7.

black externally.

.

.

.

.

.

pallipes.

S.

.

.

obtrusum.

S.

.

.

.

.

.

ings yeiiow to nodus (at least hind wings).

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

semicinctum.

S.

Wing not yellow to nodus (only so at base

8.

Legs more or

less yellow.

.

.

.

Legs black except base of femora.
9.

.

S.

.

.

7

.

)

.

.

.

.

8

.

9

oostiforum.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Stigma

Male superior abdominal appendages black.

yellow brown to blackish, wing expanse about 50 mm.
.

.

.

t

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Male supe ri or appendage s ye how or red.

..

danae.

Stigma

yellowish red to red; wing expanse about 60
S.

nun.

.

atripes.
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to

Zygoptera

FgrnilieSOf

Antenodal cross veins numerous; wings not stalked.
ee Plate

XXV,

Figs 46 and 47.

.

.

Agrionidae

s

.

species
Antenodal cross veins two; wings stalked. See
Plate XXVI, Figs. 48 and 49. . . . . Coenagrionidae.
See key to subfanilies.
See key to

Key

to Species of Agrionidae

Wings banded \vith

brown,iridescent green species;
space before arculus free of cross veins. See
Plate XXV, Fig. 47.
Agrion aeguabile.
Wing bases with ruby red spots; space before arculus
with many cross veins. See Plate XXV, Fig. 46. .
Hetaer:Lna arnercana.
.

.

.

s

.

.

.

.

to Subfamilies of Coenagrionidae
Vein
5ee

M3

Plate

See key

Vein
See
s

s

rises nearer the arculus th an the nodus.

M3

See key

Fig 49.

.

. . .

.

.

.

Lestiriae.

s

to species and genera.
rises nearer the nodus than the arculus.

Plate
s

XXVI,

XXVI,
.

Fig. 48.
.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.
s

.

to species and genera.

.

s

s

s

s

s

Coenagri oninae

170
to Species and Genera of Lesbinae
1.

Vein

rising one or one and one-half cells beyond

nodus.

See Plate XII, Fig. 20.

Archilestes cali-

.

.

f arnica.

Vein M2 rising several cells beyond nodus.
XXVI, Fig. 49.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

See Plate

.

Lestes.

.

.

to Species and Genera of Coenagrioninae

Spines on cephalic margin of tibiae long, generally

1.

twice as long as intervening spaces between.

Argia

.

s pp.

Spines on cephalic margin of ;ibiae generally not
longer than intervening spaces.
2.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2

.

Abdomen distinctly reddish with black markings, esp-

ecially at tip; thorax black on top; no pale post
ocular spots on head.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Amphiagrion

s auc i urn.

Abdomen and thorax not neddish as above.
3.

Stigma

ir

.

.

3

s

s

fore and hind wing of male dissimilar and

with a dorsal forked process on segment ten of
male.

.

.

.

.

s

a

s

I

s

.

Ischnura spp.

Stigma in fore and hind wing of male similar with

4.

no forked

proces

on

s

s

s

s

s

s

dorsum of segment ten of male
.

s

s

.

s

.

s

s

s

s

s

s

No ventral spine on abdominal segment 8 of female.

171

Coengrion resolutuni.

.

With ventral spine on abdominal segment 8 of

female..

a..

.

.

.

.

.

.Enallagma.
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triangle -- at.

Plate V, Fig. 7.
See Plate IX, Fig. 14.
.
2. Anal
See Plate I and II.
3. Antenodal cross veins -- ac. .
See Plate I and II.
4. Arculus -- ar. .
See Plate XI, Fig 19.
5. Auricles -- au .
See Plate V,
6. Basal subcostal cross vein -- bs.
Fig. 8.
See
7. Brace vein at inner ena ci stigma -- by. .
Plate IX, Fig. 14.
See Plate I and II.
8. bridge -- br. .
See Plate I.
9. Cubito anal cross vein -- ca.
See Plate XI, Fig. 18.
10. Fronto-clypeal stripe -- fc.
See Plate XIII, Fig. 23
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12. Inferior tooth of superior appendages -- it.
Plate XXIII, Fig. 42.
See Plate IV, Fig. 5.
13. Labium -- la. .
See Plate XXI,
14. Male harnules of Syrnpetruni -- nih. .
Fig. ó9.
See Plate cc,
15. Iiedian encircling ridge -- me.
Fig. 36.
See Plate I.
16. Membranule -- mm. .
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Figure 3
Wings of Codu1egaster dorsalis

Figure 4
Wings of Gomphus confraternus
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Figure 5

Labium of Tanypteryx hageni

Figure 6
Tenth abd©m.tnal segment of Aesohna interrupta
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Figure 10
Thoras of Qphiogomphus phaleratus
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Figure 12
Thorax of Gomphus confraternus

Figure 13
Thorax of Gomphus donneri
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Figure 14
Wings of Aeschna californica
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Top of Frons of Anax junius and Aescbna palmata
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Covdulla shuxt1effi

Figure 23
Sorintoohiora aibicincta
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Wings of

Figure 24
Tetragoneuria spinigera
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Figure 34
Wings of _Svmpetrum madidum

Figure 35
Vings of Sympetrurn illotum
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Figure 36
Median encircling ridge on fourth abdominal segment of
Spnpetrum

Figure 37
Spot on top of Frons of Tetragoneuria
canis.
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Figure 38
Bifid $ubgenithl plate of female of Syinpetrum obtrusum
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Figure 39
Hamules of male of Smpetrum obtrusuni and
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Figure 40
Wings of Sympetrum corrupturn
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Fi:ure 41
Wings of Leucorhinia htzdsonïca
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Figure 42
Inferior tooth on male supe nor appendage of Sympetrum
obtru sum.

FigurE. 43
Subgenital plate of Female of Sympetum semicinotum
not bifid.
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Figure 46
Wings of Hetaerina americana

Wings of

Figure 47
grion aequabile
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FIgure 48
Wings of Isohnura sp.
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Wings of ïestes uncatus
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